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Abstract 

 
This study investigated fourteen Grade 4 teachers’ understandings of graphical 

representations of categorical data. The study examined what the teachers knew about: 

(a) categorical data and graphical representations of categorical data, (b) their students’ 

knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data, and (c) how to work in class 

with student errors and misunderstandings. A list of common errors was developed from 

a review of the literature and used to create written assessments for students and teachers. 

Teachers completed the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge instrument, Curriculum 

Implementation Survey, and participated in an interview. Interviews probed the 

understanding teachers had of student errors and instructional strategies to assist student 

learning. 

The group of teachers revealed some basic knowledge of graphical 

representations of categorical data. These teachers could: (a) name common types of 

graphs, (b) name components of graphs, (c) identify title and labels on all graphs, (d) 

understand horizontal and vertical bar graphs, and (e) compare bar graphs and circle 

graphs. The teachers were also successful in identifying many errors the students made. 

Issues uncovered that are of primary interest to teachers and teacher educators include: 

(a) confusion between histograms and bar graphs; (b) interpretation of data within 

context; (c) putting labels for the frequency in the spaces, not at the end of line; (d) use of 

a template, or bars in a bar graph touching; (e) keeping a category with a zero value and 

how to explain a zero category value; and (f) creating the scale. The difficulty revealed in 

this study regarding the teachers’ knowledge was not that the teachers couldn’t make a 

bar graph, but that these teachers did not have a depth of understanding of graphical 

representations of categorical data, which is needed to assist students. 
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1
CHAPTER ONE

The purpose of this study is to investigate elementary teachers’ understandings of

graphical representations of categorical data. This chapter discusses three factors that

motivate the study: the importance of elementary teacher knowledge; the influence of

professional recommendations on content; and the occurrences of graphical

representations of categorical data in schools. Because improving student achievement is

a motivation when studying teachers, this study adds to the mathematics and statistics

education knowledge base by understanding elementary teachers knowledge of graphical

representations of categorical data. This introductory chapter explores these factors and

concludes with objectives of the study and a statement of research questions.

Importance of Teacher Knowledge

Research on the effective teaching and learning of mathematics and statistics

content in the elementary school requires an examination of various types of teacher

knowledge. Content knowledge is generally considered to be knowledge of the material a

teacher will present to students and the background or foundation for the same material

(Ball, 2000). Hill, Rowan, and Ball (2004) found that elementary teachers’ mathematical

content knowledge and skills positively predicted student gains. Their work suggests that

programs to improve teacher knowledge in “content-focused professional development

and pre-service programs” (p. 38) could improve student achievement. Defining teacher

knowledge will bring into focus its importance for elementary teachers and student

achievement.

Shulman (1987) argues for seven categories of the content, character, and sources

for a teacher’s knowledge base as:
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• Content knowledge.

• General pedagogical knowledge.

• Curriculum knowledge.

• Pedagogical content knowledge.

• Knowledge of learners and their characteristics.

• Knowledge of educational contexts.

• Knowledge of educations’ ends, purposes, and values. (p.8)

Hill, Schilling, and Ball (2004) and Ball and Bass (2000), among others, continued the

research and discussion to describe and refine Shulman’s categories into three main types

of content knowledge: common (Hill, Schilling, et al., 2004), specialized (Ball,

Lupienski, & Mewborn, 2001), and pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1987).

Knowing the mathematics content needed for the practice of teaching defines a

common knowledge of content (Hill, Schilling, et al., 2004). The definition for common

knowledge of content was drawn from older terms, subject matter knowledge and content

knowledge, to show how content is presented in practice and not in textbook learning. At

issue is the difference between knowing subject matter (Ball, 2000) for oneself or for a

class exam versus knowing material well enough to teach or explain to others.

Specialized knowledge of content, defined as how math arises in classrooms,

includes pointing out alternative ways of looking at problems, providing explanations,

and being prepared for unconventional student solutions (Ball et al., 2001; Hill, Schilling,

et al., 2004). This type of knowledge expands on textbook knowledge to give emphasis

on multiple and alternative representations that teachers are more likely to encounter than

a standard textbook definition. Groth (2007) challenges the mathematics education
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community to develop more specialized content knowledge for statistical content, but

organized in such a way that teachers can access and use it. He also expects that research

should focus on statistical learning experiences within the teaching context. This study

seeks to better understand specialized content knowledge for teachers related to graphical

representations of categorical data.

Pedagogical content knowledge includes, but is not limited to, (a) the knowledge

of the concepts and procedures related to a topic; (b) the preconceptions, conceptions,

and misconceptions students have from prior experiences with a topic; (c) the stages of

understanding the student will pass through to achieve mastery; (d) how to assess student

understanding across the spectrum of student learning needs; and (e) instructional

strategies to not only unwind misconceptions from conceptions but advance knowledge

of content for all students (Ball, 2000; Ball & Bass, 2000; Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson,

& Carey, 1988; Shulman, 1986 & 1987; Shulman & Shulman, 2004).

These types of teacher content knowledge represent the complexity behind what

teachers need to know and do to be an effective teacher, especially for elementary

teachers who are often themselves less successful mathematics students. These research

studies demonstrate that teachers’ knowledge effects student understanding and are worth

exploring for every topic area in elementary school mathematics. Influences from

professional organizations intersect with teacher knowledge to impact teacher

effectiveness, further supporting the need for this study.

Professional Recommendations

Influence from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, and

recommendations from the Mathematics Association of America, American
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Mathematical Association and American Statistical Association motivate this study to

examine effective mathematics teaching of graphical representations of categorical data

in the elementary school. These organizations support student learning and teacher

knowledge through guidelines, reports, and curriculum.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

For more than 35 years, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(NCTM) has promoted two roles: defining the mathematics students should learn to

achieve mathematical competence and establishing what constitutes rigorous, high-

quality mathematics instruction. These goals have been advocated in the Curriculum and

Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989), and Principles and

Standards for School Mathematics. (NCTM, 2000)

Content standards have been evolving since the 1980’s, first with the Curriculum

and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989). This seminal guide

first noted a statistics standard for K-8 mathematics that included suggestions for content

and procedures such as data collection, graph construction, and probability (Friel &

Corwin, 1990). The current document, Principles and Standards for School Mathematics

(NCTM, 2000) includes not only content recommendations (standards), but also

guidelines for teaching (principles). The Data Analysis and Probability content strand

recommends a wide variety of tasks and concepts including, that Grade 3-5 students

should graphically represent data and recognize the difference between categorical and

numerical data (NCTM, 2000). Elementary teachers may not have acquired these skills

from their college mathematics or methods class. Experienced teachers would be less
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likely than newer teachers to have training in any statistics content without professional

development.

In the late 1990’s NCTM recognized that the content standards also warranted a

new set of classroom materials. The Investigations in Data, Number and Space (TERC,

1998) and Everyday Mathematics (University of Chicago School Mathematics Project

[UCSMP], 2004) curricula were created with the help of the National Science Foundation

to further the goals of NCTM in regards to providing mathematics content for students.

The content relevant to this study in these curricula will be discussed in the next section.

Before that discussion, the work of other professional organizations also supports the

intent of this study.

Other Professional Organizations

In 2001, the Mathematics Association of America and the American

Mathematical Association jointly examined mathematics education in a lengthy report

about preparing teachers, The Mathematical Education of Teachers (Conference Board of

Mathematical Sciences [CBMS], 2001). Mainly content related, it also provided insights

into the difficulties of being or learning to be a teacher. Being a math teacher is not

simply a matter of recalling math facts or standard algorithms but seeing a bigger picture

of mathematical connections.

Rekindling a teacher’s mathematical thought powers was described as a first

priority in The Mathematical Education of Teachers (CBMS, 2001) report. A second goal

was to build mathematical confidence for the elementary teacher. Lastly, coursework

must still be given attention. For the data analysis, statistics, and probability content, this
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report notes that teachers had little or no experience from their school years or teacher

preparation in these content areas.

The American Statistical Association delved more specifically into the teaching of

statistics across all grade levels K-12 in the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in

Statistics Education report (Franklin et al, 2007). Recommendations for elementary

teachers’ preparation focused on what best helps students learn: (a) real data, (b) good

examples, and (c) actively participating in projects are all part of classroom learning for

elementary students. Basic to the report’s recommendations is the teaching of procedural

skill and conceptual understanding with real data, preferably collected by students using

appropriate technology.

Each of these reports provides more insight into the need for this study. However,

the external influences from NCTM and other professional organizations do not tell the

entire story. The use of graphical representations of categorical data in school curricula,

standards, and assessment is also influential in guiding this research study.

Graphical Representations of Categorical Data in Schools

Teachers are accustomed to seeing graphical representations of categorical data in

the NCTM standards, curriculum materials, and assessment tests that need to be taught to

students. The NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000) suggested

that graphical representations of data for grades K-2 be expressed as “counts, tallies,

tables, bar graphs and line plots” (p.108) and for grades 3-5 as “tables, line plots, bar

graphs and line graphs” (p. 177). All of these can be made with categorical data. With

nearly all of the graphs for elementary students suggested for use with categorical data, it
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is essential for teachers to understand graphical representations of categorical data to

improve student knowledge.

Because graphical representations of categorical data are in the NCTM standards

then they are also covered in the standards-based curricula, those developed from the

standards. The Investigations (TERC, 1998) curriculum was designed to deliver content

that is both in-depth and coherent, supports teacher learning, and connects all students

with mathematics through a more data driven emphasis (Mokros, 2003). Graphical

representation of categorical data as content is covered throughout the curriculum and

across grade levels. One lesson in the Grade 4 Investigation’s (TERC, 1998) curriculum

textbook, Three Out of Four Like Spaghetti (Berle-Carmen, Economopoulos, Rubin, &.

Russell, 1998), has students gather data to make line plots of favorite indoor games.

Students also use data to recognize fractions while playing a game. In the game “Mystery

Rules”, rules are created to identify students by an attribute; such as wearing stripes,

shoes with laces, or a certain color. From these attributes the number of students with the

attribute (part) is compared to the entire class (whole), as in fractions of the type: part-

whole.

 The curriculum Everyday Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) was designed for

students to learn more mathematical content and become better thinkers (Carroll &

Isaacs, 2003). Everyday Mathematics covers graphical representations of categorical data

in many different lessons. In Grade 4 “Unit 2, Lesson 8 – Displaying Data with a Bar

Graph”, students make a bar graph of categorical data with stick-on notes. Other

instances of uses of graphical representations of categorical data involve interpreting

tables, maps and graphs or using data in problem solving. These standards-based
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curricula not only added considerable content to the elementary school, but the material

used needs to be covered in greater depth.

State and national assessments present graphical representations of categorical

data because of NCTM and state standards. Most states give very little information on the

results of individual objectives or on actual test items. Retired versions of state test items

however can be accessed on most state education websites in order to determine what

types of problems are being assessed. A review of these released test items (Tiefenbruck,

2003) for the GAISE project found nearly every state included graphical representations

of categorical data in their assessments.

The congressional mandated assessment from the National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES), the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has been

regularly given since 1969. This test is given to students in grades 4, 8, and 12 with dual

goals of comparing state achievements and changes over time in students. Twenty-four

NAEP problems (NCES, 2007a) in data analysis are available from the Questions Search

tool at the NAEP website for Grade 4, from which 16 problems involve using or

interpreting data from graphical representations of categorical data. When this site was

accessed in 2005, only 5 questions dealt with graphical representations of categorical

data. Understanding graphical representations of categorical data to improve student

knowledge is essential for teachers because (a) nearly all graphs for elementary students

are suggested for use with categorical data, (b) the curricula covers the topic throughout

the curriculum and across grade levels, and (c) nearly every state and NAEP included

graphical representations of categorical data in their assessments.
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Similar Research

The increased attention to graphical representations of categorical data in

assessments, standards, and curriculum materials helps to build the case for pursuing

research with elementary teachers about their conceptions about graphical representations

of categorical data. Researchers (e.g. Bright, Curcio, and Friel) have looked at elementary

student understandings of graphical representations of categorical data (Bright & Friel,

1998a; Curcio, 1987; Friel & Bright, 1995; Friel, Curcio & Bright, 2001). Their work,

and that of others covered in Chapter Two, uncovers student errors and

misunderstandings used in this study.

Elementary school teacher knowledge of statistical topics has been studied by

several researchers (Franklin et al., 2007; Friel & Bright, 1998; Mickelson & Heaton,

2003). While beginning the study of the teaching and learning of statistics topics by

elementary teachers is needed, because of the inclusion of statistics in the NCTM

standards, these studies do not cover graphical representations of categorical data in

depth. However the work of Hadjidemetriou (2001b, 2002), but with graphical

representations of categorical data and elementary school teachers in Minnesota, will

guide this study. Hadjidemetriou researched the understanding teachers had of common

student errors on graphical representations of functions. She created questions to ask

about a teachers’ understanding of the errors and to rate the difficulty of problems for

students. These similar research studies do not diminish the need for this research but

strengthen the case for having a detailed examination of graphical representations of

categorical data for elementary school teachers in order to build on their prior work.
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Summary of the Research Study

Elementary teachers conceptions of graphical representations of categorical data

are relevant and significant to study for mathematics and statistics education (a) because

what teachers know influences student achievement and learning; (b) from the

importance placed on content and professional standards from NCTM and other

professional organizations; and (c) from the attention graphical representations of

categorical data receive in school curricula and assessments. In general, the study is

designed to examine what Grade 4 teachers know about (a) categorical data and graphical

representations of categorical data, (b) their students’ knowledge and errors of graphical

representations of categorical data, and (c) how to work in class with student errors in

order to assist with student learning. These objectives lead to three research questions that

add to the knowledge base in mathematics and statistics education. The research

questions most appropriate for this study are:

1. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations (TERC, 1998) or Everyday

Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) understand about graphical representations of

categorical data?

2. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical

representations of categorical data?

3. How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

address student misunderstandings of graphical representations of categorical

data?
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In Chapter One, an overview of the rationale for this study has been provided. The next

five chapters will show how this study addresses the three research questions.

Chapter Two provides the literature review.  This review includes a description of

previous research on (a) research on teacher knowledge in general; (b) a review of

standards, guidelines, and reports supporting teacher knowledge; (c) various roles of

graphical representations of data in elementary schools; (d) knowledge about graphical

representations of categorical data from students and teachers; and (e) a summary and

critique of literature reviewed, including areas where further research is needed. Chapter

Three includes the research methodology used to gather and analyze the data. An

overview of the study, instrumentation, subjects, data collection, data analyses, and

limitations of the study are presented in that chapter as well.

Chapter Four is the first data analysis chapter reporting results on background

knowledge, and lays out the results of quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data in

light of what Grade 4 teachers know about graphical representations of categorical data

from the first research question. Chapter Five presents the interview data to explain the

qualitative analysis of the data about teachers’ knowledge of student errors about

graphical representations of categorical data and how teachers work with the knowledge

of student errors in class as presented by the last two research questions. A summary of

results is presented in Chapter Six, along with implications for teacher training and

recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this study is to examine what Grade 4 teachers know about (a)

categorical data and graphical representations of categorical data, (b) their students’

knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data, and (c) instructional strategies

to alleviate student errors on graphical representations of categorical data. The

conceptions elementary teachers have of graphical representations of categorical data are

important to study for mathematics and statistics education because of the complexity of

what teachers need to know and do to be effective teachers in light of current curricular

guidelines and reports. These include standards and recommendations from the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1995, 2000), an American Statistical Association

(2007) endorsed and funded report, and high stakes assessments (e.g. National

Assessment of Educational Progress (National Center of Education Statistics [NCES],

2007a), Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (NCES, 2007b)). This

chapter is organized into five sections: (1) research on teacher knowledge in general; (2)

a review of standards, guidelines, and reports supporting teacher knowledge; (3)

graphical representations of data in elementary schools; (4) knowledge about graphical

representations of categorical data from students and teachers; and (5) a summary and

critique of literature reviewed, including areas where further research is needed.

Research on Teacher Knowledge

Research on the effective teaching and learning of mathematics and statistics

content in the elementary school requires an examination of various types of teacher

knowledge. Shulman (1987) began analyzing teacher knowledge by “following in the
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footsteps of many eminent scholars, including Dewey ” (p. 4). Shulman argues for seven

categories of the content, character, and sources for a teacher’s knowledge base as:

• Content knowledge.

• General pedagogical knowledge.

• Curriculum knowledge.

• Pedagogical content knowledge.

• Knowledge of learners and their characteristics.

• Knowledge of educational contexts.

• Knowledge of educations ends, purposes, and values. (p. 8)

Hill, Schilling, and Ball (2004) and Ball and Bass (2000) continued the research

and discussion to describe and refine several of these categories. However for this study

only a few are relevant. Next is a review of research on teacher knowledge of (a) the

mathematics or statistics content taught, (b) interweaving content and pedagogy into

pedagogical content knowledge, and (c) student understanding (knowledge of learners

and their characteristics).

Teacher Knowledge of Content

Shulman (1987) defines content knowledge as a discipline specific knowledge

base encompassing definitions, facts, and concepts. Subject matter knowledge is the

formal schooling most apparent in colleges, reported in grade point averages and shown

by test scores. Traditionally, content knowledge is also described as the knowledge of

material a teacher will present to students and of the background for the same material

(Ball, 2000). Regulations from government agencies and coursework from colleges and
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universities have set requirements for the content knowledge deemed appropriate for an

elementary teacher (Ball & McDiarmid, 1990).

Content knowledge is not limited to coursework, but often limited by the ability to

do mathematics or statistics successfully (Ball & Bass, 2000; Goulding, 2003; Groth,

2007; Ma, 1999). Unfortunately, research has shown that our formal schooling has left

many with “insufficient understanding of the mathematical knowledge it takes to teach

well” (Ball, Lubienski, & Mewborn, 2001, p.433). Not lost in this discussion is

acknowledging Liping Ma’s (1999) work to learn math in a flexible and adaptive manner

so as to have the depth of understanding necessary to be able to describe math. Echoed by

the statistics education field, “sound statistical reasoning skills take a long time to

develop. They cannot be obtained by the ordinary citizen to the level needed in the

modern world through one college course” (Franklin et al., 2005, p.3). Content

knowledge means having the ability to do coursework beyond the material that is

presented to students.

Defined as how math arises in classrooms, specialized knowledge of content

includes pointing out alternative ways of looking at problems, providing explanations,

and being prepared for unconventional student solutions. Specialized knowledge of

content is not what a mathematician would know about a topic and thus rarely taught in a

mathematics course (Ball et al., 2001; Hill, Schilling, et al., 2004). Recent work from the

Study of Instructional Improvement program at the University of Michigan strives to

measure effects of teachers’ knowledge on student achievement to understand how

content knowledge and specialized content knowledge effects student learning and how

to help identify effective teachers (Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2004). Groth (2007) recently
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added, in his research commentary about statistical knowledge for teaching, that taking

more traditional statistics courses is not the answer. Teachers “need new kinds of

statistics courses that help with common and specialized” (Groth, 2007, p.434) content

knowledge.

The terminology about teacher knowledge takes into account that a teacher needs

more than just knowing the subject to teach it. Having good subject knowledge, as well

as knowing how to teach that subject matter is key to a teacher’s effectiveness.

Teacher Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Pedagogical content knowledge (Ball, 2000; Ball & Bass, 2000; Shulman, 1987)

is defined by different scholars. For example, Shulman (1987) defines it as the

knowledge a teacher needs to present material to students in an effective manner. He

explains that a knowledge base for teaching also entails a general knowledge of

pedagogy. Courses for preservice teachers on teaching methods are designed to present

several styles of pedagogy and are often combined with a training component (supervised

student teaching). Pedagogical content knowledge is presented in these methods courses

for preservice elementary education majors as content specific. For instance, learning

about how to teach fractions using manipulatives would necessitate (a) knowing about

fraction and rational number content, (b) understanding the manipulative (e.g. fraction

bars), (c) discussing in the methods course several ways to use the manipulative, and (d)

practicing using the manipulative in the methods course and with elementary students in

a classroom setting (Cramer, 2003).

Part of the issue with pedagogical content knowledge is being able to choose a

math problem for a student that is easier or harder than a previous problem in the text or
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discussed in class (Ball, 2000; Ball & Bass, 2000). Ball proposed a pedagogical equation

as a research agenda for mathematics educators, “from teacher knowledge to teacher

thinking to teacher actions to student learning ” (1991, p.37). But the equation is

incomplete, unbalanced. A full equation would proceed from teacher knowledge to

teacher thinking to teacher actions then translate to student reactions, then student

thinking and lastly to student learning. This process guides teacher education courses but

the picture is not complete without looking at what teachers know about students and

how students learn.

Teacher Knowledge of Student Understanding

More than knowing what and how to teach, knowing who is to be taught figures

into the knowledge base for teachers. Research on teachers knowledge of elementary

school student understanding of mathematics has come from the Cognitively Guided

Instruction (CGI) approach (Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 1999). The

work of this group has opened new opportunities for improving teaching by

“understanding how children’s mathematical thinking develops and reflecting on how to

help children build up their concepts from within” (p. xiv). The initial work of these

researchers was to examine student thinking as related to teaching basic arithmetic and

operations. Observing student learning identified processes, errors, and problem solving

strategies used in these areas by students.

The matching solution strategy to problem solving identified by the CGI approach

directly relates to learning graphical representations of categorical data (Carpenter et al.,

1999). Students use the matching solution strategy when comparing bars in a bar graph.

The bar heights are matched unit by unit until one bar is shown as taller. Then the student
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counts up the remainder of the units on the taller bar. Wolf-Michael Roth, Keono

Gravemeijer, and others are researching “inscriptions,” called invented graphs

(Gravemeijer, 2002; Roth & McGinn, 1998). In the CGI approach, invented algorithms

were useful for identifying student learning (Carpenter et al., 1999). Early research into

inscriptions is also promising to add knowledge about student thinking with graphical

representations of data.

Research with the CGI approach was not limited to student learning strategies

(Hiebert & Wearne, 1991). A primary goal was to understand teacher beliefs and

knowledge with regards to designing and delivering instruction. An important use of the

CGI approach has been to train more effective teachers through more understanding of

student thinking including misconceptions and classroom instructional implications

(Cobb, Yackel & Wood, 1991).

Another highly regarded long-term project also looked at understanding student

thinking to improve teaching. The Rational Number Project (Post, Harel, Behr & Lesh,

1991; Cramer, Behr, Post, & Lesh, 1997) has focused on fractions, rational numbers, and

proportional reasoning. These researchers observed common student errors and have

established predictable patterns for student responses and learning. Errors common for

students were also prevalent in teachers as evidenced from creation of a teacher profile

and teacher development from this extensive work (Post et al., 1991). The standards to

which these teacher knowledge areas need to strive are important for an understanding of

the motivation and importance of this study.

Review of Standards and Reports Supporting Teacher Knowledge
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The efforts of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) to

establish and promote standards for teachers and teaching are of primary importance in

observing teachers and teaching in elementary schools. This impact is discussed,

followed by the recent work of the American Statistical Association (ASA) to describe

content and teaching goals for new statistical content. States like Minnesota also weigh in

on content standards and assessment exams. Lastly, a new curricular era is also discussed

that came with new National Science Foundation (NSF) funded classroom materials to

assist students and teachers.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Professional development of teachers, the range of curriculum content needed for

an elementary classroom, and high stakes assessment have greatly impacted the state of

elementary school mathematics teaching. NCTM has addressed these topics over the past

two decades in several statements, journals, resource materials, and with several

standards (e.g. professional, assessment, content, curriculum).

Professional standards. The 1991 NCTM Professional Standards for Teaching

Mathematics document is built on the premise that teachers are key to changing the

learning and teaching of mathematics in schools, but cannot do so on their own. The four

components of these professional standards are teaching math, evaluation of math

teachers, professional development, and support of teachers. Standards in this area

revolve around: (a) what happens in a classroom, (b) types of discourse (student and

teacher), (c) variety of mathematical tasks, (d) classroom environment, and (e) a teacher’s

task of analyzing the learning students are doing in a class.
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Standards for evaluating math teachers spring from two assumptions about

teaching and math: math can be taught and math teaching can be learned (NCTM, 1991).

NCTM points out that improvement in learning and teaching math both happen because

of assessment or evaluation of a current situation. Teachers become better either by self-

evaluation or with the help of colleagues, whether by choice or mandated school efforts.

As teaching is not a simple matter, finding one best way to evaluate teachers and improve

as a teacher must also be something other than a rote memorization of how to teach. The

right kind of professional development includes starting where the teacher is and growing

forward, through more than classes or workshops (NCTM, 1991). Professional standards

do not exist in a vacuum but because of a need to make teachers prepared for the content

and curriculum they teach. Content and curriculum have also undergone scrutiny by

NCTM.

Content and curriculum standards. Content and curriculum standards have been

evolving since the 1980s as evidenced by the 1989 NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation

Standards for School Mathematics. The 2000 revision, Principles and Standards for

School Mathematics (PSSM) made the following changes:

• Updated and expanded content.

• Provided classroom examples.

• Created teacher resources.

• Included an updated strand for data analysis and probability.

PSSM provides principles and standards in four grade bands (Pre-kindergarten to grade 2,

grades 3 through 5, 6 through 8, and 9 through 12).
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PSSM (NCTM, 2000) features six principles (Equity, Curriculum, Teaching,

Learning, Assessment, and Technology) that address themes in teaching mathematics for

Pre-kindergarten to Grade 12. The principles are intended to influence teaching,

curriculum, and professional development. These principles range in practice from

expecting equity in teaching and learning through providing appropriate technology for

students to learn mathematical concepts.

The PSSM (NCTM, 2000) standards come in two versions, process and content.

These two types of standards delineate what is most valuable about mathematics

education and schooling in mathematics. The standards are comprehensive but not

exhaustive, allowing a useful mathematical basis for students and teachers. Five process

standards (Problem Solving, Reasoning and Proof, Communication, Connections, and

Representation) give details on the skills and processes that students should be exposed to

and which will give a strong background for learning. These skills are ways students can

acquire the necessary knowledge and the appropriate ways to use the content.

Five content standards (Number and Operations, Algebra, Geometry,

Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability) describe the mathematics materials and

content students should learn (NCTM, 2000). In the Data Analysis and Probability

standard for Grades 3-5, students should be able to formulate questions that help with:

• Designing investigations.

• Collecting data.

• Graphically presenting data.

• Recognizing differences in categorical and numerical data.
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Understanding student and teacher knowledge about selecting and using appropriate

graphical representations of data is of interest for this research study. For elementary

students, the Data Analysis and Probability standard suggests skill development in

representing data through several types of representations: bar graphs, line plots, and

tables. Students also need to understand the differences between numerical and

categorical data. Elementary teachers present the content and use curriculum materials.

However, they also need to assess student knowledge.

Assessment standards. NCTM defines assessment “as the process of gathering

evidence about a student's knowledge of, ability to use, and disposition toward,

mathematics” (NCTM, 1995, p.3). The Assessment Standards for School Mathematics

(NCTM, 1995) created six standards to guide decisions for high-quality assessment.

These standards are Mathematics, Learning, Equity, Openness, Inferences, and

Coherence. Assessment is “to advance students’ learning and inform teachers as they

make instructional decisions” (NCTM, 1995, p. 13-4). Assessment is also a

communication process between students, teachers, parents, and the community, as each

learns about what the student knows about mathematics, and what the teachers, parents,

and community value of mathematics and statistics.

NCTM (1995) is concerned that mathematics assessment be significant and

correct. The assessment standards specify that assessments match the math students need

to know and are able to do through multiple opportunities in a range of styles and venues.

The variety is essential to allowing students to demonstrate mathematical power and to

discover new learning while participating in assessments. Emphasized in these

assessment standards are that students need to be “informed about what they need to
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know, how they will be expected to demonstrate that knowledge, and what the

consequences of assessment will be” (NCTM, 1995, p.17).

Also of importance is that teachers need to have information from assessments to

guide instruction. Openness in the process provides the public with the interpretation of

results so that the assessment can help to monitor and support schools, students, and

teachers. No single assessment can fulfill all these goals but a thoughtfully prepared

assessment program can enable a teacher to pull together many resources to support

student learning and inform the community. With the emphasis from this research study

on statistics, NCTM is not the only organization interested in impacting the teaching and

learning of statistics in schools.

American Statistical Association Standards

Complementing the NCTM content standards, a report endorsed and funded by

the American Statistical Association created a framework for teaching and learning

statistics in the Pre-K to Grade 12 schools. The Guidelines for Assessment and

Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) report: A Pre-K-12 Framework (Franklin et

al., 2007) presents a structure for students to achieve statistical literacy by high school

graduation. Basic to the report’s recommendations is the teaching of procedural skills and

conceptual understanding with real data, preferably collected by students using

appropriate technology. Ultimately the goal is to create a foundation for educational

programs designed to help all students become statistically literate citizens.

The GAISE report also set a goal to help teachers to teach statistics (Franklin et

al., 2007). A look at research on teacher knowledge points to the need for teachers to

understand and learn the mathematics better. Gal finds “teachers have little opportunity to
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develop instructional expectations and understanding regarding students’ learning

processes in statistics” (1998, p.275). Teachers apparently have even less opportunities to

understand what they are supposed to know about statistics than mathematics (Groth,

2007). The GAISE report provides details to supplement NCTM and help build

statistically literate students and teachers.

Data sense is the major goal for students for Pre-K to Grade 5 in the report

(Franklin et al., 2007). The process and content needed to develop data sense were in

several areas:

• Investigatory process - formulates the question, collect data to answer the

question, analyze the data, and interpret results.

• Design a study - census and simple questions.

• Display data - dot plots and stem and leaf plots recommended.

• Describe center and spread – mean as a fair share, median, mode, and

range.

• Understanding variability.

• Interpretation and context – drawing conclusions.

• Role of probability.

The GAISE framework gives a coherent organized structure to this portion of the

curriculum. It supports teachers with some activities but also directs them to the NCTM

Navigating through Data Analysis and Probability Grades 3-5 (Chapin, Koziol,

MacPherson, & Rezba, 2003). The GAISE report also distinguishes statistics teaching

and learning from mathematics. States also have standards specific to their grades and to

certain topic areas.
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State Content Standards

A common foundation for Minnesota students to learn in mathematics is the

purpose of the Minnesota K-12 Academic Standards for Mathematics (Minnesota

Department of Education [MDE], 2003 & 2007a). The motivation was federal legislation

from the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001.

Table 1

Minnesota 2003 State Standards in Data Analysis Grades 3-5

Grade Standard Benchmark

3 Represent and interpret
data in real-world and
mathematical problems.

1. Read and interpret data from circle graphs
using halves, thirds and quarters.

2. Collect data using observations or surveys
and represent the data with pictographs and
line plots with appropriate title and key.

4 Represent and interpret
data in real-world and
mathematical problems.

1. Collect data using observations or surveys
and represent the data with tables and graphs
with labeling.

2. Use mathematical language to describe a set
of data.

5 Represent data and use
various measures
associated with data to
draw conclusions and
identify trends.

1. Determine whether or not a given graph
matches a given data set.

2. Use fractions and percentages to compare
data sets.

3. Collect data using measurements, surveys or
experiments and represent the data with tables
and graphs with labeling.

4. Find mean, mode, median, and range of a
data set.

Note: Data from Minnesota Department of Education (MDE, 2003)
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The Minnesota standards were adopted in May 2003 and revised April 2007. A

team of educators, and members of the public, chose five strands:

1. Mathematical reasoning.

2. Number sense, computation, and operations.

3. Patterns, functions, and algebra.

4. Data analysis, statistics and probability.

5. Spatial sense, geometry, and measurement.

In the initial document, grade level bands were chosen to match the same grouping as the

NCTM PSSM (2000) document. In the current revision, recommendations are available

by grade level. The 2003 state requirements for data analysis in Grades 3 to 5 are in Table

1. The 2007 Minnesota state standards in Data Analysis for Grade 4 are in Table 2.

Table 2

 Minnesota 2007 State Standards in Data Analysis for Grade 4

Grade Standard Benchmark

4 Collect, organize,

display and interpret

data, including data

collected over a period

of time and data

represented by fractions

and decimals.

Use tables, bar graphs, timelines and Venn

diagrams to display data sets. The data may

include fractions or decimals. Understand that

spreadsheet tables and graphs can be used to

display data.

Note: Data from Minnesota Department of Education (MDE, 2007a, p.14)
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Minnesota does not stop at recommended content but also has the Minnesota

Comprehensive Assessments – Series II (MCA-IIs) state tests for Grades 3-8, 10, and 11

(MDE, 2007b). These tests measure annual progress of students in the state content

standards and are meant to fulfill NCLB requirements for annual yearly progress. Just

having viable content and assessments does not satisfy all the requirements to create a

good teacher or learning environment. Teachers also need to balance curricula with

standards.

Standards-based Curricula

The Investigations (TERC, 1998) curriculum lists major goals of encompassing

meaningful and important mathematical ideas through powerful mathematical thinking,

explaining, justification, and demonstration (Mokros, 2003). This curriculum is designed

to deliver content that is both in-depth and coherent, supports teacher learning, and

connects all students with mathematics. The Investigations curriculum teaches no

standard algorithms but emphasizes multiple ways of solving problems through the use of

manipulatives and student developed strategies, sometimes presented as invented

algorithms or representations. The Investigations curriculum is also strong on data

analysis and collection processes, developing appropriate displays of data, and analyzing

and interpreting data.

The Everyday Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) curriculum was created with

principles including using manipulatives, introducing topics underrepresented in

traditional elementary curriculum, emphasis on communication, and learning about

computational choices such as technology. A major emphasis and goal was to be practical

to use for teachers and provide a rich assortment of class activities (Carroll & Isaacs,
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2003). For students, they are presented with ongoing assessment but with math woven

into daily classroom routines, not presented as just another subject area. The curriculum

also understands that students do not master a skill or concept the first time it is

presented. Therefore topics are given multiple exposures across grade levels.  The graphs

being discussed have not been defined or the types of errors pinpointed yet in the

literature.

Graphical Representations of Data in the Elementary School Curriculum

Different choices of graphical representations are used to display data. The type

of data determines the graph choices available to the teacher or learner. Elementary

students work with both categorical and numerical data and thus possibly many different

graphical representations of data. However, there are only a few choices so generally

multi-purpose as to be useful as a beginning point. This section defines the graphical

representations of data used in elementary school content; plus their role in the standards,

curricula, and high stakes assessments.

Graphical Representations of Data in Elementary School Content

Establishing a consistent definition for each type of graphical representation of

data is the first step to understanding the kinds of displays of data that students will make

from their data collection efforts. Table 3 lists the major graphical representations of data

encountered in the standards and literature for elementary school students.

Organizing data in tables are also approved by the NCTM standards (2000) for

use with students in K-5. Tabular representations are commonly called tally tables or

frequency-count tables and are used to make counting items organized before creating
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graphical representations of data. However, these are not graphical representations of

data but tables of information, therefore not covered in this research.

Table 3

Graphical Representations for Elementary School Students

Graphical
Representation

Data Level Data Type Grade level Recommendation

Bar graph,

case value graph,

or bar chart

Categorical Discrete K-5,

NCTM, 2000

Circle or pie graph Categorical Discrete Not recommended until after grade 5,

GAISE, 2007

Dot or line plot Numerical

Categorical

Discrete or

continuous

K-5,

NCTM, 2000

Histogram Numerical Continuous Not recommended until after grade 5,

GAISE, 2007

Line graph Categorical Discrete or

continuous

3-5,

NCTM, 2000

Pictograph Categorical Discrete K-2, NCTM, 2000

Stem and leaf plot Numerical Discrete or

continuous

Grades 3-5,

Friel, Curcio & Bright, 2001

Two distinctions also need to be made before these graphical representations of

data from Table 3 will be defined: categorical versus numerical data and discrete versus

continuous. Categorical and numerical data refer to the primary grouping of information.
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A category can be a word, phrase, or number (such as Grade 4, two siblings, or red).

Typical for elementary school categories is to use objects or subjects from students, such

as favorite pets or colors of candies (Curcio, 2001). Numerical data discussed in

elementary school can be discrete or continuous. The data are discrete when number of

siblings in a family or continuous if number of miles from school. Categories are discrete,

no overlap between categories is allowed. Data gathered into each category can be

discrete or continuous as in owning 2 cats or 2.5 inches long for the length of a

cucumber.

Bar charts (bar graphs) are used with data (a) gathered as counts or frequencies

(e.g. 14 students wore stripes), (b) displayed often as a percent (e.g. 12% of candies were

red), or (c) representing a bar as an individual value for one case (e.g. students’ family

size). Bar graphs show differences between variable values (bar heights) more easily than

other displays (Pinker, 1990). Comparisons are easy to make by looking at bar heights.

Decisions as to the most of a category and the least often chosen category are particularly

appropriate for K-5 students to make with bar graphs.

Circle graphs are not advocated for level A (elementary school) students because

of the need for proportional reasoning (Franklin et al., 2007). Stem and leaf plots and

histograms are for numerical data and are appropriate for summarizing data but are not

appropriate for categorical data. Histograms are erroneously called bar graphs because

both appear to have a bar representing data. Misunderstandings in terminology occur

between the bar graph and histogram because of incorrect visual presentations, lack of

understanding of the data, and inconsistent use of terminology. The bars in a histogram
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touch because the data represented is continuous and the change between groupings is

flexible. The bars in a bar chart do not touch due to the discreteness of the categories.

The dot or line plot is multi-functional as it can be used for both categorical and

numerical data. One example has numbers of cookies eaten by students, a discrete

category. However, continuous data can be shown, such as ages of students. The name

dot plot is derived from the dots often used (or sometimes an X) to show the value of the

data. A line plot is named for the horizontal number line on which each value is shown,

generally with an X. Progression to a bar graph from the dot plot comes by eliminating

the dot or X. Next, replacing the total value of the category by using the outline of a bar

for each category (Curcio, 2001). Bars can also represent the data value for a

predetermined number of values, such as one box for five candies. Physical objects are

often used with young students to make pictographs. Candies are quite popular.

Pictographs are recommended for students to create in Grade 2 and 3 by the Minnesota

K-12 Academic Standards in Mathematics (MDE, 2003).

A line graph uses categorical data, often represented as time (e.g. month or year).

A point is placed above the category in line with the value of the data, similar to putting a

point on the top of a bar in a bar graph and then erasing the bar. A line next connects the

points to show the ups and downs between categories. The values each category can take

could be either discrete (e.g. number of students by state) but are usually continuous (e.g.

height of a plant, price of a gallon of gasoline by month). Because the line graph is more

advanced, it is not included in NCTM standards (2000) until Grade 3.

Graphical representations of data occur with data collected, summarized,

analyzed, and presented for interpretation, in all cases, visually. Graphical representations
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of data are used not just for the sake of having a visual display but also in exploratory

data analysis. Representing data graphically is a key component in statistical

investigations, understanding, and literacy (Friel, Bright, & Curcio, 1997).

Graphical Representations of Data in Standards

The NCTM, GAISE, and Minnesota standards all describe the types of graphical

representations of data expected for use with elementary students. NCTM (2000)

recommends graphical representations of data for the Data Analysis and Probability

Content Standard for grades K-2 as “counts, tallies, tables, bar graphs and line plots”

(p.108) and for grades 3-5 “tables, line plots, bar graphs and line graphs” (p. 177).

Counts, tallies and tables while useful have few properties or characteristics beyond

simple frequencies.

Recommended graphical representations of data from the GAISE framework

(Franklin, et al., 2007) were suggested because of a concern for giving students variety.

Growth in statistical literacy depends on experiences in using different graphical

representations of data. The GAISE report generally uses tables, tally charts, and

frequency count tables in the very early grades as these can later be morphed into bar

graphs. Bar graphs, as well as picture graphs are appropriate for categorical data for

young students. These two graphs build developmentally on children’s experiences with

physical representations of data (Franklin, et al., 2007). Histograms are not recommended

for level A students and even are noted as a misuse of statistics in the GAISE report

because of the confusion with bar graphs.

The Minnesota academic standards in 2003 mentioned circle graphs, pictographs,

line plots, tables, and graphs but were not specific to uses or misuses (MDE, 2003). In the
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2007 revision more specificity was given, expecting that Grade 4 students would use

“tables, bar graphs, timelines and Venn diagrams to display data sets” (MDE, 2007a,

p.14). Those standards also suggest “spreadsheet tables and graphs can be used to display

data” (p.14). With so many graphs it is not hard to understand where the difficulties lie in

learning to use graphs properly.

Graphical Representations of Data in Standards-based Curriculum

Students encounter graphical representations of data in varying amounts

depending on their usual elementary school curriculum. Two curricula are covered with

this research: Investigations in Data, Time, and Space (TERC, 1998) and Everyday

Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004). Statistical graph content is covered in Investigations

throughout the curriculum and across grade levels. This curriculum is presented in a

series of books by topic area. For Grade 4, Three Out of Four Like Spaghetti (Russell &

Economopoulos, 2004) covers data and fractions. Graphical representations of

categorical data are covered in “Investigation 2: Looking at Data in Categories” (pp. 26-

49). Students collect data about classmates by asking about some indoor and outdoor

games that are played. Several types of graphical representations of categorical data are

created from the data collected, including dot plots and bar graphs. The “Teacher Note”

(pp. 36-7) with this lesson delves into what makes good categories.

Graphical representations of categorical data are not as prevalent in the Everyday

Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) curriculum but in Grade 4 are used most often in “Unit 2 –

Using Numbers and Organizing Data”(pp. 62-131). Graphing topics include recording

data in a table or chart, making a tally chart, creating a bar graph, and making a line plot.

“Lesson 2.5 - Organizing and Displaying Data” (pp. 98-102) uses a familiar “Raisins in
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the Box” lesson to begin a classroom collection of data and creation of first a tally chart

and then a bar graph.

The Teacher’s Lesson Guide (Bell et al., 2004) for Everyday Mathematics

(UCSMP, 2004) gives sparse information on how to create graphs. A few warnings are

issued such as:

• Noting that scale can distort the look of data.

• Graphical displays do not need to be neat.

• Parts of a graph including the title, labels for axes, and scale are important.

Grade 4 students do learn about graphical representations of categorical data through a

yearlong exercise, World Tour, that is a context specific activity in collecting and

displaying data. Students also see these graphs on assessments.

Graphical Representations of Data in High Stakes Assessments

Students are presented with many assessments in learning elementary school

mathematics. Most are teacher prepared and guide instruction as suggested by the NCTM

(1995) assessments guidelines. A few other tests are more high impact as the results are

presented beyond the classroom. The Nation’s Report Card, the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES], 2007a) has

been regularly given since 1969. From 21 problems in data analysis available from the

NAEP website, two problems are specific to reading bar graphs (NCES, 2007a). The

Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (NCES, 2007b) is an

international exam given every 4 years in approximately 60 countries to compare

achievement in mathematics and science in grades 4 and 8. Results are still being

analyzed on the latest exam. In the Examples of Mathematical items booklet available at
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the TIMSS website, 2 of 5 items used graphical representations of categorical data

(NCES, 2007b).

Each state in the United States creates assessments for students as now regulated

by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. State test items are generally kept confidential

but occasionally states release items from previous tests. In 2003, the GAISE project

conducted research on released state test items. Information on statistical content in state

tests and specifically measures of center, variability, univariate and bivariate graphs, and

probability items were compiled (Tiefenbruck, 2003). The typical graph used in the state

assessments was the bar graph, sometimes given as a double bar graph. For the

Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments – Series II (MCA-II) exams (MDE, 2007b), a

test item sampler available for Grade 4 had 42 items with 2 using a bar graph and 1

showing a pictograph for students in the assessment.

The great variety of graphs available does not simplify teaching, as there are

errors possible from every decision. An examination of graphical literacy (Fry, 1981;

Halvorsen, 1998), common errors, and teacher knowledge of graphs is needed before

beginning the study.

Research on Student Knowledge about Graphical Representations of Data

Making a graphical representation of data is not just an end in itself but part of a

statistical process (Bright & Friel, 1998b). Students and often teachers do not practice

this adage, subsequently leading to difficulties learning graphs. In general, students are

taught how to make and read graphs in school. They are told what to look for, how to see

the graph in practice, and how to deduce information while creating the graphs.
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Unfortunately these steps are not always enough to ensure accurate graphs. This section

covers:

• Meaning of graphical literacy.

• Question levels that promote graphical literacy.

• Difficulties in creating graphical representations of data.

• Classifying difficulties and errors.

The errors identified and classified in the last section will be the main focus of the

research study.

Graphical Literacy

Graphical literacy (Fry, 1981; Halvorsen, 1998) is similar to number sense and is

occasionally called graph sense. Graphical literacy is the ability to grasp the full meaning

of graphical representations of data, to interpret data. It develops gradually as a result of

letting students (a) design graphical displays of data, (b) explore data in context, and (c)

relate graphs not just to graph construction or simple data extraction but to other purposes

(Friel, Bright & Curcio, 1997; Friel, Curcio & Bright, 2001). A person with graph sense

or graphical literacy can speak the language of graphs and discuss properties of graphs. A

list of behaviors (Friel et al, 2001) associated with a presence of graph sense range from:

• Recognizing components of graphical representations of data.

• Speaking the language of specific graphs (e.g. bar graphs, histograms).

• Understanding relationships: tables and graphical representations of data.

• Responding to questions about graphical representations of data.

• Recognizing better graphical representations of data.

• Contextual awareness of graphical representations of data.
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Graph comprehension is not merely reading and interpreting graphical representations of

data (Friel et al, 2001, Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). Its definition involves graph sense and

using three behaviors: translation, interpretation, and extrapolation or interpolation.

Translation behaviors involve describing changes between two graphical

representations of data or a table and a graphical representation of data (Friel et al, 2001,

Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). Interpretation behavior is a sorting process to look for

relationships or important factors in graphical representations of data. Extrapolation or

interpolation behaviors require noting trends and extensions to and within information in

a graphical representation of data. These skills of graph sense and comprehension are the

goals. The process involves using a taxonomy of skills to promote graphical literacy (Fry,

1981; Halvorsen, 1998) as discussed next.

Research on Promoting Graphical Literacy

The levels of questions asked about graphical representations of data are given

attention in the literature from several fields as varied as cognitive psychology to graphic

design. Primary in the discussion is the idea that a simple question can only elicit a

simple response. More difficult questions could give more detailed responses but may be

limited by the graphical representation. Bertin (Wainer, 1992) suggested three levels of

questions to measure graph comprehension. His questions were labeled Elementary,

Intermediate, and Overall (Aberg-Bengtsson & Ottosson, 1995; Friel et al, 1997; Friel et

al, 2001; Shah & Hoeffner, 2002; Wainer, 1992). Questions at the Elementary level

extract information directly from a graph, such as “What is the value of” (Friel et al,

2001, p. 130). Intermediate level questions are “characterized by interpolating and

finding relationships in the data as shown on a graph” (p. 130). Lastly, questions at the
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Overall level are the most advanced and rely on analyzing relationships of data and

interpolating or extrapolating data (Friel et al., 2001).

Curcio (1987) coined the phrases most used in mathematics education for these

three question levels. Her “Reading the Data” (RD), “Reading Between the Data”(RBW),

and “Reading Beyond the Data” (RBY) question levels explain what information the

teacher or student is seeking. A Reading the Data level is literally reading a value off a

graphical representation of data. A Reading Between the Data level would compare

quantities, such as greatest value of a category. The Reading Beyond the Data level uses

prediction and background knowledge for responses.

Shaughnessy, Garfield, and Greer (1996) suggest an additional level: questions

about the context or topic of the graph. Confusion can occur if the context is not correctly

interpreted. Curcio eludes to this type of information somewhat in the Reading Beyond

the Data question level. However, to follow Curcio’s style, a “Reading Behind the Data”

(RBH) question level would endeavor to ascertain if a student has background knowledge

of the content in order to infer information correctly or if the student has biases (Monteiro

& Ainley, 2002). Because “different levels of questioning provoke different levels of

comprehension.” (Friel et al., 2001, p.132), Table 4 shows the question levels that

provoke graph comprehension, and examples of those skills for a typical graphical

representation of data (Curcio, 1987; Friel & Bright, 1996; Friel et al., 2001; Monteiro &

Ainley, 2002; Shaughnessy et al., 1996).

Research about student and teacher understandings of graphical representations of

categorical data will focus on the most important errors and using the four
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comprehension question levels to promote graphical literacy (Fry, 1981; Halvorsen,

1998).

Table 4

Taxonomy of Skills for Graph Comprehension by Question Level

Code Question Level Focus of Question Examples of Questions

RD Reading the Data Basic Information How many pets do students have?

RBH Reading Behind

the Data

Context or topic What is this graph about?

RBW Reading Between

the Data

Relationships What is the least common pet?

RBY Reading Beyond

the Data

Interpretation Which pets have wings?

Research on Difficulties in Student Reasoning about Graphical Representations of Data

Students know how to make graphical representations of data but research

highlighted here will look more at the errors in order to advance the research about the

knowledge and practice of teachers. Because knowledge of student errors assists teachers

in creating better lessons as described by the CGI approach (Carpenter et al, 1999),

knowing these common student errors assists in developing better teachers. Many

researchers identified types of limitations or difficulties student show in class and on tests

about their understanding of graphical representations of data. The types separate into

categories related to difficulties with cognitive complexity, mathematical aspects, and
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visualization or representation. Lastly, the errors and difficulties will be classified by the

four question levels (Table 4).

Cognitive difficulties. The cognitive connection from making a graphical

representation of data to why that graphical representation of data is necessary becomes

lost without a purposeful strategy of teaching this topic. Misunderstandings by students

also come about because of the nature of an assignment. Making a graphical

representation of data just to make it has little intrinsic value for a student and gets in the

way of why it is useful in analyzing data (Friel et al., 2001). For instance, students were

not able to give adequate explanations for the use of a histogram but could produce a

histogram. McClain (1999) asks, “do students first need to know how to construct various

types of graphs before they can engage in an analysis of data, or can they learn how to

construct various types of graphs by engaging in data analysis?” (p. 374). In that

research, her students could produce graphical representations of data but were not doing

data analysis. A student in a test taking situation could choose to look only at the height

of bars for the choices presented and ignore the labels, titles, and context.

Incomplete or poorly formed pattern analysis even in cases where there really was

no pattern caused problems for student learning as “students tended to think that patterns

must exist in a graph” (Pereira-Mendoza & Mellor, 1991, p.155). Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor (1991) found reading and language errors were also related to this type of

cognitive process. Not using background knowledge, another cognitive issue, when

examining a graph is “unrealistic and limiting” (Curcio & Artzt, 1996, p671) for a

student.
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While a student must be able to read a test problem before doing the mathematics

specified, there is more involved. A students’ reading or language ability impacts

interpreting data when there are (a) confusing or conflicting definitions of specific words,

(b) words used as symbols or symbol use, and (c) unclear or misleading directions from

teachers. Words can have multiple meanings and interpretations. “Students interpretation

of the word typical and the interaction of this word with the graph” (Friel & Bright, 1996,

p13) may elicit different kinds of answers to questions. For example, students tend to fall

back on calculating a measure of center whether it is appropriate or not because the word

‘typical’ is misinterpreted to be a middle value (McGatha, Cobb, & McClain, 2002).

Arbitrary symbol substitution can be a problem in interpreting data as evidenced

in pictograph problems presented to elementary students or when using a unit of more

than one on a bar graph (Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, & Stein, 1990). If the symbol does not

make sense to a student (e.g. using a bird to represent birdhouses), then the graphical

representation of data does not either. Good explanations from teachers of problems were

the focus of work by Friel and Bright (1995). Students often gave “fuzzy” ways of

reasoning perhaps because of their teachers’ lack of clarity or because the answer seemed

so obvious. Mathematical process difficulties also occur with graphical representations of

data.

Mathematical difficulties. Several kinds of mathematical processes are used in

creating and interpreting graphical representations of data, even in the elementary school

curriculum. Predictably students and teacher experience computational errors. Typical

mathematical errors in computation came from reading off values instead of answering

the question, in one case, noted in their research, the total number of trees planted was
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asked (requiring adding all values) and the students gave the largest value (Pereira-

Mendoza & Mellor, 1991). “Confusion over symbolic notation” (Leinhardt et al., 1990,

p.30) unique to graphical representations of data, such as placement of points and

inappropriately confusing axes were evident. Notation learning errors in Leinhardt,

Zaslavsky, and Stein’s (1990) extensive research also came from (a) a desire for

regularity, (b) a point-wise focus and a (c) difficulty with abstractions of data and labels.

Mathematical processes creating errors and misunderstandings for students are

related to an insistence on finding a middle value to explain a graph whether it was

appropriate or not in the situation (Friel & Bright, 1996). More specifically when students

used only averages or depended on the mean, median, or mode to work with a graph they

often create inappropriate graphical representations or conclusions about a data set (Friel

& Bright, 1995; McClain, 1999; McGatha et al., 2002). Graphical representations of data

have evident physical characteristics, such that the features of the data itself also effect

interpretations.

Visualization and representation difficulties. Graphical representations of data are

physical forms and as such have features that interfere with learning. Just the nature of

the physical form itself is what confuses students. The axes, title, axes labels, gridlines,

and scale are potential error areas. For instance, students do not always have an idea of

how to interpret points between axes markers (e.g. when 0, 2, 4, and 6 is scale and a

value is 5). This difficulty further complicates a tendency to focus on “an individual point

or group of points as opposed to the more global features of the graph, such as its general

shape” (Friel & Bright, 1996, p37). Curcio (1987) points out the possible limitations
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students have with titles and labels. Students ignore the labeling and look for information

in the graph without regard to whether it is appropriate to the question.

Scale errors and gridline errors were evident with bar graphs for Grade 4 students,

an area also identified by Cleveland and Wainer (Cleveland, 1985; Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991;Wainer, 1997). Leinhardt, Zaslavsky and Stein (1990) do not totally agree,

“It is interesting that scale is an issue when using graphs for scientific data analysis and in

computer-based instruction, but usually is not an issue when introducing graphing in

mathematics classes” (p.17). For this study, scale errors are encountered when creating

graphs, whereas gridline errors are seen in already created graphs. A scale or gridline

error is often evident if a student has an answer off by a factor. For example if a graph

has increments of five and a student misinterprets these increments to be tens. Then

responses will generally be double.

Vertical dimensions were reported as more problematic than horizontal

dimensions for bar and line graphs (Aberg-Bengtsson & Ottosson, 1995). A point-wise

focus by students and a difficulty with abstractions can also impact interpretations of

dimension (Leinhardt et al., 1990). An issue brought to the forefront in the Teach Stat

materials is the use of raw versus reduced data (Gideon, 1997; Friel & Bright, 1998).

Students are less confused by data that has a one to one relationship to the data collected.

Grouping data thus causes confusion (Bright & Friel, 1998a). Putting data into categories

and showing the totals could be confusing.

Mathematical and cognitive processes and the physical features have been the

overarching grouping of these errors. But the importance for this research is classifying
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the individual types of errors by the four question levels so that these can be identified in

teachers and students.

Classifying difficulties. Analyzing the difficulties and errors from this review of

literature from the context of the four question levels of graph comprehension has

resulted in an extensive list of errors shown in Table 5 through 8. The series of tables for

the four question levels is the basis for creating instruments and interviews for the

research presented in the next chapters. Most of the research literature has focused on

students but the focus of this research is the teacher. The following section describes

research on teacher knowledge of graphical representations of data.

Table 5

Errors Listed by Type of Question Level - Reading the Data (RD)

Topic Error Example of Error References

Axes Omitted Axis is not created.

Y-axis for frequencies

X-axis on bar graphs

Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991

Axes Different

functions of

axes not

recognized

Switching “x” and “y”

axes – mistaking

frequency and category

axes

Friel & Bright, 1998

Bars Mapping

information

errors

Reads highest amounts

instead of doing an

operation

Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor,1991

McClain, 1999
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Topic Error Example of Error References

Grid &

gridlines

Omitted Grids or gridlines are

not given for the graph.

Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991

Labels Omitted or not

labeled

Labels are ignored when

answering questions.

Curcio, 1987

McClain, 1999

Scale Insufficient

divisions

Data intervals are not

sufficiently labeled.

Friel & Bright, 1996

Scale Omitted, No scale provided Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991

Scale Origin not

included

Does not include zero

(origin) or not identified

on graph

Li & Shen, 1992

Hadjidemetriou &

Williams, 2002

Scale Range Incorrect range used –

usually too large for

data.

Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991

Scale Unit choice Wrong unit – perhaps

using five instead of

one.

Pereira-Mendoza &

Mellor, 1991

Scale Zero Zero found in a category

after data collection

Konold, 2003

Konold & Higgins, 2002

Pereira-Mendoza,

Watson, & Moritz, 1995
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Topic Error Example of Error References

Symbols Choice of

symbols –

arbitrary symbol

use

Symbols in a pictograph

may not be interpreted

correctly especially if

the unit is more than

one.

Leinhardt et al., 1990

Symbols Key missing or

inaccurate

No designation for the

meaning of the symbol.

Leinhardt et al., 1990

Titles Omitted,

unnecessary or

not labeled

Titles are ignored or not

present for answering

questions.

Curcio, 1987

McClain, 1999

Table 6

Errors Listed by Type of Question Level - Reading Behind the Data (RBH)

Topic Error Example of Error References

Axes Frequency or

case value errors

Single item values

mistaken for

number of items –

prices of hats vs.

number of hats

Bright & Friel, 1998

Konold & Higgins, 2002

Konold, 2003

Choice of

Data

Not using data

with zero values

Skips data with

zero values

Konold & Higgins, 2002 & 2003
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Topic Error Example of Error References

Context or

topic

Misuse or

failure to use

information

Lack of knowledge

of topic or too

much knowledge

of context

Watson & Pereira-

Mendoza,1996

Batanero, Godino, Vallecillos,

Green, & Holmes, 1994

Pereira-Mendoza et al., 1995

Type of

categories

Choice of

numerical or

categorical

Confuse bar graphs

and histograms

Bright & Friel, 1998

Meletiou & Lee, 2002

Table 7

Errors Listed by Type of Question Level - Reading Between the Data (RBW)

Topic Error Example of Error References

Pattern Lack of pattern

or inappropriate

use

Sought pattern

when not there -

could not predict

because no pattern

Batanero, et al., 1994

Pereira-Mendoza et al., 1995

Pereira-Mendoza & Mellor,1991

Watson & Pereira-Mendoza,1996

Point wise

focus

Variability –

focus on

individual cases

Focus on

individual cases

Konold & Higgins, 2002

Konold, 2003

Hancock et al., 1992

McClain, 1999

Data

reduction

Raw vs. grouped

data

One on one

preferred

Friel & Bright, 1998; Gideon,

1997; Hancock et al., 1992
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Topic Error Example of Error References

Measures of

center

Calculating a

mean when not

needed

Calculate mean

when not

appropriate

McGatha et al., 2002

Friel & Bright, 1996

Table 8.

Errors Listed by Type of Question Level - Reading Beyond the Data (RBY)

Topic Error Example of Error References

Extrapolation Prediction errors Can not predict

information not

directly on graph

Pereira-Mendoza & Mellor,1991

Pereira-Mendoza et al., 1995

Friel et al, 2001

Interpolation Prediction errors Can not predict

information not

directly on graph

Pereira-Mendoza & Mellor,1991

Pereira-Mendoza et al., 1995

Friel et al, 2001

Operations
on categories

Combining

categories

Adding or

subtracting

categories

Bright & Friel, 1998

Adjusting
data

Not changing

categories with

new data

Cannot interpret

with new data

Watson & Pereira-

Mendoza,1996

Teacher Knowledge of Graphical Representations of Data

How teachers understand graphs and teach graphs are a necessary part to explain

student learning (Ball, 1993; Leinhardt, et al., 1990). Information about what teachers
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should know comes from several sources including NCTM and state standards covered

previously. Perry and Kader (2002) reported at ICME-10 about a video series created to

teach content for middle school teachers. The video series uses a statistical problem

solving or statistical inquiry model to prepare teachers to teach statistics (Perry & Kader,

2002; Wild & Pfannkuch, 1999). Friel and Bright (1998) did find that teachers learn

statistical content including graphical representations of data.

The Teach Stat (Gideon, 1997) book series and professional development

program took 475 teachers through summer workshops and school year discussions over

the course of 3 years. These teachers were successful at increasing understanding of

statistical concepts and incorporating activity-based statistics into their teaching. Friel

and Bright (1998) identified student confusion with reading an axis where the student

was, “looking for data values instead of frequencies” (p. 106). This observation resulted

in new material for later workshops in the Teach Stat program on student understanding

of graphical representations of categorical data. This cycle of learning from working with

teacher’s knowledge and learning from student errors is evident in most research in this

area.

Hadjidemetriou and Williams (2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2002) wrote several papers

about teacher knowledge of graphical representations of functions and the understanding

of the errors students make. Primary in Hadjidemetriou’s research is having teachers

analyze exam questions to determine the degree of difficulty students would find with the

questions. She also found that the secondary school teachers researched were also

unaware of about half of the common errors. This led to Hadjidemetriou examining
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student knowledge and misconceptions about algebraic graphs for secondary students and

teachers.

Difficulties in creating and interpreting data in graphical representations of data is

an area of study that has focused on the mathematical and cognitive processes used, plus

the physical representation of the graphs. The levels of questions and common errors

compiled from the literature forms a basis for inquiry.

Summary

The literature reviewed in this chapter highlights the need for elementary

mathematics teachers to have (a) strong content knowledge about categorical data and

graphical representations of categorical data, (b) an understanding of the common errors

students make, and (c) strategies to anticipate and correct student errors in class. The

documented areas from this chapter on research on teacher knowledge in general; a

review of standards, guidelines; various roles of graphical representations of data in

elementary schools; and knowledge about graphical representations of categorical data

from students and teachers; begin the process of identifying topics and materials for

teacher educators from this study.

The literature on teacher knowledge emphasizes that elementary school teachers

need several types of teacher knowledge to teach mathematical and statistical concepts.

However, content knowledge of statistics is relatively new to elementary teachers. The

importance of a teacher knowing the content and pedagogical content of a topic relates to

flexibility in choosing appropriate problems for students that are easier or harder than

previous problems. Understanding student thinking involves knowing common errors and

instructional strategies to change those errors to understanding. Student thinking
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approaches (e.g. CGI, RNP) have shown promise with rational numbers and basic

mathematical operations but are only beginning with graphical representations of data.

The standards (NCTM, ASA, and Minnesota) delineate what teachers should

strive to achieve professionally, with content and curriculum for students, and in

assessments. The content standards from NCTM and the GAISE report framework

ground the content needed for teaching and learning statistical concepts in elementary

schools. High stakes assessment tests give tangible and public goals to the level of

competency expected for students. The standards based curricula pull the recommended

content and assessments into manageable daily assignments. NCTM and ASA have done

an excellent job of coordinating an overall framework and plan for creating statistically

literate citizens.

The literature on graphical representations of data and knowledge about graphs

shows what is known about the content area and accompanying student errors. The types

of question levels necessary to promote graphical literacy  (Fry, 1981; Halvorsen, 1998)

have been research for two decades. However, these four question levels are just now

being linked to specific student errors. In this review of literature, an initial list of

common errors has been developed to begin the approach of using student errors to refine

classroom instruction. However, gaps and limitations are apparent in the research

literature about graphical representations of categorical data.

Critique of the Literature

In the four focus areas of this literature review (teacher knowledge, standards,

graphical representations of categorical data, and knowledge about graphical

representations of categorical data), several limitations were noted while reviewing the
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literature. The following critique of the literature pinpoints gaps and limitations leading

to suggestions for further needed research in the following section.

In the literature examining teacher knowledge on the content and pedagogical

content knowledge levels, in regards to graphical representations of categorical data, of

elementary teachers is relatively new and not well studied. For instance, as Groth (2007)

points out, statistics courses for elementary teachers have not been developed. Portions of

textbooks do cover statistical topics in an elementary methods or mathematics course.

However, specific material to help elementary teachers master the statistical content in

elementary schools is not readily apparent in the research literature.

An understanding of specialized and pedagogical content knowledge would

expect that there exists a hierarchy of harder and easier problems to show teachers about

graphical representations of data. It is not apparent in the literature that these possible

problems and directions for teaching graphical representations of data have been studied.

Following the CGI approach means identifying common errors and creating professional

development to assist teachers. Teacher preparation courses and professional

development have also not worked with categorical data or the graphical representations

of that data in depth. I would like to have found research studies examining teacher

knowledge needed to teach graphical representations of categorical data used in

elementary schools. Therefore a limitation of the research literature is appropriate

materials for teacher educators that will assist in adequately preparing elementary

teachers to teach the statistical content and in particular graphical representations of

categorical data, which has been expected for nearly 20 years.
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The use of the standards, as presented from NCTM and ASA, could be improved

by insisting that educators, textbook writers, and researchers use consistent terminology

or definitions for common graphical representations of data. A common group for each

grade level with well-defined names for various parts of the graphs would be helpful in

clearing confusion between, for example, dot plots and line plots. Consistent terminology

is lacking, even between the NCTM standards and standards-based curricula. The high

stakes assessments also need to be consistent in terminology and presenting only

exemplary graphical representations in exams. As with the standards, all examples of

graphical representations in research literature should be good examples, unless incorrect

representations are being shown to highlight errors. Research on graphical

representations of categorical data would then follow the lead of the standards and use the

same terminology.

Knowledge about graphical representations of categorical data in the literature has

focused on student errors. A concise listing of common student errors would have been

expected from the number of years these topics have been included in the curriculum and

standards. Four question levels (e.g. Reading Behind the Data) have been posed but have

not been combined with the many research studies on student errors to create a platform

of information to assess student and teacher learning about graphical representations of

data.

As much of the literature on teacher knowledge points out, teacher knowledge

leads to better students. Ball (1991) posed a research agenda to enhance student learning

of examining teacher understanding, thinking, and actions. Part of developing a picture of

teacher understanding is examining teacher errors. Teacher errors were studied less often
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than for students and also without a framework to compare errors to understanding. An

area that also needs coverage is specifying the differences between categorical and

numerical data.

Lastly, well-made graphical representations with consistent terminology will

assist teachers in learning the content. Excellent examples of how to present graphical

representations of various difficulties would also be helpful. After identifying common

errors, research on how to fix the errors with instructional strategies would be a logical

next step. Building on the TeachStat (Gideon, 1997) professional development materials

for teachers, developing a new course for elementary teachers would be part of the

progression to prepare elementary school teachers to effectively teach statistical content,

especially categorical data and graphical representations of categorical data.

Further Research Needed

 There are several areas identified which could fill in missing areas found by the

review of literature. The limitations highlighted about graphical representations of

categorical data includes: (a) developing consistent terminology, (b) assessing current

teacher knowledge, (c) creating specific material and topics to help elementary teachers

master the statistical content, (d) compiling a list of common student and teacher errors

on graphical representations of data, (e) developing a new course for elementary teachers

on statistics, (f) developing a range of easier and harder problems about graphical

representations of data, and (g) showing how to fix common errors with instructional

strategies. However, this research study can only cover a few of these. The products of

the study will be:
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1. Creating a list of common student errors on categorical data graphs as compiled

from a review of the literature and from checking with actual student work for

those errors.

2. Compilation of teachers’ background knowledge about categorical data and

graphical representations of categorical data from written assessment instruments

and interviews.

3. Identifying topic areas that need to be addressed in teacher training programs and

in professional development. These topics will come from errors identified by

teachers in student responses to interpretation questions and on student-created

graphs and from the missing knowledge of teachers in the written assessments.

Overall the literature has given insight into the importance of content and pedagogical

content knowledge for elementary teachers with categorical data and graphical

representations of categorical data. The literature has grounded the work in this study by

(a) identifying student errors on graphs, (b) highlighting the graphical content

recommended by NCTM and GAISE standards, and (c) providing an understanding of

the types of teacher knowledge necessary for effective teaching of graphical

representations of data. The next chapter describes the design of the study,

instrumentation, and the methods of analysis used.
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

Teaching statistics in an elementary school classroom requires a knowledge set 

and skill level not taught until recently in teacher preparation programs (Friel & Bright, 

1997; Franklin et al., 2007). Few studies (McClain & Schmitt, 2004; Mickelson & 

Heaton, 2003) have looked at the knowledge set of elementary teachers with graphs or 

specifically with graphical representations of categorical data, the first type of statistical 

graphs presented to students. The purpose of the study is to investigate Grade 4 teachers’ 

content and pedagogical content knowledge of categorical data and graphical 

representations of categorical data. The research questions guiding the study involve 

research with Grade 4 teachers and their knowledge of background material, student 

difficulties, and methods to alleviate student mistakes with categorical data and the 

accompanying graphs. The three questions guiding the research are: 

1. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations (TERC, 1998) or Everyday 

Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) understand about graphical representations of 

categorical data? 

2. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics 

understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical 

representations of categorical data? 

3. How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics 

address student misunderstandings of graphical representations of categorical 

data? 
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Chapter Three addresses the research methods to answer these questions. An 

overview of the study, instrumentation, subjects, data collection, data analyses, and 

limitations of the study are presented in this chapter. 

Overview of the Study 

In order to address the three research questions, I first constructed the needed 

instruments (written assessments and interviews) to measure teachers’ content 

understanding of categorical data and their understanding of students’ thinking related to 

categorical data. I constructed the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge (Tiefenbruck, 

2006) instrument to measure teachers’ content background and pedagogical content 

knowledge. The Curriculum Implementation Survey (Tiefenbruck, 2006) was created to 

document teachers’ use of the mathematics curriculum. In developing teacher instruments 

used in the study, I also collected samples of student work to be used in teacher 

interviews with the Student Assessment (Tiefenbruck, 2006) instrument. I assembled the 

Interview Guide (Tiefenbruck, 2006) to gather in-depth information on teachers’ ability 

to identify and address student errors. Student work from the Student Assessment 

instrument was included in interviews. 

Teachers from districts using National Science Foundation Standards-based 

curricula were recruited to participate in this study.  Fourteen Grade 4 teachers from two 

school districts participated in this study. In Site One, four teachers completed the 

Categorical Data Graph Knowledge (CDGK) instrument, the Curriculum 

Implementation Survey (CIS), and completed the Student Assessment (SA) instrument, 

the same problems given to students to collect student samples. Interviews with three of 

the four teachers were conducted. 
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In Site Two, 10 teachers completed the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge 

Instrument and a revised form of the Curriculum Implementation Survey. The Student 

Assessment instrument was optional. Seven teachers participated in the interviews. Once 

data was collected using the researcher developed instruments, quantitative and 

qualitative data analyses were used to analysis the data and answer the three research 

questions.  

The quantitative methods focus on the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge 

(CDGK) instrument. Quantitative methods allow the researcher to describe the 

knowledge set of the collective and individual teachers on content specific items. The 

methods employed also provide a comparison between teacher and student perceived 

difficulty on typical graphing activities for students. Quantitative methods also provided a 

comparison of teachers as to content knowledge and fidelity of curriculum use. A 

teacher’s ability to interpret graphical representations of categorical data representative of 

student knowledge were also possible because of the quantitative work in this study.  

Description of teacher content and pedagogical content knowledge were 

employed by means of qualitative methods with in-depth interviews and open-ended 

portions of the CDGK instrument. The richness of a teacher’s experience working with 

student errors can be told through the themes developed. Individual teachers were not 

followed but a collective sense of the knowledge level of Grade 4 teachers was the result 

of meshing responses. With the support of the quantitative methods, a picture of teacher 

content and pedagogical content knowledge and missing concepts is possible. In the next 

section, how the written instruments and interview questions used in the study were 

developed is described. 
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Written Instruments And Interview Questions 

Four instruments are utilized in the research: the Categorical Data Graph 

Knowledge (CDGK) instrument, a Curriculum Implementation Survey (CIS), an 

Interview Guide (IG), and a Student Assessment (SA) instrument.  The CDGK is 

comprised of three parts: (a) Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data, (b) 

Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs, and (c) Teacher’s Knowledge of 

Student Understanding. This instrument provides data to answer research question one. 

The CIS documents teachers’ fidelity in using a district’s mathematics curriculum and 

adds to the data for answering research question one. The IG provides in-depth 

information on teachers’ ability to identify and address students’ misunderstandings 

related to categorical data. The SA provided typical classroom activities, discussion, and 

assessment items. The samples of students’ work gathered from the SA instrument are 

used in interviews. The interviews provide data to answer research question two and 

three.  

Categorical Data Graph Knowledge Instrument 

The CDGK consists of three parts and are discussed next. Discussion of the 

Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs includes information on the SA. 

The CIS and IG are then presented.  

Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data 

The Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data (TBK) consists of 10 

questions that assess teachers’ knowledge of categorical data and graphical 

representations of categorical data. These problems were written from a review of 

textbook questions and were refined by a group of experts. 
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The background knowledge necessary to create graphical representations of 

categorical data are covered in courses during college and for licensure, typically within a 

course entitled Mathematics for Elementary Teachers. A review of several texts 

(Bassarear, 2005; Billstein, Libeskin, & Lott, 2007; Burris, 2005; Musser, Burger & 

Peterson, 2006) used in teaching mathematics to elementary education majors provided 

content for the TBK. The Data Analysis chapters in these texts covered the background 

material necessary to help elementary teachers teach graphical representations of 

categorical data. The concepts found focused on ideas related to identifying what types of 

graphs are used with categorical data and being able to recognize categorical data. 

Naming major parts of a graphical representation of categorical data were also prominent 

in the texts. Cautions on numerical calculations and limitations of statistical inferences 

with categorical data were also noted briefly. Discussion questions in the texts focused on 

identifying appropriate types of graph for particular data and issues related to misleading 

graphs. This review led to the following concepts for the TBK, the finished questions 

appear in Appendix A.  

Problems written by the researcher were similar to problems and examples in the 

texts for teaching mathematics to pre-service teachers. For example, Billstein, Libeskin, 

and Lott used the following problem: “Discuss when a circle graph might be more 

appropriate than a bar graph or a line graph” (2007, p.520). The researcher wrote and 

used the problem “What is similar and/or different about a bar graph and a histogram?” 

Identifying concepts from literature was the necessary precursor to the creation of this 

assessment of teachers’ knowledge, as is the validation of that content by experts. 
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Table 9 
 
Concepts in TBK 

 

Concepts Items 
 

Types of graphs appropriate for categorical data 1, 7, 9, 10 

Components of graphs and information they provide 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 

Recognition of categorical data as distinguished from numerical data 3, 4  

Differences and similarities between different types of graphs 3, 5, 6, 7, 
 8, 9, 10 
 

What cannot be calculated or interpreted from graphs of categorical data 5, 7, 8, 9 

 
 

Validation of content. The TBK validation of content was achieved by submitting 

the instrument to expert raters in two rounds. Adjustments to the TBK were made at each 

stage in the process. In the first stage, four college teachers of statistics and mathematics 

served as expert raters to make the instrument’s questions understandable and assure that 

each question matched the intended content. The college teachers reviewed and refined 

the researcher’s initial group of thirteen questions to confirm the concepts were tested by 

the problems. Test items were reduced to ten as shown in Appendix A. 

In the second stage, four more college teachers of statistics and mathematics, not 

previously used, reviewed the TBK instrument for clarity and content. The process for 

the second stage involved rating for clarity, content, and measurement. Clarity as viewed 

from a four-point rating scale (1 = not clear to 4 = very clear) was generally high and 

very consistent. There were no outliers in the clarity ratings and the median was 3.375. 
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With content, raters were again consistent. Raters were asked to identify the 

content of each item from the list of concepts in Table 9. All raters chose identical 

concepts as the researcher and initial group of experts for all problems and only varied by 

suggesting more concepts than previously identified. The last step in honing the 

instrument entailed rating the extent to which each question measures what it is intended 

to measure, using a four-point scale (1= not well to 4=very well). The average overall 

rating was 3.1875 and median rating 3.435.  

Pilot. Piloting the instruments, rubrics, and interview questions with elementary 

teachers as proposed was initially difficult due to lack of access to classroom teachers not 

participating in the study. In lieu of current classroom teachers, pre-service teachers from 

a local university were solicited to pilot.  

Two mathematics courses are required for elementary licensure from the 

university these students attended. The first course covers many topic areas; including 

probability, data analysis, and statistics; the content in question. The second course 

encompasses topics in number theory, operations, and geometry. All participating pre-

service teachers were enrolled in the second course, having completed the initial course 

with a grade of C- or better or showed sufficient competency by examination.  

Five pre-service teachers completed the TBK. Their piloting assignment was to 

complete all questions and if the item was unclear to suggest new wording. The pre-

service teachers’ answers were compared to the errors list and to the expected answers 

provided by the expert raters. Comments from and errors by the pre-service teachers were 

used to adjust the questions in the TBK and rubric.  
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Teachers’ Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs and Student Assessment 

The Teachers’ Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs (TI) section of the 

CDGK instrument was designed to assess teachers’ ability to read and interpret graphical 

representations of categorical data (Appendix B). The Student Assessment (SA) is 

identical to the TI but gathers information on student success and errors with these typical 

classroom activities and assessment items (Appendix C). Reading and interpreting 

categorical data are pivotal skills for teachers and are indicators of statistical literacy and 

reasoning as described in national and state standards and by several researchers (delMas, 

2002; Garfield, 2002; MDE, 2003 & 2007a; NCTM, 2000).  

Creation. Using information gathered from the literature review in the previous 

chapter on graphical representations of categorical data errors and the types of reasoning 

levels, sources for assessment questions were investigated. The six problems within the 

assessment instruments were developed from two resources.  

Curcio identified three of the types of reasoning found in the literature review and 

referenced these in many of her publications. In Curcio’s second edition of Developing 

Data-Graph Comprehension in Grades K-8 (2001), she lists the type of reasoning for 

questions suggested for classroom activities. Because the emphasis was on categorical 

data only those lessons and activities were reviewed.  

First the researcher worked several activities, as they would be prepared for 

teaching a class of students. A few activities were chosen to use in the assessment 

instruments based on the questions matching the errors list. The choices were:  

• Activity 7 – favorite pets became favorite family pets 

• Activity 19 – birthday months became years teaching 
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• Combination of Activity 9, which used two graphs, and Activity 12 with double 

bar graph on spending money - adapted to prices and number of hats to purchase 

in a store.  

Not all questions in each activity were used. The final choices were determined by a pilot 

study. 

Work previously done by the researcher for the Guidelines for Assessment and 

Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) project (Franklin et al., 2007), identifying 

state assessments items and the types of data and concepts being assessed by states, 

helped in choosing other problems for the assessments (Tiefenbruck, 2003). A review of 

the released state assessment items and the results of work with Grade 4 students with 

eight multiple-choice problems, led to the final three problems included in the TI and SA. 

These problems were taken directly from released state test items from New Hampshire 

(New Hampshire Department of Education [NHDE], 2007) and Idaho (Idaho State 

Department of Education [ISDE], 2007). The interpretation questions included in the 

original state assessments were also used. 

As opposed to the TBK where expert raters were needed to validate the content, 

the TI and SA have questions from the work of several experts, prominent researchers, 

and state assessment writers. A pilot study of the TI was done with the pre-service 

teachers, similar to the TBK. A pilot of the rubric was done with students from Grade 4. 

TI Pilot. The pre-service teachers were each given the instrument and asked to 

comment on the difficulty of the problem for students and the clarity of the question. The 

comments were helpful and when the pre-service teachers did answer questions their 
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results were correct. With changes made to the TI from pre-service teacher comments, 

examination of the rubric was needed. 

SA Pilot. The Student Assessment instrument was scored following the rubric in 

Appendix C. The rubric was pilot-tested with one classroom of students; adjustments 

were made as needed before using the rubric.  

Teachers’ Knowledge of Student Understanding 

The Teachers’ Knowledge of Student Understanding (TKSU) instrument adds 

information on student errors about categorical data and graphical representations of 

categorical data and a teachers’ understanding as to the difficulty of the content for 

students. Teachers were asked to reflect on how a student might respond to the student 

assessment questions and the difficulty those questions would be for a typical student. 

The TKSU presented two questions that examined teachers’ reasoning about student 

errors and the understanding teachers had as to the difficulty for students. The questions 

were:  

A. What mistakes or errors might students make about this graph? 

B. How difficult would this question be for your students? 

Hadjidemetriou (2000, 2001a & b, 2002) used these same questions in her dissertation 

research and subsequent publications to learn about teachers’ knowledge of student 

thinking with algebraic graphs. She worked with 12 middle and high school teachers in 

England on misconceptions about typical graphs in an early algebra class. With prior use 

in this other research, these questions were not piloted but used in the same format for 

elementary teachers with graphical representations of categorical data.  
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Curriculum Implementation Survey 

A Curriculum Implementation Survey (CIS) was developed and given to all 

teachers in the study in order to assess their use and fidelity of implementation of their 

primary mathematics curriculum. The CIS (Appendix D) was adapted for use with the 

Investigations and Everyday Mathematics curricula from a survey used by Cramer and 

Kelso (1997) for the Trailblazers curriculum (TIMS, 2004). The Trailblazers survey had 

10 questions covering topics such as the number of years a teacher had used their 

curriculum, the amount of time a teacher used the curriculum’s activities, and the specific 

parts of the curriculum that are used. The Investigations survey used the same questions 

listed above but added in specifics to that curriculum, including requesting information 

on the book Three Out of Four Like Spaghetti (Russell & Economopoulos, 1998). The 

Everyday Mathematics survey covered the 10 main questions. No pilot or review was 

made of these surveys. 

Interview Guide Instrument 

An Interview Guide (IG) instrument (Appendix E) created from student 

assessment results guided interviews. The first step was to collect samples of student 

work and thinking on graphical representations of categorical data. Next the interview 

questions were created from the student work results. The third step was to pilot the 

interview guide questions and adjust as needed before use. 

Creation  

The Student Assessment (SA) instrument was used to collect work from students. 

Forty-three students from three classrooms completed the SA instrument. The students 

were successful at finding the expected errors for teachers to review. The various 
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problems and questions identified were placed into a Power point presentation to 

maintain consistency between interviews. However, the questions were not quite ready 

for the teachers. A pilot study was done to adjust the questions and presentation as 

needed. 

Pilot 

Two pre-service teachers participated in a pilot of the interview questions. In 

general, both pre-service teachers responded well to the interview questions. However, 

they admitted being less experienced at knowing what students could say about the 

graphs.  

From their comments three questions were added to the interview to ask if: 

1. Scale was addressed in class 

2. Average was appropriate to calculate 

3. Combining categories was a viable option when working with categorical 

data graphs.  

These topics could arise in conversation about the graphs but directness was preferred 

over random chance. Therefore the Interview Guide (Appendix E) part of the study was 

prepared and piloted. The CDGK, SA, CIS, and IG instruments were complete and 

prepared to present to subjects.  

Subjects 

Subjects were recruited from two school districts in the suburbs of the 

Minneapolis & St. Paul, MN area over a one-year period. The first school district, Site 

One, is in a growing suburban area of the Minneapolis & St Paul area. The entire school 

district serves around 10,000 students with 35% in the elementary grades K-6. There are 
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four elementary schools that serve grades 1- 4 with 27 teachers working in Grade 4. All 

elementary schools use the Investigations math curriculum. Four teachers from two 

schools agreed to participate in the study, one male and three female.  Their teaching 

experience ranged from one year to six years. 

The second school district, Site Two, is in another growing suburb of the same 

metropolitan area. This school district serves slightly less students, 7500 and did not 

report the percentage of elementary students. Six elementary schools were serving grades 

K-5 with 28 teachers working in Grade 4. This district used the Everyday Mathematics 

curriculum. Ten teachers from 4 schools participated in this study, 4 women and 6 men. 

The 10 teachers from Site Two had classroom experience ranging from 1 through 17 

years.  

A few differences were seen between the teaching experiences within school 

districts. Site One teachers were more likely to alternate or rotate grades. For instance the 

teacher would be a Grade 3 teacher one year and then proceed with those students into 

Grade 4. At the completion of Grade 4, then the teacher would return to Grade 3 as the 

students went on to Grade 5. The rotation system gave teachers more knowledge of the 

overall mathematics curriculum, and their students, but less depth of understanding of the 

uniqueness of Grade 4 mathematics. Comparison between the districts will not be made 

in the data analysis. In total, 14 teachers, all teaching Grade 4, were subjects with 4 from 

Site One and 10 from Site Two.  

Data Collection 

The data collection process is presented chronologically, by site. The timeline of 

the important dates in the data collection for the study are shown in Appendix F. 
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Site One 

Data collection for Site One started with teachers, then students in January 2006. 

After packets of the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge and Curriculum Implementation 

Survey instruments were sent to 27 teachers, the Student Assessment instrument was 

distributed to each of the four elementary schools. Interviews of selected teachers would 

occur after the student work was reviewed and the teacher materials graded and 

categorized. 

Materials were collected from three teachers, then reviewed and categorized. One 

set was incomplete, so only two teachers had completed all of the materials. Both were 

willing to be interviewed. A fourth teacher joined the research later in the school year. 

His information was reviewed and an interview was completed after the school year.  

With the poor participation, options were considered including reducing the 

amount of paper given to teachers, essentially fitting the same information onto fewer 

sheets of paper to encourage participation. The CIS was reduced to include only the 

information initially determined in the research proposal by removing extra material 

requested by the Site One school district. Site One had requested more in the CIS to help 

with an assessment of their curriculum.  

Several school districts in the area were abandoning the Investigations 

curriculum, therefore other standards-based curriculums were considered for the research 

study. It was also decided to gather no more student work, as there were sufficient errors 

in the materials received. Lastly, having teachers complete the TI was seen as less critical 

because the goal was to discover what teachers understood about the student errors not if 

teachers could do student work. Answers from the TKSU Question A (What mistakes or 
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errors might students make about this graph?) would reveal what a teacher understood 

about the problems. With these changes, securing of a second school district began. 

Site Two 

During July 2006, all large school districts in the Minneapolis & St Paul area 

were surveyed for their elementary mathematics curriculum through their websites. One 

school district required a research proposal, and was the only district making the decision 

to participate. Letters were sent to teachers during the first part of October 2006 soliciting 

participation. As a courtesy, each principal received a note from the district research 

director and a copy of the research materials. Teachers consenting to participation were 

sent a packet consisting of the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge and Curriculum 

Implementation Survey instruments. Materials were scored as returned and interviews 

were conducted from November 2006 through January 2007. From Site Two, 14 packets 

were distributed, 10 teachers returned completed packets and seven teachers were 

interviewed.  In review, from two school districts 41 packets were prepared with 14 

teachers completing the packets. Ten teachers were interviewed.  

Data Analysis 

Both quantitative and qualitative methods make possible a description of the 

understanding Grade 4 teachers have of categorical data and graphical representations of 

categorical data; the identification of student errors on graphs; and the methods to address 

these errors in class. 

In this last section, the variety of data analyses are described. This type of study is 

referred to as mixed methods because of its use of qualitative data analysis with 

assistance from quantitative data analysis. The respective analyses are explained for each 
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portion of the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge instrument, Curriculum 

Implementation Survey, and Interview Guide.  

CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data 

The Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data (TBK) instrument 

consisted of 10 questions that assessed teachers’ knowledge of categorical data and 

graphical representations of categorical data. Teacher responses were marked as correct 

or incorrect for each of the 10 problems according to the holistic grading rubric found in 

Appendix A. A score of 10 was the highest possible score. Teachers were rank ordered 

based on their grade from high to low (e.g. the best grades would rate a rank of one). 

Information was collected using descriptive statistics by problem and grading category 

(essentially correct, partially correct, incorrect or blank). From a comparison of the 

teacher responses to the expected list of errors possible themes were suggested for the 

qualitative analysis.  

CDGK: Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs and Student Assessment 

Teacher responses for the Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs 

(TI) were dichotomously scored for each of the problems with a total of six possible 

points. A holistic grading rubric guided the process and can be found in Appendix B. The 

teacher scores were rank ordered from high to low. Additional information was gathered 

by using descriptive statistics by problem and by grading category. 

Students were given the Student Assessment instrument in order to gather 

information for teacher in-depth interviews. The student work was dichotomously graded 

for each part of the problems. The grading rubric is in Appendix C. Descriptive statistics 

were calculated for each part of the six problems, for the grading categories, and an item 
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difficulty score calculated (proportion of items correct to total items) for each part of the 

six problems. 

Normalizing student work
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Figure 1. Student work by logits for the Student Assessment instrument 

The item difficulty score was normalized with a mean of zero and standard 

deviation of one by problem. This process allows a comparison between assessment 

items with different means and standard deviations. The normalized scores were graphed 

to allow review of problems that were more difficult for students. In Figure 1, the 

positive numbers represent problems that were easier for students. Zero equals the mean 

score.  

CDGK: Teachers’ Knowledge of Student Understanding 

The Teachers’ Knowledge of Student Understanding (TKSU) consisted of two 

questions, A and B. Open-ended response items from Question A of the TKSU 

assessment were coded to match the types of reasoning about graphs, expected errors, 

and specific kinds of errors were noted for the interviews. Teacher responses were 

examined and categorized to show similarities among their thinking with qualitative data 

analysis. The teacher errors and missing knowledge were also identified for the 

interviews and further refinement of the list of errors.  
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Reponses to Question A were scored dichotomously as to whether a teacher gave 

any answer and if that answer matched an expected misconception (no answer = 0). The 

scores, with a total of six possible, were rank ordered as for the TBK and TI. 

Teachers responded to Question B by selecting one of four options: Easy (1), 

Somewhat Easy (2), Somewhat Hard (3), and Hard (4). The responses were coded using a 

4-point rating scale thereby creating a Teacher Perception Difficulty scale. The scores 

were used in a comparison graph to the student Item Difficulty Scale. The scores were 

inverted to make the larger number the easier rating, in order to match the student work. 

The scores by teacher and as a group were also normalized and plotted as for the 

students. One challenge was that student results were available for each part of a problem 

but the teacher ratings were only for an entire problem. An average and median of the 

ratings teachers gave for each item was calculated for each teacher.  

Each teacher received a combined score, based on results from TBK (scored from 

0 to 10), TI (0-6), Question A (0-6), and Question B (0-4) to create a High, Medium or 

Low knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data score. The teacher 

assessment scores along with results from the CIS were used to categorize teachers for 

the interview.  

Curriculum Implementation Survey 

The CIS survey (Appendix D) had 10 questions covering topics such as the 

number of years a teacher has used their curriculum, the amount of time a teacher uses 

the curriculum’s activities, the specific parts of the curriculum that are used, and if there 

is any supplemental material used. The information from teachers was gathered and 

compared to the typical amount for all teachers. Cut scores around each average were 
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determined holistically. The information from the survey questions was used to identify 

teachers who use the curriculum exclusively (High), in a usual or moderate manner 

(Middle), or minimally (Low). By examining the responses to the curriculum survey, the 

researcher ranked teachers into High, Medium, and Low curriculum use. The scores from 

the CDGK and CIS were used to select teachers for the interview. 

Teacher Interviews 

The culminating data collection involved an in-depth teacher interview. The 

teacher interview was audio taped and transcribed. Qualitative data analysis software was 

used to maintain interview transcripts, teacher assessment data, and teacher survey 

information. The researcher also took field notes. The research data for these questions 

was analyzed qualitatively, coding the responses to the levels of reasoning and matching 

to student errors. Themes were investigated in the types of answers given both on the 

instruments and during the in-depth interviews. 

All graphs shown to teachers were from the Student Assessment instrument or 

were created by students. Questions about the graphs were focused on getting direct 

information, which was not possible in the paper and pencil assessment instrument. 

Another purpose of asking questions again was to verify teachers’ knowledge before 

proceeding with questions about student understanding and student errors.  

The interview questions found in Appendix E were designed to probe teacher 

understanding of student work of categorical data and to inquire as to what methods the 

teacher would use in class to help students with errors. Lastly the limitations of the study 

are discussed.  
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Limitations 

The study worked only with the teachers who were available in the two school 

districts and were limited by those participating school districts, teachers, and students. 

Some student assessment questions were better suited to generating classroom discussion 

than appearing in a test format, also not all types of errors (Appendix G) could be 

covered by the number of test items and interview questions.  

From this research study, a framework proposed from the literature review and 

based on the types of reasoning and list of errors developed into a richer, evolving 

framework. Information from the subjects and answers to the research questions are 

discussed as part of the results in Chapter Four and Five. Chapter Four covers the 

quantitative data and Chapter Five the results of the interviews and qualitative data. A 

summary and discussion of results is given in Chapter Six, as are implications for 

teaching and recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

This chapter presents quantitative and qualitative results of the study. Results

from the Categorical Data Graph Knowledge (CDGK) instrument and Curriculum

Implementation Survey (CIS) are reported. In general the study was designed to examine

what Grade 4 teachers know about graphical representations of categorical data, about

their students’ knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data, and how to

work with the knowledge of student errors through three research questions. This chapter

is organized into information gathered for the first research question:

1. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about graphical representations of categorical data?

The second and third research questions are covered in the next chapter, Chapter Five -

Interviews.

Research Question One

The first research question brings information from the CDGK instrument and

CIS together to describe the background knowledge Grade 4 teachers have of graphical

representations of categorical data. Fourteen teachers participated in the written

assessment portion of the research. Teachers are identified in the results chapters with a

pseudonym. Using the written instruments, a description of what a typical Grade 4

teacher knows and doesn’t know about categorical data and graphical representations of

categorical data will be formulated. Copies of instruments are available in Appendixes A

through D.
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CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data

The first portion of the CDGK research instrument, the Teacher’s Background

Knowledge of Categorical Data (TBK), consisted of 10 questions that assessed teachers’

knowledge of categorical data and graphical representations of categorical data. The 14

teachers were scored according to the rubric and rank ordered from highest to lowest.

Larry dropped out of the study after problem four. Each of the teacher’s scores by

problem were interpreted as essentially correct (1 point), partially correct (0.5 point), or

incorrect (0 point) as established in the rubric. A chart of all scores shown in Table 10.

Table 10

Scores by teachers on TBK

Content Ariel Beth Carol Dan Earl Fred Glenda Helen Ike Jane Kent Larry Mary Noah

List graphs P P P E E I E E E P E E E E

List graph
components

E P E E P E E E E E E E E E

Similar/diff
bar graphs

E E E E P P E E E E P E P E

Category or
numerical

E E E E E E E E E E E E I P

List category/
Number

E E E E E I E E E E P I P E

Horizontal or
vertical

P E P E P E E E E I P I P P

Components E E P E E P E P E E P I P E

Calculations P I P P P I I P P I P I I P

Scale E E I P E I P E P P I I E E

Limitations
bar graphs

E E P P P I I I P P I I E E

Comparison
of graphs

P E P P I I E I P P P I P P

Note: E = essentially correct, P = partially correct, I = incorrect
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When using the points with a total of 10 possible (4a and 4b were averaged), 11

teachers scored at or above 6.0. The highest score was 8.25, the lowest score 3.5, and a

median of 6.75. Trends may be somewhat difficult to see without a graph. The following

side-by-side bar graph reveals the scores by problem in these categories. Problem four

was broken into two sections because teacher responses for the list of topics (numerical

versus categorical data) needed to be scored separately from the list teachers generated of

topics.

Results of TBK
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Figure 2. Teacher scores on TBK by category

If the bar graph above does not sufficiently reveal the easier problems for

teachers, then the results did show the first four problems were the least difficult because

of the number of points teacher scored on them. Problem seven had the most incorrect

responses and was considered most challenging. The results from the 10 problems of the

TBK revealed a basic knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data but with

some errors and lack of understanding on more difficult concepts.
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Five concepts were covered in the TBK, as shown in the chart below and

described in the previous chapter. More than one assessment item was related to each

concept to assist in gaining a fuller and more consistent picture of a teachers’ content

knowledge.

Table 11

Concepts in TBK

Concepts Problems

Types of graphs appropriate for categorical data 1, 9, 10

Components of graphs and information they provide 2, 3, 5, 6, 8

Recognition of categorical data as distinguished from numerical data 3, 4

Differences and similarities between different types of graphs 3, 5, 10

What cannot be calculated or interpreted from graphs of categorical data 5, 7, 8, 9

The typical teacher’s knowledge of each concept will be described in the

following narrative, including unusual responses and areas of concern.

Appropriate Type of Graph

Knowing the appropriate graph to use for categorical data is basic. Circle graphs

are appropriate for categorical data as the circle is divided into segments for each

category. Histograms are not appropriate for graphical representations of categorical data

as continuous numerical data is needed for the x-axis values. This topic area was covered

in portions of three problems. Problem one asked teachers to name the graphs that would

be created with categorical data. Knowing if teachers had a good concept of appropriate
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graphical representations of categorical data was also related to knowing the limitations

of bar graphs (problem nine) and similarities between types of graphs (problem ten).

Grade 4 teachers would be expected to name basic graphical representations of

categorical data; such as pie chart, circle graph, pictograph, or bar graph. Variations such

as side-by-side bar graphs or expanded pie graph would not be necessary to name, as

students use these infrequently. Only teachers having taken an introductory statistics

course should be able to explain that bar graphs would not be used to show shape, center,

and spread as would be expected for graphs using numerical data, since the categories

can be moved. Knowing that the histogram was the only graph listed which needed

numerical data would be crucial to understanding the appropriate graphs for categorical

data.

This group of fourteen Grade 4 teachers knew the names of graphical

representations of categorical data including some hybrid types. The chart of all

responses is in Appendix H including incorrect responses: stem and leaf, t chart, plot, and

histogram. Only one teacher wrote stem and leaf, which requires numerical data to make

stems and leaves. Three teachers included histograms, which are also for numerical data

not categorical data, but resemble bar graphs visually. This was an expected

misconception from what Lee & Meletiou-Mavrotheris (2002, 2003) had seen with first

year college student’s difficulties with histograms. This misconception is not to be taken

lightly. A histogram needs continuous numerical data for the x-values. Those values are

then separated into equal intervals called bins (shown as bars) across the range of data.

The continuous nature requires all space to be used and thus the bars touch to account for

every value. Categories are discrete and would not be appropriate to show them touch.
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Problem nine explored the limitations of bar graphs, first asking specifically what

were the limitations. Ariel and Mary noted that percentages were not easy to show, which

is not entirely true. The y-axis can be percentages instead of frequencies. However, it is

true that negative numbers are not used as Ariel stated. Mary pointed out continuous data

was not appropriate, also true and explained above. Several teachers mentioned that

showing a change over time was not appropriate for bar graphs, an aspect left for a later

discussion.

Understanding the converse situation, when not to use a bar graph, was asked.

Fred noted that “plotting rising temperatures” would be inappropriate, as a line graph

could display that data. However, a bar graph with time of day would also show the rise

in temperature with current temperature as the y-axis. Several teachers noted the amount

of data as a hazard to using the bar graph, especially with a huge range as Eric pointed

out.

Parts of a whole were not good representations for a bar graph as explained by

Helen, Noah, and Ariel. Noah also said that a bar graph would be hard to use if the

categories were ill defined. Ill-defined categories would seem to be a problem for any

representation.

The most appropriate time to use a bar graph question yielded six responses for

using the bar graph to compare between groups or categories. Four teachers mentioned

using a bar graph when the data set was of a small size. The last couple of responses from

teachers set the groundwork for using a bar graph to display information gathered from a

class survey or having an easy to read format.
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Problem ten compared and contrasted between pairs of graphs: bar versus circle,

bar versus histogram, and bar versus line plot. The process of comparing and contrasting

would give more information on how teachers understood the various graphical

representations of categorical data, especially when contrasted to graphs not using

categorical data, such as the histogram.

The bar graph versus circle graph comments focused on the unique nature of the

circle graph’s presentation in percentages and as a representation of part-whole. The

differing shapes were mentioned: circle versus bars. Jane specified that both used

categorical data, even though others teachers did say the two graphs used the same data.

Asking about histograms versus bar graphs was intended to clarify the differences

between two types of graphs that often look similar. Eight teachers did not answer, stated

they did not know histograms, or that the graphs were basically the same. Glenda had

more experience with these two graph types from her comment that “a bar graph

measures information by the height of the bar, while the histogram measures a range in

each column.” Beth added a little more, “A histogram is a type of bar graph in which the

widths and heights of the bars are proportional.” Jane clarified some more. “Bar graphs

work well with individual data, small range. Histograms work well with intervals of

data.” Each teacher of these three probably had a good working knowledge of

histograms. However the rest of the teachers were not familiar or could not explain their

understanding. Ariel and Beth admitted in interviews they had “Googled” histograms for

their responses. Consequently almost no teacher had an adequate understanding before

this research study.
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Lastly the line plot, which shares many of the same attributes with the bar graph,

was compared. Here the difficulty of terminology was evident. The terms, line graph and

line plot, were used interchangeably by five teachers. These two types of graphs have

different features but both use the same kind of data. For clarification, a line plot is a

representation of categorical or discrete numerical data where each data point is shown as

an X. Figure 3 shows a line plot with discrete numerical data, IQ test scores for fifth

grade students with a maximum of 144, minimum 81.

144135126117108999081
IQ scores

IQ test scores for fifth grade students

Figure 3. Line Plot

Line graphs place a dot at a data point and then connect the points with a line. The

dot would be at the top of a bar if a bar graph were used or would be at the top of the pile

of X’s as shown below. A line graph is used with categorical or discrete numerical data

also. Figure 4 shows a line graph with the number of VW cars sold by month, in

thousands.
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Four teachers noted representing time with a line plot. Noah describes it as “line

plots show trends over time well. They both can represent the same types of data and can

form a similar graphical picture sense.” Line plots show time in the same way as a bar

graph. Many books and resources state that line graphs show time but this is not any

different than how a bar graph shows time.

In summary, teachers have a good basic knowledge of the types of graphs

appropriate for categorical data as seen by the list of graph and components given.

However, the teachers incorrectly included the numerical data histogram and stem and

leaf plot. The teachers struggled with some definitions when they did not realize that

percentage could be used on the y-axis and a bar graph can show change in time as easily

as other graphs. Teachers had difficulties with knowing the correct names of graphs and

their attributes such as mixing up the two graphs: line plot and line graph. The difference

between bar graphs and histograms was also a difficulty identified since only two

teachers volunteered the information without assistance from the Internet.

Components of Graphs

Another concept in the background knowledge of Grade 4 teachers involved the

knowledge of the components of graphical representations of categorical data and any

information they would provide. Five of the problems in the TBK gathered data for the

discussion of this concept.

A general level of knowledge for Grade 4 teachers on the graphical

representations of categorical data components would entail listing the title, labels for

axes, grid, gridlines, categories, scale or frequency mentioned, and the type of

representation (i.e. bar, dot, X). Knowing that different representations of data did not
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change the data but can alter perceptions of the importance of results would also be

expected. For instance, the horizontal bar graph is only visually different than the vertical

bar graph if the same scale was used. If scale changed, then the perception of the data

would also change. Teachers would also know how to place categories and create

appropriate scales.

Problem two asked teachers to list as many parts of a graphical representations of

categorical data as possible. The list of parts created from the teacher responses was

excellent, agreeing with all of the responses in the rubric except for the grid and

background. The chart of the responses is in the Appendix H. Surprisingly gridlines were

mentioned but not a grid. Background is a technical term from the study of graph

comprehension and refers to the space a graph occupies. A couple of the parts listed by

teachers were related to aspects of the data and not to the visual appearance of a graph,

attributes and landmarks. Otherwise, the terminology was consistent and correct.

The next problem, number three, presented two graphs and asked for similarities

and differences. Teachers listed many parts that varied, specifically titles, axes, labels,

subject, and data. Yet, only half noticed the intervals as being different and no one noted

the ranges were wider, 12 versus 30. Two teachers wrote that the groupings were

numerical for one graph and categorical for another. The values for one were really

discrete numerical and would be treated as categories when choosing the type of graph to

use. With this as an open-ended problem and without a request for a specific number of

responses, then the collective responses were good but no one gave an exhaustive list.

When shown two graphs that used the same data but were oriented horizontally

not vertically with identical scale, there was no confusion expressed by any teachers.
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Ariel’s response to the question was typical,  “It produces a different visual of the same

information.” Teachers responded with the visual look of the graph as different plus the

placement of the bars and axis.

From being able to identify names of parts to looking for variation on two graphs,

the teachers were then asked to provide information on the importance of certain parts

and on decision processes in creating graphs. The teacher’s collective responses noted

that the information from data could not be interpreted graphically without proper labels

and titles. Jane reports that, “The title summarizes the topic of the data, or briefly states

the topic of the question asked in the data collection.” Kent explained it as the labels

“identify meaning of numbers and overall meaning of data.” The teachers did identify the

importance of the labels as Mary stated that, “without them you know nothing of the

information shown on the graph.” The teachers consistently pointed out the importance of

the title and labels throughout.

Deciding on what categories to use and the orientation of the graph between

vertical and horizontal was also queried. Carol wanted to “think about how to best show

info” when deciding on the axis. Jane created the categories “based on responses to a

question used to collect the data.” The teachers were uniform in understanding these

ideas.

Scale was the last component in this concept and was covered by problem eight.

Scale issues were asked in two parts, by asking directly for a definition of what is scale

and for instruction on how to create a scale. For a definition, Noah gave a description, “a

scale is usually a numerical range that is evenly distributed within the range of data.” He

avoided the most common word used by teachers, interval. Three teachers used the word
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ratio or proportion in the description, an obvious indication of a map scale. Helen

simplified the idea to “the number each benchmark stands for (i.e. counting by twos).”

As for creating a scale for a graph, the teachers explained that communicating and

displaying data was an issue, but effectively using the space available was also a concern.

Range played a part in the description of how to create a graph scale. Ariel tried to

describe the process, “By looking at the numbers you need to communicate and finding a

reasonable way to display them using equal intervals.” Five teachers gave no response to

this question.

These teachers were proficient in understanding the basic components of

graphical representations of categorical data because they could name the component

parts of graphs. Titles and labels were important to them and were always noted in

looking at graphs. Vertical versus horizontal bar graphs were well understood as only a

change in orientation and not a difference in original data. Categories using numbers,

discrete numerical data, challenged the understanding of a few teachers that can lead to

errors with creating bar graphs. The teachers were also confused when defining scale and

particularly in describing how to create scale from data. The concept of categories versus

numerical data was sufficiently important to warrant some more inspection.

Categorical Versus Numerical

As mentioned in the previous section, the differences between categorical data

and numerical data were confusing to Grade 4 teachers. Admittedly, the real confusion

may come exclusively from the differences in discrete versus continuous numerical data.

These differences were not explained, nor distinguished, in the problems, but perhaps

should have been.
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Expectations were that when guiding students to select graphs, teachers would

know that the type of graph used was dependent on the type of data provided by a data

set. Having an understanding of the various formats for data was anticipated for Grade 4

teachers with not only categorical data, but the appropriate use of discrete and continuous

numerical data.

In problem three, the two graphs had different data, one categorical and the other

discrete numerical. Discrete numerical data is essentially a number posing as a category.

An example for Grade 4 classes is when collecting data on how many siblings are in a

family. Students will have any number of siblings but cannot have 2.3 siblings. Although

this value could be an average number across families it is not a value for one family. Bar

graphs are used with discrete numerical and categorical data. Histograms are for

continuous numerical data.

Jane wrote a comment that was a little puzzling, “X-axis categories are sequential.

They could be grouped in intervals.” I believe she was referring to the graph with

numbers for categories (years of school) and having those grouped. Grouping in intervals

would require continuous data and not discrete data as was presented. This type of

misconception would lead to difficulties understanding histograms.

With problem four, a list of topics was available to categorize first as to numerical

or categorical data. The teachers were consistently correct except for one item: list of

years teaching (e.g. 1999, 2001). Four teachers listed this as categorical data and 10

teachers as a numerical. My intention was that this item would be classified as

categorical. It could be argued to be numerical, but specifically a discrete numerical.
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Mary struggled with this list more than any other teacher, also missing the first and last

items.

The teachers were also to provide three topics for numerical and categorical types

of data. Many unique choices were given as shown in the table in Appendix H. Pets,

month of your birthday, and favorite food were repeated for categorical data. Favorite

anything was quite popular. The numerical list was also long but some were not as easy

to classify, unlike the categorical list. In the tables of the teacher responses, responses

were also coded to indicate discrete and continuous numerical data.

The concept area of numerical versus categorical data brought more information

to light on the importance of understanding the distinction between discrete and

continuous numerical data. It also described a perceived flaw in terminology by using

numerical when what it meant was to have quantitative attributes and not just be a

number. For instance when using the number of siblings as explained earlier, the

categories are numbers and thus seem numerical. However, there are no quantitative

attributes to the categories, an average between categories is nonsensical. Teachers would

benefit from more detailed training in the differences, thus helping to foster more

understanding of categorical data and graphical representations of categorical data.

Differences in Graphs

Another key concept from the TBK covered the differences and similarities

between different types of graphs. Parts of three problems in this instrument were used to

gather data on this concept. The differences and similarities presented by teachers could

explain how teachers understand which graph to use for categorical data.
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Explaining to students the distinguishing features of graphs depended on

recognizing the differences and similarities between different types of graphs. The skills

ranged from recognizing the type of data, as in the previous concept, but also details

about circle graphs, line plots, line graphs, or histograms. Grade 4 teachers would be

expected to be consistent on terminology about the names of graphs and the various

graphical components.

When comparing vertical bar graphs, as teachers did in problem three, the

differences were usually in the context, categories, scale, and bar heights, as the structure

was the same. Grade 4 teachers were good at noting the categories and scale. Context

differences were indicated by referring to data or subject as different. No one mentioned

bar heights, but did note the data was different.

From problem five, the horizontal versus vertical bar graph differences would be

the same except for directional differences, unless scale was different. The teachers

affirmed this prediction with all teachers noting that the axis would be flipped, reversed,

or switched.

When comparing between circle graphs and bar graphs in problem ten, teachers

concentrated on the format of the frequency, since both were graphical representations of

categorical data. Noah described the relationship as “a circle graph represents parts of a

whole while a bar graph represents more absolute, independent quantities.” Carol had

tried to make a point about total values with her answer. “Circle graphs show how a total

number is divided up. Bar graphs don’t work with the total number.” Glenda added,

“circle graphs show parts of a whole – bar graphs can show patterns/trends.” These
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definitions were trying to recognize the circle graph’s representation of percentages,

which always shows 100% in the complete graph.

A bar graph and a histogram look similar but are still different, hence the request

for comments on the similarities and differences in problem ten. More than half of the

teachers didn’t know the meaning of the word histogram. The other answers varied in

knowledge level starting from Beth, “A histogram is a type of bar graph in which the

widths and heights of the bars are proportional.” Ariel, like Beth, was cognizant of some

aspects that were different with histograms but couldn’t explain well. She said,

“Histograms may have several bars in a small area that give a visual representations of

the center, spread, outliers, etc.” Glenda added, “a bar graph measures information by the

height of the bar, while the histogram measures a range in each column.”

Other teachers did have the correct understanding of the differences between bar

graphs and histograms. Jane was highlighting an interesting area of discussion with this

portion of her response, “Bar graphs can be numerical or categorical. I don’t recall using

categories with histograms.” She also said, “Both use labeled axes and rectangles on a

grid.” I am guessing that the rectangles are the bars of the graph. The relationship

between bar graphs and histograms causes some concern for the understanding teachers

have of graphical representations of categorical data.

A bar graph and a line plot had few similarities identified in this problem, partly

because the teachers confused the meaning of line plot and line graph, an error by

teachers about graph definitions. Again Jane comes very close, “Line plot uses X’s vs.

rectangles and does not require a grid.” Kent also expressed this idea that “bar graphs are

colored in - line plots have X’s.” The five teachers listing line graph mentioned the ability
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to show a change in time, which is not generally attributed to a line plot. This was

discussed in an earlier concept. A theme, which kept appearing, was that “bar graphs

show relationships between different groups.” Since categories are usually groups it

would be easy to see this as a valid conclusion.

Relationships between various graphs revealed a mixture of understanding.

Teachers knew how to compare the various bar graphs with each other and the circle

graph, but their knowledge was less reliable for histograms and line plots. The circle

graph is a common elementary school graph and teachers would be taught how to create

these, especially because percentages and rational numbers can be difficult for students.

Line plots were confused with line graphs, as was the knowledge of their uses.

Histograms were basically unknown and unused leading to an extremely limited

understanding. These results indicate a need for training in correct and consistent

terminology, as well as the appropriate uses for the graphs. Teachers also need examples

of these graphs, correctly identified.

Calculations or Interpretations

Graphical representations of categorical data have some specific calculations and

others, which should not be allowed. The calculations can be done but have no meaning.

For instance, an average could be calculated with the category number of siblings but the

resulting value would not make sense. Finding the median of a list would have no

meaning with categories as the list could be resorted in several ways thus the median

would change with each resorting. Interpretation of categorical data has limitations not

imposed upon numerical data.
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Grade 4 teachers would be expected to assist students in knowing and doing

appropriate calculations and interpretations of graphical representations of categorical

data. The skills anticipated would be recognizing the limitations of the mean and other

measures of center as mentioned above. Distinguishing between choices with the bar

graph would be an area teachers should understand. Teachers would also need to know

that context was a major concern for statistical interpretations and would be able explain

this guiding principle to students.

Calculations.  Mean, median, and mode are taught in college introductory

statistics courses fairly quickly into the course. Median and mode are taught in Grade 4

with the Everyday Mathematics curriculum, whereas the Investigations curriculum also

covers the mean, otherwise known as the arithmetic average. In problem seven of the

TBK, teachers were questioned about these calculations and also about forming new

categories by adding or subtracting categories.

When asked what calculation could be done with categorical data, three teachers

listed averages as an appropriate calculation. When asked specifically about mean,

median or mode six teachers agreed these could be done. Four teachers pointed out that

mean and median were not appropriate. Some of the difficulty with this concept could be

definitions. Finding an average of categories is not appropriate whether the category is a

word, phrase, or a discrete number. When using a word or phrase for the category, such

as days of the week, an answer would not be possible. Yet with a discrete numerical

category such as number of siblings, an average may seem possible but not appropriate.

The question asked might be, “What is the typical number of siblings?” The answer is not

an average but the mode. Finding an average for the values of all categories could be
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acceptable, for instance in the context of finding a typical number of M&M brand candies

by color, but not recommended by standards for Grade 4.

Half of the teachers gave “maximum, minimum, mode, median, range” as a

response to the types of calculations. With categorical data there are only counts for each

category. A maximum value for a category would be the same as a mode or the most

often listed response. Range could be useful, for instance noting there were from 5 to 10

people choosing favorite pet categories. Median would not be useful as list of responses

can be reordered.

Dan mentioned the possibilities for the frequency, noting percentages. This was

not really a correct answer, as no calculation would be needed to create the values, just a

different representation. Counting the number in a category was also not a calculation,

but the usual way to represent a category. Beth did answer with compare and contrast by

adding and subtracting, which is a direction not expected but acceptable.

Creating new bar graphs by combining categories was a novel approach to

graphical representations of categorical data for several teachers. This concept is vital to

understanding the fluidity of categories. In other words, knowing that the order of

categories can change or that what constitutes a category is arbitrary. Evidenced by two

teachers who reported not understanding the concept and three more teachers did not

respond to this question. Three more said no or not in fourth grade. The last six did think

students had the skill. Ariel even added a scenario, “Yes, for example on page one

number two, students could change the categories to ‘reptiles, birds and mammals’.”

These changes in categories would show the fluidity of categories in working with

graphical representations of categorical data.
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Teachers were unfamiliar with being able to move categories or to alter the

categories already used with data. While a deeper concept than others previously covered

in this research, understanding the fluidity of categories signaled a lack of experience

thinking about the categories and how to deal with them in this area. Average was a

concern before this study and from these responses should continue to need more

attention, along with understanding other measures such as minimum, maximum, median,

and mode.

Interpretations. The direction of the bars, horizontal versus vertical, does not

make a difference in interpretation of categorical data. The teachers did not suggest

otherwise. Scale can make a difference in interpretation if the interval or unit choice is

missed or ignored when counting totals in a category or when comparing bar heights of

categories.

A couple of interpretation issues brought up by the teachers involved the number

of categories. Dan said with at least two or three but less than ten categories,

interpretations would be fine. Earl said only four or five categories works. A couple of

teachers suggested small data sets would be best, which I took to mean small numbers in

each category besides a small number of categories.

Interpretation was not emphasized with this instrument’s questions. The little that

was gleaned involved knowing that the horizontal versus vertical representation did not

alter interpretation. Scale issues should have been mentioned as well as limitations of the

type of graph, for instance a circle graph would not lend itself to being useful to answer

many interpretation questions.

Summary of CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge
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Information taken from observing these 14 teacher responses on these five

concepts from the TBK painted a picture of some of the Grade 4 teacher’s background

knowledge. These results revealed a group of teachers with some basic knowledge of

graphical representations of categorical data. On the positive side, these teachers could:

1. Name common types of graphs with a few errors for histograms and

stem and leaf plots.

2. Name components of graphs.

3. Identify title and labels on all graphs.

4. Understand horizontal and vertical bar graphs.

5. Compare bar graphs and circle graphs.

However, the teachers struggled with other concepts. More difficult concepts

were understood by some but not in much depth. The teachers, however, were not able to:

1. Identify if or when an average or other measures of center or spread

were appropriate.

2. Distinguish between line plots and line graphs.

3. Tell the difference between categorical and numerical data.

4. Define a histogram or stem and leaf plot correctly.

5. Define scale or describe how to create scale.

6. Explain differences between bar graphs and histograms.

7. Conceptualize the fluidity of categories.

Histograms were an excellent example of where more training could alleviate

confusion. Working with scale knowledge was a bit scattered, with teachers knowing it

was important to have but not being able to describe how to create a scale. A concise
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description of the process could be sufficient to help the teachers with scale. Categories

and the types of calculations that could be done with them were limited in scope. More

information for teachers on categorical data concepts would help with teacher knowledge,

but more information also came from the next part of the CDGK instrument.

CDGK: Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs

The Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs (TI) presented six

problems that were appropriate for Grade 4 students. Only teachers from Site One were

required to offer responses to the TI. The four teachers who did answer had a different

grasp of the problems than the students and thus provided information on teacher’s

conceptions of graphical representations of categorical data.

Grading of this section of the CDGK instrument was by a holistic rubric. Each

portion of each problem was graded dichotomously, a score of one standing for correct.

The rubric assigned for each problem a score of essentially correct, partially correct, or

incorrect.

Problem One - Animals

The first problem was a series of seven questions about families and their pets.

The problem provided a bar graph shown with Figure 5. Questions were asked about the

context, number of families with guinea pigs, least popular pets, largest pet, number of

pets of students, and opinion questions on how the graph would change if the fifth grade

class was included or if students would want a pet in class.
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Animals of Grade 4 students
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Figure 5. TI problem one graph

The first question asked, “What is this graph about?” Each of the first three

problems in the TI begins with a similar question asking to elicit the context. The

teachers were split in half, 50% correct. The incorrect answers were from not including

the word family in the response but only referring to student pets.

Table 12

Questions in TI Problem One

# Question

1a What is this graph about?

1b How many families of grade 4 students have guinea pigs?

1c What are the least popular choices of animals for families of grade 4 students?

1d How many animals do students have?

1e How would this graph change if grade 5 students were added?

1f Who has the largest pet?

1g Would students in this class welcome a class pet?
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There was some difficulty with 1d, “How many animals do students have?” Most

students and even the teachers answered with 26 as the number of families. One teacher,

Ariel, however couched her response, “26 total if this graph represents how many of

animals – this is unclear.” Which was one way to say, the graph is about number of

families not number of pets of students.

The next question for this topic, “Who has the largest pet?” showed a greater

expertise from the teachers. Carol said, “Alligator owner.” Beth also gave an interesting

response, “Alligators are the largest sized pet.” Student responses were generally either

naming the largest size without the explanation or the mode.

Problem Two - Students

The second problem in the TI asked six questions about a teacher’s class size

from information in a vertical bar graph. The scenario was that a teacher lists the number

of students she has had in class for each year.

Table 13

Questions in TI Problem Two

# Question

2a What is this graph about?

2b What is the total number of students this teacher has had in class?

2c How many years has this teacher taught?

2d What is the average number of students the teacher has had in class?

2e What year was average?

2f What could explain the drop in students from 2003 to 2004?
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Questions were about the context, total number of students, number of years

teaching, average number of students in class, year with an average size class, and an

inquiry about the change from 2003 to 2004.

students in my class
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Figure 6. TI problem two graph

Carol describes the context as, “The number of students a teacher has had in each

class from 1999 to 2005.” An instance of when the teachers saw the sophistication to the

question a little past what the researcher intended. For the question, “How many years

has this teacher taught?” Beth reminds the reader, “It doesn’t tell us – it only shows her

total for seven years. She may have taught other years.”

The last question elicited considerable creativity from the teachers. As with the

pilot teachers and students, the teachers tended to make comments more of a social nature

than highlighting the math. Ariel, for instance, noted the election as a reason, “More

money put into reduction of class size, which would probably means we elected a

democrat vs. a republican ” (including the happy face). The interview questions would

try to approach this from a more mathematical standing, the scale issue.
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Problem Three - Hats

The next problem used two bar graphs to display information on inventory and

price of various types of hats. Although the Everyday Mathematics curriculum uses side-

by-side bar graphs for students in Grade 4, this approach did seem difficult for students,

but not teachers. The problem had four questions about the two graphs shown below.
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Figure 7. TI problem three – prices
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Figure 8. TI Problem three – inventory

Questions about the graphs began with requesting the differences and similarities

between the graphs, then how many hats are in the store and the total amount of money

needed to buy all hats in the store.

The first question of the four parts looked at differences between the graphs. The

teachers highlighted the different contexts, “one lists the prices of hats and one lists the
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number of each kind of hat,” without seeing the differences in bar heights or scale. For

the similarities, teachers found the “types of hats are the same – both are bar graphs.”

Table 14

Questions In TI Problem Three

# Questions

3a What are the differences between these two graphs?

3b What are the similarities between these two graphs?

3c How many hats are in the store?

3d How much would you spend if you bought all of the hats?

The last part of problem three stumped the students (12% correct) but was

calculated correctly by three teachers. Beth chimed in with “A lot!” The last three

problems were previously used in state assessments and each required a graph to be

created by the test taker. The student graphs were of variable quality and will be seen in

the interviews in the next chapter, but the teachers did a better job.

Problem Four - Sports

Problem four had only two questions with the first being to create a graph and the

second to make a statement about that graph. The problem did not specify the type of

graph but did remind to label the graph. A chart was given for the data to be used to

create the graph, Table 15.

Three teachers made a bar graph and one a line plot, shown in Figure 9. Larger

representations are in the Appendix I. All of the bar graphs were labeled and titled. The

line plot listed the categories but not a title.
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Table 15

TI Problem Four – Chart

Student Sport
Alana Gymnastics
Heather Soccer
Michael Baseball
Brett Hockey
Richard Gymnastics
Maggie Soccer
Michelle Baseball
Stacey Gymnastics
Angela Soccer
Darin Soccer
Ryan Baseball
Nick Soccer

Table 16

Questions In TI Problem Four

# Questions

4a Make a graph of the data from the survey. Make sure you label your graph.

4b Write a statement about one thing your graph shows.

The issue obvious from these graphs is not only the neatness and precision of the

titles and labels but the lack of a zero on the scale. It may seem a trifle but when it is

there, as Dan shows, the graph makes more sense and is mathematically correct with it

included.
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Ariel Beth

Carol Dan

Figure 9. Teacher created graphs - Sports

The second question asked for a statement about the graph. All teachers chose to

highlight the mode, soccer, in some way such as, “Soccer is the most popular sport in this

third grade classroom.” The teacher graphs were good except for the missing origin.

Problem Five - Turkeys

The next problem was the only one that provided a grid, or template, for the

graph. A word problem provided the context and the data for the problem shown below.

Three interpretation questions asked for the mode, total turkeys sold, and difference

between highest and lowest amounts of turkeys sold.

Ann was working at a grocery store. The worker who sells the most turkeys gets
a free turkey for his or her family for Thanksgiving. Ann kept track of the
number of turkeys she sold in five days. On Monday, she sold 15 turkeys. On
Tuesday, she sold 5 turkeys. On Wednesday, she sold 30 turkeys. On Thursday,
she sold 20 turkeys, and on Friday, she sold 10 turkeys.

Figure 10. TI Problem five - Word problem.
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Table 17

Questions In TI Problem Five

# Questions

5a Fill in the bar graph to show the number of turkeys Ann sold each day.

5b On which day did Ann sell the most turkeys?

How did your graph help you answer this question?

5c How many turkeys did Ann sell during the entire week?

Show or explain how you found your answer.

5d What is the difference between the number of turkeys Ann sold on her highest day

and her lowest day? Show or explain how you found your answer.

Having a grid did not help and perhaps even hindered the creation of the bar

graphs. Although there was space to separate the bars, only one teacher did, as seen

below. The teachers did provide labeling and titles again. Two teachers put the zero at the

first line. All of the teachers placed the numbers at the end of the lines, not in the spaces

between lines as the students commonly did. Carol essentially did a line graph without

connecting the dots by lines. Larger versions of the graphs are in Appendix J.

Beth
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Carol

Ariel

Dan

Figure 12. Teacher created graphs - Turkey

The three interpretation questions were very easy and all of the teachers answered

them correctly, including calculations and explanations.

Problem Six - Boatrace

This last problem of the TI asked for a chart or graph to be made from another

word problem shown below. Three interpretation questions asked about the longest time

a boat floated, difference between two times, and if a boat had floated twice as long.
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The White Elementary School had a boat race to see which boat could stay
afloat the longest. Mary’s boat floated for 11 minutes, Larry’s boat for 13
minutes, Jerry’s boat had trouble and only floated for 4 minutes and Beth’s boat
stayed afloat for a total of 9 minutes.

Figure 13. TI problem six – Word problem

All teachers made bar graphs, two vertical and two horizontal. Two teachers

included the zero for the scale and two did not. One teacher forgot the graph title.

Table 18

Questions In TI Problem Six

# Questions

6a Draw a chart or graph to show how many minutes each boat floated in the water.

6b Which boat stayed afloat the longest?

6c Jerry’s boat sank how many minutes before Beth’s boat?

6d If Larry’s boat had floated twice as long, how many minutes would it have floated?

The teachers had the same difficulty as the students with three of the values,

which were odd numbers and the scale they choose was by twos. Ariel noted that without

her ruler, she didn’t make very equal intervals for the scale. Larger versions of these are

in the Appendix K.

Ariel
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Figure 14. Teacher created graphs - Boatrace

Now we have some interesting graphs from the teachers, which are fairly good

but not perfect.

Descriptive Statistics

The problems were fairly easy as explained above. The overall results for the TI

had some slight variability, despite fairly easy questions for the last three problems. A

rank ordering of teachers was also done based on the scores. Two teachers received a

score of 5.0 and two got a 6.0. Again the holistic grading rubric created categories of the
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teacher scores into essentially correct, partially correct, or incorrect. A chart of the scores

is in Appendix N.
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Figure 15. TI results by grading status

The scores show a good grasp of the material, which should be expected since

these were student assessment problems.

Summary of TI

With only four teachers working the TI problems there are only a few

observations. Generally the teachers could create the three graphs required. Teachers

were better at making bar graphs except that the bars were touching for two teachers

when using a grid. This is a concern because graph paper is given to students regularly to

aid in making neat graphs. The instances when graphs were made free hand, the teachers

did not make that error. However, the error of having the bars touch is a signal of the

misunderstanding teachers have between bar graphs and histograms that may also show a

lack of understanding of the differences between categorical and numerical types of data.

Titles and labels were still consistently done. Drawing a zero for the origin or beginning

value for the frequency axis was also missed more often than any other item. This

instrument added to the knowledge base of teacher understanding of graphical
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representations of categorical data by showing that the teachers could do the student work

with only a few errors.

CDGK: Teachers’ Knowledge of Student Understanding

This portion of the CDGK instrument, TKSU, was made up of two questions.

Question A required teachers to identify what errors they thought students might make

when working the problems in the Student Assessment instrument. Question B required

teachers to rate the difficulty of the student responses from a teacher’s perspective.

Basically, the teachers were being asked if they thought a problem was as difficult as a

student thought the problem was to work. If the teacher had a different perspective of the

problem, then the teacher and student might not be interpreting the question in the same

way.

Question A

Question A asks, “What mistakes or errors might students make about this

graph?” The researcher expected that teachers would notice common errors on these

problems made by students. These errors can be found in the explanations of each

problem in the section, CDGK: Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs. As

the reader may remember, the TI is the same as the Student Assessment instrument. When

teachers are grading a problem, the focus changes to looking for errors instead of creating

correct responses. Researchers think that patterns of teacher responses might be different

when examining student work than when responding to background questions or working

the student assessment instrument problems.

Thirteen teachers (Larry stopped earlier) gave suggestions and comments about

the six questions from the Student Assessment (SA) instrument. Reponses about the six
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test items were scored dichotomously as to whether a teacher gave any answer and if that

answer matched an expected misconception (incorrect, incomplete, or no answer = 0).

For instance David answered, “misleading number” for problem two. There was no

explanation of what number was misleading, that answer was scored as a zero.

The scores of the teachers were rank ordered from highest to lowest scores as was

done for the TBK and TI. Figure 16 reports the distribution of teacher scores for the six

problems of Question A. A chart of teacher scores is in Appendix N.
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Figure 16.  Teacher score for Question A

Open-ended response items from Question A were coded to match the types of

errors by question level about graphs and the matching errors, listed in Appendix G.

Specific kinds of errors were noted for the interviews so that teachers could be asked

about their responses. Teacher responses were also examined and categorized to show

similarities among their thinking. The teacher errors and examples of missing knowledge

were also identified for the interviews and further refinement of the list of errors.

In reviewing the written remarks from teachers, their responses as to the student

errors fell into five categories: arithmetic errors, lack of understanding of key definitions,

comments about questions, types of errors by question level, and construction errors.
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Arithmetic errors. The arithmetic errors noted by teachers were consistent for

each problem. As an example, all teachers would note that students could make addition

errors on a problem. For problems one and four, miscounting was identified as the

expected arithmetic error. With the second problem, which had averages as one question,

that arithmetic procedure was expected to cause errors. The possibility of students

making adding mistakes was mentioned for all problems.

Key definitions Teachers questioned if students would understand or know key

definitions. Average was a concern, as was knowing mode. The student might know the

term mode but not the concept so just asking for the most or largest would be confusing.

Teacher comments. Some comments were made to clarify the test items, “title

isn’t specific enough” wrote Helen for problem one. Others comments were interesting

notes on the students, such as from Jane on problem one: “These questions would bug the

students, and hands would be flying in the air. This age level is an anxiety-ridden

species.” She also noted on problem two, “Another question that would drive them batty

as the answer is not available in the chart.” The comments did not shed light on the errors

on constructing and interpreting graphs. It did reinforce that teachers enjoy being teachers

and know what types of questions may garner student reactions.

The last two areas of comments were more directly related to the actual issues of

the study, types of errors by question level and construction errors.

Types of errors. During the process of looking at teacher responses about the

student work, it became apparent that errors in constructing graphs are different than

errors from types errors by question level. The types of errors in Appendix G were

created from a review of the literature. The literature did not look at errors students make
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when creating graphs but instead had asked questions about already created graphs in

interpretation questions. The list of errors was separated to reflect construction errors and

errors that are usually found in asking interpretation questions. A new chart was created

to reflect these changes in Appendix L. Some construction errors were also possibly

interpretation errors and are thus in both categories.

In problem one, the teachers were suggesting students would not recognize the

correct unit size, “counting by ones instead of twos” as Beth said. A function of axes

misconception was identified by Noah, “students might count the types (categories) of

animals instead of quantity of each type.” Prediction errors were also possible with this

problem, as noted by Noah, Kent, Ike, and Glenda.

Context or topic area was the most prevalent response for problem two. Three

teachers questioned if the seven years listed was the entire career of the teacher in the

problem, others wrote that the students may have two different kinds of axes

misconception: add the years together or list the number of students in the last year (27)

as the number of years. The teachers also identified some extrapolation errors with the

last question.

Problem three focused on scale issues. Ike noted, “Figuring out the number of

hats and prices would be tough, given gradations are five apart.” Ariel expanded this

thinking a little more, “Very hard to read/interpret amounts that come between scale

lines.” Glenda made a comment on the titles and labels as students may “disregard the

titles and the y-axis labels.”

Problems four through six had graphs constructed by students. Problem four only

had one interpretation question with the graph construction and there were no comments
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about what errors might be made. Problem five provided a grid for the graph

construction. Noah noted, “the graph is not necessary to answer any of the questions.”

Otherwise all other comments were about construction. Problem six also lacked

comments about the interpretation errors except as Jane says, “Some students would

struggle to read the information accurately.”

The final comments from these series of student problems were about

construction errors. These are covered before discussing the errors that were not

identified.

Construction errors. These are errors that occur when creating the graph. The

errors identified above are about completed graphs. Errors about the types of errors by

question level occur with interpretation questions for graphs. Errors also occur when

constructing the graph and are generally different.

The teachers identified construction errors for the last three problems. Problem

four had a list (raw data), which needed to be condensed by the student to make a graph

(grouped data). Errors occurred if more than one category was created when only one

was needed or listing student names without any grouping. Another error was added to

the previous list, created from the literature review, to cover this situation and tentatively

named “raw to grouped” for categories. Also noted for problem four was the struggle

with labels, titles, and setting up intervals successfully without a grid or template.

Problem five provided a grid for the graph construction. Yet, the teachers thought

students would have difficulties with spacing out the bars, setting consistent intervals,

labeling, and title. Problem six again did not provide a template. This brought attention

from Beth, “The lines need to be drawn going all of the way across so the exact number
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could be easily shown.” Earl also thought, “transferring the information into categories

and number” would be difficult. The construction errors found for these problems are in

the Table 19.

Table 19

Construction Errors  - Question A

Topic Error

Axes Different functions of axes not recognized

Axes Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Bars Bars touch on categorical

Categories Raw to grouped

Grid & gridlines Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Labels Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Scale Insufficient divisions

Scale Origin not included

Scale Unit choice

Titles Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

The other construction errors (CE) that may occur but were not relevant to these

specific problems are listed in Table 20. The teacher errors and missing knowledge were

also identified for use in the interviews.
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Table 20

Construction Errors Not Identified By Teachers

Topic Error

Scale Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Scale Range

Scale Zero

Symbols Choice of symbols – arbitrary symbol use

Symbols Key missing or inaccurate

Missing knowledge. The teachers covered most of the issues for these problems.

Yet, they did not note the category on problem three with the zero value as a possible

error. No one mentioned the range of values causing problems when creating a scale.

Also the placement of the scale did not merit a mention.

Teacher errors. Overall the teachers showed a good knowledge of the problems

and avoided many errors. However, in problem three when the problem was asking for

differences between the two graphs. The teacher did not note the heights of the bars were

different or any of the several differences because of scale – numbers of gridlines, range,

or interval size. The teachers responded next to Question B, classifying the difficulty of

the student test questions.

Question B

Question B asks, “How difficult would this problem be for your students?” to

each of the six problems in the Student Assessment instrument. The six questions have
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been covered previously and are in Appendix C. The researcher expected that teachers

would understand the difficulty students would have in working each problem. When

writing test questions, generally the intended result of a problem is known, including if

the problem would be hard for students and the particular concept being assessed.

Teachers responded to Question B by selecting one of four options: Easy (1),

Somewhat Easy (2), Somewhat Hard (3), and Hard (4). The responses were coded using a

four-point rating scale, defined above, thereby creating a Teacher Perception Difficulty

scale. The calculations were created similarly to the Student Difficulty scale defined in

Chapter Three – Research Methodology.

The teachers consistently rated the first three problems as more difficult than the

last three. The first three problems included a graph and several interpretation questions

about that graph or graphs. The last three problems were released state assessment

problems (ISDE, 2007; NHDE, 2007), where students were assessed on created graphs. It

is especially evident in looking at the values of the graph in Figure 17, where the

Somewhat Hard rating was the median for problems one through three and Somewhat

Easy for four through six. Number three was considered to be the hardest problem and

problem five the easiest, which can also be seen in the Figure 17.
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Ratings by problem - teachers
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Figure 17. Normalized teacher perceptions of difficulty

With this research, the small number of teachers who participated did not allow a

rating scale analysis. Yet some comparison was possible between the difficulty of the

problems for students and the teachers’ perceptions. The rating scores were normalized

and plotted, as had been the case for the students’ Item Difficulty scale. The teachers did

not rate each part of the problems, but the overall difficulty of the question.

The ratings also show which problems were perceived to be more difficult. The

teacher rating scores were also used in a comparison graph to the student Item Difficulty

scale in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Teacher and student difficulty scales
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The mismatch between actual student difficulties with a problem and the teachers’

perception of difficulties for the student is shown by the differences between the two

lines. Problem four appears very different from the student’s perspective. The score

assigned to each teacher was based on the average of ratings for the six problems.

Table 21

Complete CDGK Results

Name TBK TI Question A Question B Content Rating

Ariel 8 5 5 2.5 High

Beth 8 5 3 2.83 High

Carol 6 5.5 1 2.17 Low

Dan 8 6 5 2.33 High

Earl 6.5 -- 4 2.33 Middle

Fred 3.5 -- 5 3.17 Middle

Glenda 7.5 -- 6 2.5 Middle

Helen 7 -- 6 2.83 Middle

Ike 8 -- 6 3 High

Jane 6 -- 6 2.5 Middle

Kent 5.25 -- 4 3 Middle

Larry 3.5 -- -- -- Dropped out

Mary 6.25 -- 1 2.17 High

Noah 8.25 -- 5 3.33 High

Note: Content ratings were assigned for High, Middle, and Low content knowledge
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Teacher totals by portion of the CDGK instrument were assembled from the

discussion in this section. Teachers were then classified as High, Middle or Low

knowledge. Each teacher received a combined score, based on results from TBK (scored

from 0 to 10), TI (0-6), Question A (0-6), and Question B (0-4) to create a High, Medium

or Low knowledge of categorical data graphs score. The CDGK gave a picture of the

content knowledge teachers have of graphical representations of categorical data. The

fidelity of curriculum use was reviewed with another instrument, the CIS.

Curriculum Implementation Survey

A Curriculum Implementation Survey (CIS) was given to all teachers in the study

in order to assess their use and fidelity of implementation of their primary mathematics

curriculum. Researchers have reported that students in classrooms with teachers with low

fidelity of implementation have lower student achievement scores than students in

classrooms with teachers with higher fidelity of implementation (Mokros, 2003). The

survey asked teachers to judge their implementation of all parts of the curriculum. The

discussion of these results will cover the demographics of the teachers, amount of time

spent on math in class, fidelity to recommended time for the curriculum, and time on

non-curriculum lessons.

Demographics information was collected from the first three questions in the CIS.

Four teachers used Investigations (I) and ten teachers the Everyday Mathematics (EM)

curriculum. There was a wide range from two first year teachers to a teacher with

seventeen years for experience level. There were modes at 5, 6, and 12 years. Larry did

not answer any questions since the TBK and has been dropped from the results list. The

complete results are in the Appendix M.
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Time Spent on Math.

 From this point forward in the survey the teachers were to base their responses on

their experience teaching Grade 4 only. The next question had two parts dealing with the

number of minutes spent on math: typical number of minutes per day and class minutes

per week. The responses for the first part of the question were from pre-selected ranges.

The most common response from the 11 options, given by 9 of the 13 teachers, was for

31-60 minutes per day. The only other response given was for 61-90 minutes per day. In

preparing to place teachers into categories, these were designated as low and high.

The minutes per week had some discrepancies. The process was to take the

previous number and multiply by five or think of the total time in a week. Two answers

were not possible based on the first response. Fred, for instance, had an average total of

55 minutes per week but spent typically 31-60 minutes per day. Glenda reported 61-90

minutes for each day and for the entire week. These were marked as low.

Most teachers used around 300 minutes per week for math. The two answers

different than already mentioned were for 400 and 540 minutes. These were both from

teachers doing 61-90 minutes a day on math, marked as high.

Recommended Time

Typical lesson length – staying true to the curriculum’s intent – was covered in

the next two questions. One question wanted the typical time for a unit, the next for a

lesson. The distinction being a lesson is usually done in one class period and a unit covers

many days, but usually one topic. For the typical unit, the breakdown had two teachers

using less time, eight the actual, and two more time than recommended. For the lesson,
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the responses shifted just a little to three for less, still eight for actual and only one for

more time than recommended.

Non-curriculum Activities

Non-curriculum activities time became a key element in the snapshot of each

teacher. For the last question, the teachers gave minutes per week spent on non-

curriculum activities or lessons from the same selection choices from earlier. Here there

was more variability. Teachers ranged from 1-30 minutes per week to 350.

The information from teachers was gathered and compared to the typical amount

for all teachers in each category. Cut scores around each average by item were

determined holistically. Information from the CIS survey questions were used to identify

teachers who used the curriculum exclusively (High), in a usual or moderate manner

(Middle), or minimally (Low).

From the answers the teachers gave, they were classified into three categories:

low, middle and high use of the curriculum. Four teachers used the curriculum more than

others:

Table 22

Curriculum Use

Low Middle High

Carol Ariel Glenda

Dan Beth Ike

Earl Mary Jane

Fred Noah Kent

Helen
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From this information on curriculum use, the last step is to choose the teachers for

interviews. This last section assigns the final selections.

Teacher Selection

Selecting teachers for interviews was based on looking first for the extremes: low-

low and high-high categories. Unfortunately there was only one teacher in each of those

categories and the low-low teacher declined the interview. That eliminated all of the

possible low teachers and the balance of looking at extremes. After asking all of the

teachers, all but three of the teachers were willing to be interviewed. Besides the low-low

category, one each of the middle content category in high and low curriculum use was not

interviewed. A complete chart is in the Appendix N.

The information needed to answer research question one lives in the details for

the above instruments. “What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday

Mathematics understand about graphical representations of categorical data? These Grade

4 teachers know the basics but have misunderstandings in several areas.

Concerns about teacher content knowledge ranges from difficulties with key

definitions about types of data (categorical versus numerical) to the correct use of grids

and gridlines in creating bar graphs. Teacher preparation programs and in-service teacher

workshops should include a stronger background in graphical representations of

categorical data, especially going beyond making a bar graph.

Introduction to the full range of types of graphs is needed with special emphasis

on the type of data, which is necessary for each and the limitations. The histogram has to

be targeted in order to avoid possible misunderstandings with the bar graph. Practice in
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creating and explaining scale would be essential. Also learning about the fluidity of

categories should not be overlooked. Support for teacher learning in graphical

representations of categorical data will assist with developing statistical literacy.

The teachers have some understanding of the nuances but could use a refresher

course on some details and training on the subtle issues. Qualitative information from

teacher interviews are covered in the next chapter, supporting research question two and

three, Chapter Five – Interviews.
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CHAPTER FIVE
INTERVIEWS

The study was designed to examine what Grade 4 Teachers know about their

students’ knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data, and how to work

with the knowledge of student errors. This chapter presents the qualitative results from

teacher interviews for the last two research questions:

2. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical

representations of categorical data?

3. How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

address student misunderstandings of graphical representations of categorical

data?

This chapter presents results in four sections: overview of interview results, teacher

interview responses to interpretation questions, related topics questions, and student

created graphs.

Overview of Interviews

Interviews were conducted with 10 teachers selected from the information in

research question one. Teachers were interviewed in their classrooms a few weeks after

completing the written assessments. Fifteen interview questions were asked of teachers to

probe their understanding of student errors and the instructional strategies that could be

used in class.

Teachers evaluated student responses from the Student Assessment (SA)

instrument. Twelve graphs made by students from SA problems were shown to teachers
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in the interviews. This gave teachers an opportunity to review material created by

students and comment on errors. The interview questions used are included in Table 23

with the matching SA problem number noted in the last column.

Table 23

Questions Used in Teacher Interviews

I-# Question SA#

Interpretation Questions I-1 through I-10

I-1 For the question, “How many animals do students have?”

accompanying the graph in the previous slide. Most students

responded with 26 (answer from 29 of 43 students) or with 6 (from 7

of 43). Why did the students give each response?

1

I-2 For the question, “Who has the largest pet?” many students

responded alligator (14 of 43) or cats (20 of 43). Why would a

student give each of these responses?

1

I-3 Why is there a big difference between 1999 and 2003 on graph B? 2

I-4 What is misleading about graph B? 2

I-5 What would you say to a student if they made their graph like graph
B?

2

I-6 What is the value for the ball hat in graph C & in graph D? 3

I-7 Explain the situation with the clown hat in graph D. Would students

understand this situation?

3

I-8 What is misleading about these graphs? 3
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I-# Question SA #

I-9 For the question, “How much would you spend if you bought all of

the hats?” many students responded between $125 and $225 (23 of

43 students). Why would a student give a number in this range for a

response?

3

I-10 What would you say to a student who gave this size response? 3

Other Topic Questions I-11 through I-13

I-11 What guidelines do you give in class to help students create a scale?

I-12 Would it be appropriate to find an average?

I-13 What would the graph look like if new categories were by gender or

another category? What mistakes or errors might students make in

creating the new graph?

Questions about Student Created Graphs

I-14 How would you grade each student’s graph? 4,5,6

I-15 What comments might you write to help the student correct any

errors?

4,5,6

These teacher interview questions could be classified into three types. Questions

I-1 through I-10 involved asking teachers about the interpretation questions from the first

three SA problems and will be covered in the next section on interpretation questions.

These interpretation questions relate to research question two. The student created graphs

section presents information from interview question I-14, asked for each of the 12

student created graphs that were created from SA problems 4 through 6. The errors
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identified from the student created graphs relate to research question two.

Research question three will be answered by interview Questions I-11 through I-

15. Questions I-11 through I-13 were included to bring attention to related topics of

interest that might be skipped if left to chance. The last interview questions, I-14 and I-

15, also give information on how teachers work with student errors in class. These 15

interview questions will be covered in the remainder of this chapter to gather data for

research question two and three.

Research Question Two

Research question two begins with questions about interpretation of data and

concludes with student created graphs. Research question three will build on information

about what teachers understand about students by taking the errors identified for research

question two and questioning how to help students in class. This section discusses the

interview questions looking at student work from the Student Assessment instrument.

Interpretation Questions

The first portion of the Student Assessment (SA) consisted of three problems

created from Curcio’s Developing Data-Graph Comprehension in Grades K-8 (2001).

Students worked the SA problems and then teachers were given an opportunity to

comment on possible common errors of students in written instruments and interviews.

The first ten questions asked in the interviews were looking at a graph created by the

researcher and interpretation questions about that graph.

Problem One – Animals

Problem one from the Student Assessment includes a bar graph and the seven

questions students answered. The bar graph used in SA problem one is shown in Figure
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19. Table 24 shows the questions students answered about the data represented in the bar

graph. The rubric for the SA instrument is included in Appendix C. Interview questions,

I-1 and I-2 in Table 23, were asked of teachers about the bar graph in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Graph for SA problem one

Table 24.

Questions in SA Problem One

# Question

1a What is this graph about?

1b How many families of grade 4 students have guinea pigs?

1c What are the least popular choices of animals for families of grade 4 students?

1d How many animals do students have?

1e How would this graph change if grade 5 students were added?

1f Who has the largest pet?

1g Would students in this class welcome a class pet?

For the first question of the interview (I-1), the researcher inquired about the

teachers’ knowledge of a common student error related to context. The question, “How

many animals do students have?” asked if students could identify the subject of the data.
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When students responded with 26, they were giving the sum of all bar values. The list of

errors in Table 6 shows this as a Reading Behind the Data [RBH] question level, about

context or topic with a misuse or failure to use information. Many students also

responded with 6. That student response would come from counting the categories, types

of animals for Grade 4 families. The teachers were expected to know that the question

had a context issue, in other words the teachers should know that the families were the

grouping and not an individual student.

All of the teachers could identify the source of the student answers but they did

not all identify the context issue. Glenda shows the typical response, when she explained

that the student “added the number who chose the alligators, birds, cats, etc.” Only Ariel

brought the context issue to light among the teachers. “Because it said number of

families, it didn’t talk about students here and it was unclear if they really had those

animals or where that information came from.” The context of the graph was families

with pets not students with pets. That context would make sense to a class that had a set

of twins and it was pointed out that their family was only counted once.

Interview question two (I-2) asked the teachers for more information about the

student responses about the largest pet question in the SA. The purpose of the SA

question was to identify if students were thinking of the mode or about the size of

animals. The students had identified the mode about half the time in their responses. A

key definition in statistics is mode, seen often as the largest bar to students or as a

category having the “most of.” The teachers were expected to be able to identify which

type of response the students would make, mode or size, and any reasoning behind the
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choice. The teachers could successfully identify the two types of responses. Helen states

the definition in her response explaining student work.

Helen: Because the largest, I didn’t think it specified the one that got the most

votes. They choose the largest animal on there and then the other ones

would have chosen the cats because it had the largest amount - most votes.

Mary took one angle to explain the difference a student might make. “I guess if they said

alligators I would think they were thinking about domestic animals, cats. If they said the

cat, then they were putting lions, tigers and cheetahs. Which can be pretty large?” Kent

noted it as a bit more basic. “That’s a readability thing then. Then largest is the largest

animal. They took it literally as the largest animal as opposed to actual numerical data.”

For SA problem one, teachers found student errors on key definitions such as

mode, mistaking the category axis for the frequency axis when identifying number of

animals, and context or topic of the graph. The teachers also These common errors fit

into the themes identified in research question one. The next SA problem continues the

process of asking the teachers about areas that students found difficult.

Problem Two - Students

The second SA problem showed a bar graph (Figure 20) to students with six

interpretation questions (Table 25). The SA used the incorrect graph as an indicator of

whether interpretation was affected by the incorrect scale. Here the graph did not start at

0 but began at 21. Students might focus on the bar height or could compare the values of

the bars in responses. As we will see later, students create graphs in a similar manner,

without starting at 0. This problem also used numerical labels for the categories. Most

students were not confused by the category names being numbers.
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Figure 20. Incorrect Graph for SA Problem two

Figure 21. Correct Graph for SA Problem two

Table 25

Questions in SA Problem Two

# Question

2a What is this graph about?

2b What is the total number of students this teacher has had in class?

2c How many years has this teacher taught?

2d What is the average number of students the teacher has had in class?

2e What year was average?

2f What could explain the drop in students from 2003 to 2004?
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For the interview, the teachers were shown the correct graph (Figure 21) and the

incorrect (Figure 20) graph in tandem on one Power point slide. For the interview, Graph

A was a correct representation and Graph B the incorrect version. The greatest difficulty

with a written assessment is to ask about anomalies, such as providing an incorrect graph.

Three interview questions approached the issue of the incorrect graph. Question I-3 from

the teacher interview asked about the SA question, “What could explain the drop in

students from 2003 to 2004?” The interview question had a slight change to avoid asking

about bars that were adjacent and asked, “Why is there a big difference between 1999 and

2003 on graph B?” It was expected that teachers would notice the graph did not start at

zero and then they would not give social responses, as the intent of the question was

mathematical. Teachers still tended towards social responses even with the new question.

An example of a social response as Ariel stated, “Why would a class size increase? From

a teacher’s perspective, a referendum passed. Again this is not a teacher following her

students; these are different groups of kids. There could be more born in one year.” Three

teachers did not identify that scale was the problem, five had social responses, and the

remainder gave a mixture of scale and social.

Four other teachers also stated a social meaning for the change. Ike explained, “I

mean it could be a whole host of factors: a larger cohort of students - cutting back on

number of teachers.” Beth simply stated, “There were major budget cuts.” Helen was on

the fence and started with, “a cut in funding” but when asked if the change was really a

big difference, she found “because this one is counting up by ones and the other one is by

fives.” Not everyone was convinced that there was a social reason at work, as other

teachers caught the origin and scale issues presented by the incorrect graph. In the
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interview, Graph A was a correct representation and Graph B the incorrect version seen

earlier. Fred explains the situation,

Fred: The difference is because they start the number at the baseline of the

horizontal axis at 21 and it only goes up to 28, whereas in graph A it starts

at zero and goes up to 30. Therefore B looks like there is more, although

the data is the same.

Fred goes on to add in the interview that his previous occupation was in marketing and

teaching is a second career.

Other teachers saw the scale issue as more directly related to scale divisions or

unit choice. Mary commented about the unit choice, “Oh, because it’s - each number has

its own. Each number goes up by one instead of five.” Glenda elaborated and explained,

Glenda: This one [points to graph B] lists the number and it increases by one on

the y-axis. On the A graph there are intervals of five so it’s harder to [see]

and it also starts at zero to 30. On this one it also goes 21 to 28.

When asked the follow-up interview question I-4 about whether graph B is misleading,

she said, “No it’s not misleading. I don’t think so. I think the key is to see that it starts at

21. Not to make the assumption that it starts at zero.” But in the final teacher interview

question for this problem, I-5 asked, “What would you say to a student if they made their

graph like graph B?” about these two graphs. Glenda decided, “At the fourth grade level,

I would want it to look like graph A, starting at zero. Easier for them to understand.”

Other teachers also weighed in on the I-4 question’s misleading issue shifting

from the social aspect to the graph being incorrect. Beth had suggested a social reason for

the difference between two years on the written assessment but when asked about what
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might be misleading, realized “it doesn’t start at zero. One unit is a whole block so that

makes it look bigger. One student is a whole block. That makes it look bigger than the

value of one student really is.” Thereby, identifying the origin and unit choice as errors.

Yet, even as teachers recognized that the graph may be misleading with the 21 as

the beginning point, when queried on what would be expected of students in interview

question I-5. Three teachers stated that leaving it start at 21 was fine. Helen tried to

explain, “No. It’s still the same data. It’s just in a different form. I don’t know that I

would make them change it back to zero.” Further expanding on her reasoning, Helen

added.

Helen: I have a very high class of students and I know I have one that would do

that and they would maybe do it because they would not want to color up

to 25. And they maybe would do it because they would think why bother

because they all start at least at 21. I don’t think I would have them redo it.

When asked if starting at 21 was more accurate, Helen thought the unit choice of one was

what made the accuracy apparent, not the starting number. But when asked if there was

unlimited space and if the students had the time, what would be best. Helen responded,

“Starting with a zero and go up to 21.”

Three teachers also thought either 0 or 21 was a fine response. As Kent explained,

“It would depend for me on what the intent of the activity is. If the intent of the activity is

simply to graph, then that’s it. I would accept either one.” Four teachers did decide that

zero was the correct answer for Grade 4 students, echoing what Glenda had said. Fred

agreed that, “I wouldn’t at this level be teaching them to start at 21 and go up to 28. But
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so they can see at the very basic level that it goes from zero to 30.” This leaves three

teachers with no preference or who did not see the errors.

For SA problem two, teachers found student errors about scale, unit choice, range,

and origin for the correct representation of categorical data. The teachers also noticed that

the context of the problem was difficult and caused errors on looking at the differences

between two bar values because a social response was given instead of the incorrect

scale. Using a number for a discrete numerical category was not discussed as a difficulty

by the teachers, which it was for the students taking the assessment.

Problem Three - Hats

SA problem three presented information about a shop owner’s hat inventory and

hat prices with two bar graphs (Figures 22 and 23). Each bar graph had the same

categories but with different contexts, scale, and of course data.
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Figure 22. Graph for SA Problem three – prices
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Figure 23. Graph for SA Problem three – inventory

Table 26.

Questions in SA Problem Three

# Questions

3a What are the differences between these two graphs?

3b What are the similarities between these two graphs?

3c How many hats are in the store?

3d How much would you spend if you bought all of the hats?

Four questions (Table 26) were asked of students in the SA written assessment

instrument about the interpretation of these graphs (Figures 22 and 23). The first two SA

questions were looking for differences and similarities. The third SA question asked for

some information taken from the second graph. The last SA question took a new

approach asking students to use the information from both graphs to find one value.

Five teacher interview questions, I-6 through I-10, were asked about these graphs

(Figures 22 and 23). Interview question I-6 was about context. That question expected

teachers to explain the context necessary to use the two graphs for the interpretation
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questions. All teachers correctly identified the context but one teacher had an interesting

reaction. Mary exclaimed when shown the graphs.

Mary: Oh, that’s the weird one. This is the one I thought the kids would find,

some kids would really struggle with this, and some kids would find it so

exciting. The ones that are good - some of my kids like the logic problems

and so on. I thought, kids that think that way, and others would be

overwhelmed.

Mary has several groups of math students, spending nearly her entire school day on

teaching math, unusual for an elementary teacher. Some of her students were considered

mathematically gifted. Beth was equally thrilled, “Oh, the hat graphs!!!” Kent thought

out loud, “That [problem] would be hard for the kids though.” However, identifying the

correct context and titles of graphs continued to be easy for the teachers.

The teachers were asked with interview question I-7 to create a scenario for the

clown hat in the second graph, or explain if students could understand why there was a

zero value for the clown hat on the graph. Teachers were expected to create a plausible

scenario. All of the teachers agreed that the students would understand a situation where

there were no clown hats. Dan claimed, “No, I’ve never had a graph with a zero on it.”

However, Ariel did have an opinion about the category with a zero value.

Ariel: Right, it’s funny that that category is even there. It shouldn’t be. Well I

guess I shouldn’t say that, since it is a price. It’s unusual to see a graph

with something with no value.”

Ariel had hit upon one of the issues with categories, when there is a zero value

sometimes the category is omitted. Ike admitted it happens, “Yes. There are times when
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we create sets of data here in class where we will throw out something. Yes, we do throw

out if there is not a response.” The teachers were asked in an unscripted follow-up

questions if that category should show up. Mary countered with a response from a data

collection perspective, “If you have it up here [first graph] then you have to have it there

[second graph].” When Kent was asked if the category should be included, he said,

Kent: Yes, yes, I would like to have that category show up. That’s a good

question. I’m glad you asked that. It makes me think about the way I

would do it. That’s good maybe I will start doing that. I would think once

you explain that to kids. If I explained it then most any kid would explain

there are no clown hats.

Another teacher, Ariel, who had started with suggesting no category, decided the

category needed to stay to retain the context.

Ariel: If they have an inventory of things they want to carry in the store then, or

they have carried, and they need to decide when this graph goes down if

they’re graphing what they have and what they need to order so you

wouldn’t just lose the category because then you would forget to order it.

The final conclusion of the discussions led to Ariel’s decision.

Ariel: I can’t recall if there has been an example where there was a zero. Now

that we talk about it I see value in it but I don’t think I have seen it in a

problem. I like that. I’ll take that with me.

The teachers reached a teachable moment: categories used in data collection with zero

value should be included on the graph and the curriculum.
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Interview question I-8, which asked what was misleading about the graphs, did

not add anything new to the discussion about the two bar graphs. The issues found with

these bar graphs focused on students not reading the title, ignoring the scale, or as Noah

said, “Be thinking of one thing and looking at the other graph.” It was expected that

teachers would not find these graphs misleading because the scale started at zero for both

graphs. The teachers confirmed the expectation.

The interview questions I-9 and I-10 focused on the responses students gave to

the SA question, “How many hats are in the store?” The interview question I-9 was “For

the question, “How much would you spend if you bought all of the hats?” many students

responded between $125 and $225 (23 of 43 students). Why would a student give a

number in this range for a response?” The teacher responses were that the students were

adding all numbers from at least one graph, if not both graphs. Teachers were expected to

be able to do the calculations and verify if the students had added the frequencies from

the correct graph (inventory graph) and multiplied each inventory value times the price

for the respective hat category.

Interview question I-10 asked, “What would you say to a student who gave this

size response?” This question expected teachers to further explain the reasoning for the

student responses. Beth gave some perspective on the source of the student errors, “The

thing about that question when I read it, I wondered if they were buying one of each hat

or were they buying all of these hats.” Her comment was an unexpected viewpoint and

valid criticism of the assessment item. Beth also lent some humor to the discussion when

she asked if any students had been correct in their responses. I responded that about a half

a dozen were correct. Beth then declared, “They were in my classroom!”
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A couple of teachers including Fred, thought the problem was possible to be

worked by students, but using the graphical representation of data was flawed. Fred said,

“Unless you had it spelled out specifically, how many at this much, with a table. They

could do it but you would really have to lead them to that.” Noah suggested a chart would

be better so that, “yeah, I think multiplying across would be better.” Mary questioned the

context, “It’s not a kind of store that they are used to seeing. They would not all know

what a top hat is, clown hat, bucket hat.” She suggested a grocery store would connect

better. Glenda thought, “I think it would be hard because some students would be trying

to add all of these numbers together - just a lot to keep track of. Column addition is hard

for students.” These were all good suggestions for changes to the test item and insight on

how the teachers were thinking about student interactions.

The teachers found some difficulties for students with context of this student

assessment problem, especially the two-graph representations of data. They correctly

identified context errors for the problem but questioned the choice of context. Some

teachers suggested using a table or chart would be better. There was discussion of the

need to included categories with a zero value. The teachers also noted that students

tended to not read the title and also ignore the scale. Research question two searched for

student errors not just with interpretation questions but also with student created graphs,

discussed next.

Student Created Graphs

The last three problems of the student assessment instrument included one

question requesting the student to make a graph. Two SA problems were specific on the

type of graph; one of them even to the point of including a grid, and the last SA problem
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was open ended. All three SA problems only included categorical data. Discussion

shifted to having the teachers identifying construction errors with examples of actual

student work as needed to answer research question two.

Problem Four - Sports

The SA fourth problem shifted focus to student-created graphs. Having students

create graphs will be the case for the remainder of problems. This problem is referred to

as the Sports problem because of the context of the problem – favorite sports. There was

no template or grid for this graph and the data was ungrouped as presented in a chart.

Table 27

SA Problem Four Chart

Student Sport

Alana Gymnastics
Heather Soccer
Michael Baseball

Brett Hockey
Richard Gymnastics
Maggie Soccer
Michelle Baseball
Stacey Gymnastics
Angela Soccer
Darin Soccer
Ryan Baseball
Nick Soccer

Table 28

Questions in SA Problem Four

# Questions

4a Make a graph of the data from the survey. Make sure you label your graph.

4b Write a statement about one thing your graph shows.
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Problem four, the sports problem, presented a chart of information for the students

to use to create a graph about favorite sports. Creating a graph brought in a new concept

including challenges with Reading the Data topics such as axes, scale, grid, labels, and

titles. Reading Behind the Data question level potential difficulties were in the misuse or

failure to use information. Reading Between the Data question level problems were likely

because the data was presented as raw or ungrouped data.

Students were able to successfully create many bar graphs. However, there were

several errors, which warranted some discussion from teachers. For the four graphs

shown to teachers (Figure 24), they were told: “The next few slides have student work.

Each shows how one student worked the graph part of this problem.” Each teacher was

then asked, “How would you grade each student’s graph?” Larger versions of the student-

created graphs are in Appendix O.

Sports1 Sports2

Sports3 Sports4

Figure 24. SPORTS graphs – student created
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In interviews, the teachers were shown four graphs made by students and asked to

grade each graph in turn. A follow-up question asked the teacher how to help the student

improve the graph. The teachers focused for the Sports problem on various construction

errors and added a few comments on the process of creating graphs by students.

Examples of student work shown to teachers were selected because:

1. Exhibited a title, only one label, categories okay, bars touching, and the

scale is too spread out

2. All labels, graph titled, bars do not touch, the scale is better than the first

but still a little too spread out, and intermediate hash marks at the even

numbers

3. Scale is stretched out, bars do not touch but the bars appear to be

proportional and the heights are not consistent; benefited from a ruler and

none of the labels are present.

4. Raw, ungrouped data, no title, and no frequency scale.

As the purpose of the research is to understand how teachers respond to student

created graphs, more examples were chosen from the other two SA problems.

With construction errors for these graph, the teachers noticed that the accuracy of

title and axis labels are a commonly identified error, having the bars touching with a bar

graph, and the accuracy of the scale as issues. The teachers commented on the need for a

ruler to help with readability, how students can be creative by using the hash marks for

odd numbers, and that students don’t always follow directions. The following topics will

be discussed: Title, labels, bars touch, ruler, hash marks, scale and directions.
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Title. Three of the four student graphs included a title. Yet, the use of Favorite

Sports was not a favorite for all teachers. Dan expressed his opinion that for the first

graph, “Favorite sport of a 3rd grade class” would be a better title. For another graph,

Ariel said, “The title is not correct. It is not all third graders.” For the Sports 4 graph,

there were so many errors that only Beth noticed no title.

Labels. Ariel and Beth, looking at the Sports1 graph noted label errors. The issue

being that the y-axis label was “# of sports” whereas the context would be the number of

students who had chosen that sport. Noah commented about the same graph that there

was a “bottom label” missing. He pointed out that “They see words and they think that

covers it,” referring to the category names as the words but noting they are not axis

labels. Four teachers pointed out that the Sports 3 graph had both labels missing. Beth

and Glenda did see that the Sports 4 graph was missing all labels.

Bars touch. Whether the bars are touching or not was only an item of interest for

the Sports 1 graph. Only Mary noticed that the bars should be separate. On the Boatrace

and Turkey problems, the teachers were probed more deeply for reasons that the bars

should be separated or touch.

Ruler. The Sports 3 graph garnered comments about needing a ruler. Dan said,

“This graph is a graph that is really hard to read because and it’s not straight.” Beth

added, “I’d probably offer her a ruler.” Glenda also stated, “It would have helped if the

line was really straight. A ruler. It’s probably a two [out of four] because it’s so hard to

read.” Ike also noted, “The squiggly lines just make for tons of questions.”

Hash marks. Creativity was welcomed as in the Sports 2 graph. From Mary,

“That’s not kosher is it? But for a kid to see, it’s creative.” She was referring to using a
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dotted line or hash mark for an intermediate division for scale. Teachers did not mind the

hash marks for the odd numbers on the graph, again because of readability. Dan thought

“because he or she did the dash marks across to indicate the numbers that are not

included over here or not written over there makes it pretty easy to read.” Ike also agreed

with that assessment, “I think this one has done it well. They have tallied the numbers off

to the side. Put them in the graph. Obviously have dash lines to represent the odd

numbers.” Kent also lent his support to the use, “It has the half marks, which is kind of

nice.”

A couple of teachers were less enamored but not too harsh in grading. Ariel said,

“I would just say that it should always be the same going across and not like a little

dotted line.” Beth countered with, “Not ideal, but I would not mark a kid down for it. We

do dotted lines with the writing paper.”

Scale. Scale was an issue with all the Sports graphs. The teachers understood that

the scale needed to be accurate and fitted to the data, also that scale can be a little big but

only if easy to read, and scale must display the data well.

Noah highlighted the scale issue more than the visual representation of data, he

said, “Counted by two so this is a two-counter, then with the hash marks it’s sort of

counting by ones in essence.” But one teacher appreciated the creativity and overall

effort. Glenda used a four-point scale for grading, with four as the highest score, a nearly

impossible score to achieve without going beyond the usual. She describes this graph as,

“Yeah, I think I would it give it a four. This other one is more typical. This is

unexpected.” Overall the creativity to add an intermediate line enhanced readability

giving the graph a better representation of the data.
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Directions. The last area of concern was about students not always following

directions. This comment was especially applicable to the Sports 4 graph where the

student created a very literal representation of the data - not changing the data into

grouped data from the raw data. Beth smiled and said, “This one is referred to tutoring

after school.” She did then elaborate on ways to adapt to a more correct representation of

data. Nearly everyone had Glenda’s reaction first, “Oh, my gosh!”

The teachers were successful in finding errors on the student graphs in grouping

data and on constructing titles, axis labels, scale, and bars. Teachers also commented on

creativity, readability, and students answering questions. Problem five provided more

information on teacher thinking about student created graphs.

Problem Five - Turkeys

For SA problem five, students were asked to make a bar graph from data in a

story, referred to here as the Turkey problem. Three interpretation questions (Table 29)

were asked after the student made the bar graph. A grid was provided for the student in

the original test item and on the student assessment, slightly modified with more spaces.

The teachers were presented with three examples of the Turkey problem graphs

(Figure 25) and as before with two tasks – grade the effort and suggest changes. Larger

versions of the student-created graphs are in Appendix P.

Students had experience with many bar graphs in previous problems. The

predominant themes found were with the construction, though not many because this was

the most familiar format for students: omitting or missing labels, use of grid space, bars

touching, missing origin and scale. Student work was not bad as the students only had to

decide on scale and then shade the boxes.
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Table 29

Questions in SA Problem Five

# Questions

5a Fill in the bar graph to show the number of turkeys Ann sold each day.

5b On which day did Ann sell the most turkeys? How did your graph help you answer

this question?

5c How many turkeys did Ann sell during the entire week? Show or explain how you

found your answer.

5d What is the difference between the number of turkeys Ann sold on her highest day

and her lowest day? Show or explain how you found your answer.

Turkey 1 Turkey2
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Turkey 3

Figure 25. TURKEY graphs – created by students

Since the errors were for creating the graph, three graphs (Figure 25) were

selected for the teachers to review in the interview portion of the research that had

various graph creation errors. The graphs shown to teachers were selected because:

1. The zero value was not listed and the values were placed beside the area

and not at the end of the line.

2. The bars touched on the graph. The y-axis label was not used and the

student forgot the zero.

3. Exhibiting all of the data to the extreme by giving each item a space,

basically ignoring all scale possibilities.

Teachers were again instructed with these graphs: “The next few slides have

student work. Each shows how one student worked the graph part of this problem.” Each

teacher was then to be asked, “How would you grade each student’s graph?” and “What

comments might you write to help the student correct any errors?”
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Labels. Omitting or missing labels caught the attention of teachers reviewing the

Turkey1 graph and Turkey 2 graph. Neither graph had a y-axis or x-axis label. Dan gave

an explanation with Turkey 1, “missing a couple of labels for the days of the week and

the number of turkeys sold. Because they are missing the two labels, I’d have to give it a

D for developing as the labels are pretty crucial.” The unique nature of the Turkey 3

graph took away the option to discuss labels.

Grid space. Use of the grid space was not an error previously on the construction

error list (Appendix L). The teachers noted the occurrence of problems with the grid

because the students on Turkey 2 and Turkey 3 graphs, “they pinched it all together, but

they have all of the same stuff,” as Dan said. Others noticed the crossed out area in the

Sports 3 graph, as Noah said, “They acknowledged this extra space.”

Bars touch. The use of grid space was also connected to whether the bars should

touch. Some teachers sided with Beth, commenting on the Turkey 2 graph.

Beth: I don’t like how they are all squished together. So I would make a

comment about how if you have room to plan and space them. I guess in

my own mind it is not wrong. In some ways it’s easier to see the rise and

fall and separate it. I would show a student one like this [previous graph]

and ask them what do you think about which one is easier to read.

Glenda also wanted graphs easy to read but took the opposite choice. “Visually this is

more appealing [with the bars touching], because I can automatically compare between

bars.” Glenda noted with the Turkey 1 graph. “I think it is kind of interesting that it is

spaced out instead of the bars next to each other.” One version from the teachers – graphs

should be easy to read.
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Fred took a different stance, “Not spreading it out is not significant difference.

Not one that would show me that they would understand it any better or worse.” When

Helen was asked her opinion on the bars touching on the Turkey 2 graph, she said, “I

don’t know if it makes a difference mathematically.” Their comments support another

issue, is it mathematically correct. In general, teachers understand that the students are

confused (like teachers) about the bars touching.

Origin or zero. Looking at the first two graphs, that included scale, the students

did not include the zero at the bottom of the graph. Ariel, Mary and Glenda all pointed

out in the Turkey 1graph, the missing zero. Glenda stated it well, “I would have like that

they started at zero instead of five.”

Scale. The discussion of the scale also led to an observation about where students

were placing the frequency axis labels. On the Turkey 1graph, the numbers appeared to

be in the spaces and not placed next to the end of the line as they were in the Turkey 2

graph. Noah highlighted the issue.

Noah: Again we are looking at the labeling of the space and not the line. We did

not create a label for the axis. That would be an important conversation

about what does the line represent. Where does the number actually

belong and where does it sit? Part of that too is, what does that mean

between? If it is this whole space then what does this in-between mean?

An important conversation, which led to identifying another error, the frequency axis

labels next to the space and not placed beside the line. The concept of stacking the units

up to a certain level may be at issue. This revelation became a newly designated “places,

not spaces” construction error.
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The most obvious construction error was on the Turkey 3 graph where, in spite of

a grid and an obvious lack of space, the student used ones for the unit choice. Reasoning

about the student’s process focused on space, scale, intervals, skip counting and a literal

thinker unable to group data. Beth discussed the scale or interval. She said the student

“couldn’t figure out the interval. Couldn’t plan to figure out that the interval was different

than that.”

Teachers understand that students make mistakes or do not understand using

labels, skip the zero or origin on frequencies, space versus place to put labels, scale

selection, and can be confused on the bars touching or not.

Problem Six - Boatrace

The last problem in the student assessment was again a released state test item

from Idaho and similar to the last problem with a word problem. There was no grid

provided. Student graphs were shown to teachers for their comment as for the last two

problems. The topic for the problem was a race between boats and was thus dubbed the

Boatrace problem. There were three interpretation questions for the newly created graph.

Table 30

Questions in SA Problem Six

# Test item

6a Draw a chart or graph to show how many minutes each boat floated in the water.

6b Which boat stayed afloat the longest?

6c Jerry’s boat sank how many minutes before Beth’s boat?

6d If Larry’s boat had floated twice as long, how many minutes would it have floated?
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Problem six, the Boatrace problem, continued the pattern for the previous two

problems where there were many errors in constructing graphs.  As with the previous two

problems, teachers were to be asked to grade each of these graphs and suggest ways the

student could correct any errors. Larger versions of the student-created graphs are in

Appendix Q.

Boatrace1 Boatrace2

Boatrace3 Boatrace4
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Boatrace5

Figure 26. Boatrace – Student created graphs

The graphs shown to teachers were selected because:

1. Unique representation of the frequency scale as a range: 5 and under, 5 –

10, and 10 – 15; also no titles, no labels, some numbers on top of the bars,

an interesting scale representation, and the bars touch.

2. No titles, no labels, and a unique scale. The bars overreach the grid area

implying that there might be proportionality and area issues.

3. Number line interpretation with no labels or title, and no categories.

4. No zero line instead starting the bars in the category name. There is a title,

one label, and categories; scale is also by two.

5. Scale is represented in ones, the bars touch, no title, and no label. This has

the appearance of the use of graph paper.

Since the interviews were focusing on created graphs at this point, the major

themes were related to construction: missing labels, categories, and title; several issues
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with the bars; use of a key as an intermediate step; spaces versus places; and scale.

Missing labels, categories, and title were a set of errors covering difficulties the teachers

had identified in several previous problems. Looking at the Boatrace graphs, only one

had the frequency labeled. None of the graphs had the x-axis labeled. Also only one

graph had a title: boats that float.

Missing information. The missing categories occurred with the Boatrace 3 graph.

Remember, the problem asked for a chart or graph and even though a majority were bar

graphs, a chart would have been acceptable. In many ways the graph was a valiant

attempt at combining ideas from several types of graphs. Essentially a vertical line plot,

only the data values were X’d with no indication of the persons to which the numbers

were attached. Noah explained the thinking in this description.

Noah: They basically are thinking there is a boat that did thirteen [minutes], a

boat that did eleven, a boat that did nine and a boat that did four. So they

are representing the four boats in this kind of problem and how long they

did stay afloat.

Bars. Several issues with the bars continued to draw the attention of the teachers.

Having the bars touch was an issue for the Boatrace 1 and Boatrace 5 graphs, where the

students created grids similar to the graph paper given to them in class or suggested by

the Everyday Mathematics curriculum.

The student who made the Boatrace 1 graph wrote the frequencies on top of the

bars. Mary noted about those bars, “No. Don’t do that. Part of that may be is because if

you made it 10 to 15, he isn’t sure you are going to see how far.” The last concern with

the bars was for the graph where the bars seemed to rise up from the category names, the
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Boatrace 4 graph. As Ariel said, “If there had just been a line for the bottom. It would be

pretty much there.” Noah pointed out, “Where do these bars start? They just start at the

name. That is kind of interesting without an actual true bottom, without a starting point”

This issue could also be considered a scale error since one type of error on scale is the

lack of a zero or origin.

Use of a key as an intermediate step was a different theme than on any other

graph as shown with the Boatrace 2 graph. One teacher thought that creating the key on

the side was a good way to organize the information before creating a graph. To call it an

error is a little difficult but to identify it as a part of a process may be applicable.

Spaces. The ‘places, not spaces’ issue from the Turkey graphs found more support

from these graphs. The Boatrace 1 graph had a unique scale with a range for each space

(0-5, 5-10, and 10 – 15). Ariel noted this labeling and the scale error, “The labels are not

right on the line but in the middle of the spaces.” The Boatrace 2 graph had a scale that

matched the values for each category (4, 9, 11, and 13). Again these numbers were

written inside the space and the area was considered the value, not the accumulation of

units building to a value with only a certain unit choice noted. Ariel saw the challenge

with this student’s graph and a consistent spacing, “So they just picked the numbers and

put them here. This would be more of a beginning level just because they don’t have the

incremental spacing.”

The Boatrace 5 graph also has the scale on the side beside the spaces formed by

the gridlines the student drew, similar to graph paper. Noah focused on,

Noah: The hard part I think and the hard part to teach and talk about is where you

put those numbers and what does that mean. Is the one the box or one is
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the line? I think that is where the numbers are placed. They are thinking of

it being the box for sure.

Noah made a very good point and identified this error.

Scale was not only covered by the previous topic but also by the concerns that the

scale did not start at zero and sometimes did not have equal increments. These concerns

were discussed previously. The study turns from identifying the errors to hearing from

the teachers on how to fix or help with specific problems from the student created graphs

for construction and interpretation errors after the research question two summary.

Research Question Two Summary

Research question two asked, “What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or

Everyday Mathematics understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical

representations of categorical data?” The teachers identified many areas of student

understanding and also concern with several of the student interpretations and created

graphs. Errors were related to the interpretation questions for the first three problems.

Errors were identified in several areas and generated more issues. The areas for concern

were:

1. Context, as in dealing with families and not students for problem one,

which could be caused by ignoring scale.

2. Key definitions, such as mode and types of data.

3. Scale issues for unit choice or scale divisions.

4. Measures of center.

5. Social responses were common when a mathematical or statistical

response was anticipated.
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 Construction errors by students occurred with the last three problems. The

construction errors focused on:

1. Missing, inaccurate and omitted labels and title.

2. Keeping a category with a zero value and how to explain a zero

category value.

3. Creating the scale.

a. Unit choice.

b. Unequal intervals.

c. Inability to fit the scale well to the data.

d. Accuracy of the scale.

4. The origin as necessary for accuracy with the frequency axis.

5. Putting labels for the frequency in the spaces, not at the end of line.

6. Use of a template, bar touching, and proper use of the grid space.

Perhaps explaining the types of understanding will benefit from examining these

new questions that were unresolved by teachers, not the researcher.

1. Can questions of interpretation be vague? Or misleading? Or intended as

challenge of a students’ understanding of the context?

2. Should the graph start at zero or is it okay to start at an arbitrary number

so that the info is more pronounced?

3. Scale – is it fair to give students so much data that they need to create a

scale of more than one per line (some skip counting by 2 or 5 or more)?

Research question two is an important part of this study because without teachers

recognizing the common student errors, then there would not be opportunities to assist
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students. Teachers also need to develop instructional strategies from these errors. An

examination of current strategies for common errors is covered in research question three.

Research Question Three

The study turns to teachers to hear their instructional strategies on how to fix or

help with specific problems from the student created graphs. Three concepts were also

identified in the pilot interviews as being important enough to warrant specific questions

in case the issues did not arise by chance. These concepts are discussed after the

construction errors.

Construction Errors

Construction errors were identified during the interviews in detail in the previous

section. The teachers suggested methods to help students with the graphs in several areas

related to construction errors:

1. Labels for frequency axis in the spaces or box, not line (places, not

spaces).

2. Missing, inaccurate and omitted labels, titles, and/or categories.

3. Origin on the frequency axis.

4. Scale accuracy and selection, unit choice or scale divisions, and ignoring

scale.

5. Use of a template, proper use of grid space, and bars touching each other.

These five topic areas span the most important responses given from interview question

I-15.

Places, Not Spaces
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Two graphs, Boatrace 1 and Turkey 1, had construction errors caused by placing

frequency labels in the space between lines and not at the end of the line. This type of

error was also evident when a grid was used as the labels were between gridlines in the

spaces.

Ariel, when looking at the Boatrace 1 graph said, “The labels are not right on the

line but in the middle of the spaces. There is a concept of spacing to it. You’ve got five to

ten instead of just having the five or the ten mark.” She said she would talk to the student

about the placement of the number (frequency).

Noah continued the discussion in looking at the example of student work for the

Turkey 1 graph.

Noah: Again we are looking at the labeling of the space and not the line. That

would be an important conversation about what does the line represent.

Where does the number actually belong and where does it sit? Part of that

too is, what does that mean between? If it is this whole space, then what

does this in between mean?

Using the term “in between” was different from other teachers. Noah added more about

his thinking with his explanation of how to respond to a student with the Boatrace 1

graph,

Noah: Ask what they are thinking there. How else could they represent these

numbers? Get them thinking about the scale on the side. See how we can

better make these numbers obvious by using the scale, which is how we

use a bar graph. That would be the first conversations I would have. These
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kinds of ranges are kind of difficult. We would do a little bit more of a

discrete scale.

Teachers had conversations about spacing, scale and frequency with students when there

were errors with placing the frequency value in the space either as a single value or a

range.

Labels, Titles, and/or Categories

Teachers found that students forget to include labels, titles, and category names.

Several suggested to tell students or to model more before class examples before the

students could attempt to do graphs on their own.

Labels. For the missing labels Glenda said, “I would maybe say. If you have the

title here, then you have the other things missing. Here are the axis labels.” Kent also

brought in an idea on how he would talk to students about the labels,

Kent: Labeling, what do these numbers mean? What do those letters mean? I

guess I am a stickler on labeling because it helps me to understand what

the students know what it is they are putting on there, because they

wouldn’t know if there were five dollars or five turkeys or five people or

whatever.

With those comments, Kent then brought in the context issue with labels. The graphs

need the context for correct interpretation.

When the title is missing, Noah said he would ask the student, “The first thing I

would ask is what is this graph about? It’s really important to get a context – a title. I see

this graph, but I don’t know what it is about.” Telling students the answer was not his

approach, instead asking about the graph.
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Kent describes how to help a student with the unique Boatrace 3 graph problem

where the student made a vertical number line without any category names,

Kent: So I would want to sit down and find out, ask, tell me why you put an X

by 13. And then I would say, yeah because it’s Larry’s boat. Then I would

query them and say a little bit more. How can I know it’s Larry’s boat and

they would say you can’t? Then I would say this is one thing you can do.

You can put Larry down here. Then you can put your X’s up to 13.

This conversation suggested by Kent as he worked with a student to make a line plot. The

student would get the assistance on correcting the graph without the teacher just pointing

or doing the work for the student.

Origin

Students forgot to label the origin for frequencies on graphs with a template or

pre-made gridlines. The students also did not create a line on the bottom of graphs for the

zero value for frequencies. None of the Turkey or Boatrace graphs had the zero marked;

all but one of the Sports graphs did have the zero. Ariel and Fred said they would just

suggest to the student to include the baseline or line for the bottom. Dan followed the

same path with, “I would probably have drawn a line across and written a zero and just

kind of pointed it out when I gave it back.”

Helen identified the big issue with the Boatrace 4 graph. “Since they did color

under the 2, so there is an implied zero. If they had started at 2, that’s the same as starting

at 21.” Noah sided with the more mathematical reason. “But in all reality, I definitely

think we should start at that zero point. That 0 point is probably an important piece where

we are starting from, it allows the possibility of a 0 whereas here it can’t.” The actual
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directions to students were vague but the conclusion of including the zero line or origin

was not.

Scale

All of the student created graph types (Sports, Turkeys, and Boatrace) exhibited

scale issues. Creating a good scale depends on several aspects ranging from unit choice,

even intervals, and fitting the scale. Five of the graphs yielded comments on ways to give

students some help. For the Turkey 3 graph, teachers focused on helping with scale

selection by teaching skip counting and recognizing the space restrictions with the grid.

Glenda would tell the student that the graph had to fit in the area given in her own words,

Glenda: We have to fit the largest amount in first. Then talk about the numbers,

multiples of 5. Maybe talk about minimum and maximum. Then try to get

them to think about going from 5 to 30 then talk about starting at 0. Work

their way up and count the number of cells and then do some division. Do

we have enough cells to fit if we counted by fives? Students may need to

talk about patterns instead of skip counting.

A few other teachers also wanted to encourage seeing the patterns of the numbers.

Dan’s position was to “show them an example of a bar graph and say what are

they doing on the side with the numbers, so that they could see that you could skip

count.” He was another teacher emphasizing patterns and skip counting to find a scale or

unit choice.

The Boatrace 1 graph was also a challenge with unit choice for the graph. This

graph did not have a grid as the Turkey problems had. The student had used a range for

each area or space on the scale. Ike brought attention to that grouping,
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Ike: This child has done the five and under. Obviously one issue is if I score it

as a five then I appear to be in two categories. I’m in five and under and

five to ten. I encourage my kids to have single notations going up or at the

very most every two. I would make a comment like that.

Glenda also had some things to say about what the student had done with creating the

Boatrace 1 graph.

Glenda: I see what they are doing on the left side here. It’s not typical what people

would see on a graph. So I don’t know if someone who would just look at

it would understand what is going on here. So I would think we would talk

about making the scale over here go from zero to fifteen, and have with

intervals of one or five. Just something that would make it easier to

understand.

Noah agrees, “These kind of ranges are kind of difficult. We would do a little bit more of

a discrete scale.” Scale needs to be discrete and easy to read.

The Sports 1 graph brought comments about making the scale accurate and fitted

to the data since the student chose to make the scale go up to 25 with five as the highest

frequency for a category. Ariel wanted to emphasize the readability, “I would recommend

since the range is really only zero to five that the increments should be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Then it is easier to read.”

Glenda mentioned that the graph could be misleading in the smaller scale, “It

would look different if it only went from zero to five. That is where you can twist

people’s perceptions of how much it really is with a long bar that makes it look like a
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lot.” Or the graph could be misleading with very small bars too. Scale makes a difference

in how the graph appears.

The Sports 2 graph was easy to read with the addition of hash or dash marks, but

not all teachers agreed if the practice would be considered correct. Dan said “it’s smaller

than the last one but it could have been smaller to make it easier reading but because he

or she did the dash marks across to indicate the numbers that are not included over here

or not written over there makes it pretty easy to read.” Dan added another vote for

making graphs easy to read.

Ariel did not agree, “I would just say that it should always be the same going

across and not like a little dotted line.” Mary was on the fence, “That’s not kosher is it?

But for a kid to see, it’s creative.” Beth justified the result and may have identified the

source, “We do dotted lines with the writing paper.” Only Ariel suggested a change.

Sports 3 graph suffered from a lack of ruler and again from a scale too high. Ariel

“Of course the scale is way off, we don’t need it to go zero to 30. So it is really too hard

to interpret the information.” Scale issues factor into more than the visual presentation by

also affecting the interpretations possible.

Bars Touching

Five student-created graphs were presented to teachers with the bars touching,

with at least one example for each problem (Sports, Turkeys, and Boatrace). The teachers

were conflicted on whether the bars should touch so the suggestions for the students were

also split. Since the correct response is to separate the bars on the graph, only that

response will be used.
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Ike stated, “I encourage my kids to separate such as I did. Separate so there is

space between each column. I would make a comment to separate the graphs.” Beth

would show the student a correct graph and, “I would show a student one like this and

ask them what do you think about which one is easier to read.” For the teacher comments

to students, modeling and talking to the students about correct work still was the

consistent and most reported approach. A few interpretation question errors were also

discussed with the student created graphs.

Interpretation Errors

Errors related to interpretation are discussed in this section. These are limited as

the emphasis in the interview was on the student created graphs and tangentially on the

types of interpretation errors that could occur. The teachers identified some methods to

deal with these errors:

• Grouped versus raw data

• Keeping a category with a zero value

Errors about scale have been covered while discussing construction errors.

Grouped Versus Raw Data

The Sports problem presented ungrouped data. One student did not create

groupings, categories, when making a graph, Sport 4 graph. The teachers had suggestions

on how to help this student create a better graph. First and foremost was the assumption

that the student was a different type of thinker and not lacking in understanding. Fred

described the students.

Fred: I think with someone like this who does understand it, can present

information this way. If you just re-taught them, it would probably take
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only once to do it. Because this takes some effort to do and not everyone

thinks this way.

Not a bad approach to working with the student, but not helpful in fixing the graph.

Three teachers were detailed in how to help, first with working an easier problem,

as Polya (1957) would suggest. Another teacher highlighted working with the student and

the information to make a new graph. The last teacher treated the transition like a game

or in a manner similar to the statistical computer software Tinkerplots.

Dan wanted the student to step aside from this particular problem and work an

easier example. He explained how he would work with the student.

Dan: So I would take another piece of data and we would work on an example

graph together. Something that we could even do. So it would be a little

guide. We could do it up here something like that. Then have them redo

this entire graph because he or she has the information, it’s just not

readable and it’s just not how we graph it.

Dan not only created a better graph, but also supported the student’s learning with a guide

for the next problem.

Talking through the steps to help the student go from ungrouped to grouped data

was Glenda’s method. She walked the student through choosing categories and making a

scale.

Glenda: You know what if you just took this off right, then how many did you

shade. By gymnastics that’s three. Then just collect that data. Then just

write gymnastics as three. Then from there, have them duplicate with the

labels as far as the sports. Then have the horizontal lines. Then this is three
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and this is five. Now let’s make a scale over here of numbers and talk

about the label you would need here. This represents the students.

Again this response shows a teacher is interested in building the graph from the

information present.

When asked about helping the student morph the current graph Ike suggested,

“You could say something akin to a game like Tetris. If these blocks stacked all the way

to the bottom, then which of these would have the greatest number.” The Tinkerplots

software has an option to do this very type of step to transition a student to grouped data.

Ike had not seen the software but knew a way to help a student.

Zero Value Category

The importance of including a zero value category was discussed with the follow-

up question to I7. The teachers agreed that students should include zero value categories

but were not asked specifically for methods to employ in class to bring this across. The

teachers were asked if they could give a scenario where it would make sense to students

and there were uniform agreement that students could understand the concept in the right

context. Research question three also benefited from information provided by the

teachers on three related topics discussed before the summary for this question.

Related Topics

During the interviews teachers were asked three general questions, I-11 through I-

13, about their thoughts on how to create scale, the appropriateness of averages with

categorical data, and the wisdom of combining categories to create new graphs. These

three topics would help gather information for research question three.
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Scale Challenges

Since several problems in the SA related to scale, a general question was asked

about how the subject was covered in class, “What guidelines do you give in class to help

students create a scale?” Teachers were expected to detail a process or lesson plan for

dealing with introducing scale to a classroom of fourth graders. Four teachers pointed out

that their students did not make graphs from scratch, instead always using a grid or Excel

on the computer. The other six teachers described how to do scale in class.

Mary’s discussion was typical. Her work with students about scale, even with

Excel, happened because her students graphed the number of minutes of reading books by

day for an entire school year. She reported, “we have talked about whether it is better to

do it by fives, tens, or twos.” She then went on to describe more about the possibilities

the computer gave to visually see scale changes.

Mary: My kids do reading every week. Every nine weeks they make a graph.

Then we go to the library. The computer Excel makes it for them. They

see depending on the kind of reader they are. They do see some of those

larger, then the dates along the bottom and minutes along the side. What is

fun is the second nine weeks and the third and the end of the year - end of

the year on one page. The bars get skinnier.

Perhaps a discussion of why there are those changes will be with next year’s class.

Three teachers gave less detail about how to do the scale but mentioned

limitations of the data set size and introducing scale. For scale, Ike described how he

covered the basics. “Keep it to one or two, if possible. In fourth grade, don’t think most

problems have large scale so we have an advantage.” Helen agreed, “don’t get data that
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high so we don’t do fives much – I tell them to take the highest and lowest.” Fred also

said, “But for the mainstream, what we normally teach. The scale is usually one thru

something.” Fred needed to mention zero not one to something.

Noah however took the detailed approach to how class would be conducted when

discussing scale.

Noah: I think the conversation would revolve around looking at your data

first and deciding top end, the max number and at some point the

minimum number. Those are your starting points for your graph or

whatever, your chart. If it is a big range then you know with big

numbers you would think about how to fit it on a certain size

space. If the first one doesn’t work and it’s not making sense and

you can’t really read it then, what do you need to do so that you

can read it and get information out of it? That is one of the things I

try to stress here. It’s okay to try something and it doesn’t work

because you learn a lot from that. Then the next time you can make

a better one. That would be an important aspect because I’ve done

that in front of them where we’ve said this isn’t working. We can’t

fit the numbers in. What do we have to do to make this?

Range, readability, and more than one way to display data all in one class discussion has

Noah covering a lot. The teachers did not perform as well as expected in explaining scale

creation but because the teachers tended to let Excel or the size of the data set give them

adequate opportunities to introduce scale. One teacher addressed the lack of practice in

creating scale with a daily activity of collecting data on reading. The practice gave
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students small numbers to use in the beginning of the year and expanded as they did more

reading. She also used an appropriate technology to display the larger graphical

representations of data as the data expanded. Average was also identified as a topic of

interest.

Averages

The Everyday Mathematics curriculum does not introduce averages, arithmetic

mean, until Grade 5 so most teachers could not report on doing averages and even less on

the appropriateness of using an average with categorical data. However the Minnesota

state assessment test MCA-II (MDE, 2007), taken in Grade 4, does ask questions about

average, arithmetic mean. Mary described doing some work in calculating averages by

giving her students her bowling scores each week.

The purpose of interview question I-12, “Would it be appropriate to find an

average? “ was to begin a discussion of whether categorical data should be averaged.

Kent noted the expected response, “Not average, they need to find landmarks like

maximum, minimum, median, mode, range. All those things there are taught and tested

on.” Several teachers said students had the ability to do averages but one emphasized it

did not make sense to do with graphical representations of categorical data. Noah

explained.

Noah: We just finished doing some graphing problems getting ready for final

assessments. We just did mode, median, range, minimum, maximum. I

don’t think we did mean. Back to your question is it appropriate to make

an average. I don’t think it makes sense.
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Yet, averages seemed to still be important from a different perspective. Fred noted with

graphs “we do median mode.” However he went on to say that, “Average is something

kids do need to do. We figured out we need to do it in science. Curriculum does not have

it.”

Teachers were split on whether averages were appropriate for graphical

representations of categorical data partly because the teachers do not use averages in

class. One teacher did recognize that averages were not appropriate with categorical data

but most had no experience with the concept. Creating new categories with the same data

was the last of the three topics.

Combining Categories

The teachers were open to the idea of having students create new graphs by

making new categories with existing data to have a different representation of data.

Interview question I-13 “What would the graph look like if new categories were by

gender or another category? What mistakes or errors might students make in creating the

new graph?” approached the idea of a fluidity of categories. As Noah said, “I think that

would be some fun. It’s just a recategorization concept. The categories change how you

think about the situation.” And of course how you see the data in the new context.

Kent reported already doing an extension off of a data collection activity with

Skittles candies near Halloween.

Kent: And so initially we count how many each student has in their bag and then

we graph that data. An extension off that is that we also note the number

by color. All I had them do is graph the total number but you could break

it down and some kids did. They had their own charts with colors.
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He then shared his lesson plan with me for the Skittles project.

All but one teacher responded that making new displays of data was possible with

their class of students. As Fred says, “That would be the next logical thing to do. I’m

thinking why haven’t I done that. I don’t have time. I think I’ve done that anecdotally.”

The teachers did not find the idea of combining categories as a difficult concept to do

with students. However, they were limited by the amount of time in class and questioned

the need to try the new concept. These three concepts along with the instructional

strategies give data for research question three, summarized next.

Research Question Three Summary

Research question three asked, “How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or

Everyday Mathematics address student misunderstandings of graphical representations of

categorical data?“ The Grade 4 teachers in this research study had suggestions for

students to improve their graphs in several aspects of a graphs’ construction. The teachers

emphasized a) modeling and talking to students, b) showing students the correct or easier

graph, and c) asking for meaning and reasons for what was created. The teachers had

their own teachable moments during the interviews, learning more about graphical

representations of categorical data with several topics, such as with categories.

Several teachers shared lessons that they used in class to teach concepts.

Unfortunately most of the suggestions were limited by the list above. Where a direction

could have helped a student make a better graph, the teachers were a little lacking in

strong instructional strategies. Thankfully, the teachers enjoyed puzzling through how

students had created the graphs and where there were errors. They were always willing to

help solve the mistakes with suggestions such as with the beginning value for the
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frequency scale. Discussion of a graph where the frequency axis values began at 21 and

not 0 provided an opportunity for teachers to conclude that the most appropriate value

would be zero. While several teachers wanted to accept any starting value, most teachers

decided that using a value other than zero was misleading. This type of discussion during

the interviews showed that the teachers had not previously thought about some of the

issues but with opportunities could find some new ideas to improve their teaching.

The last chapter, Chapter Six, is a discussion of the important points of this

research study, additions to the mathematics and statistics education fields, suggestions

for continuing and future research, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION

Ever since the inclusion of data analysis in the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics’ (NCTM) standards, graphical representations of data have taken on a

greater relevance in teaching and learning elementary school mathematics. Watching

introductory college statistics students, pre-service elementary education students, and

my fellow elementary teachers struggle with finding resources and information

personally motivated this research. Three main factors from mathematics and statistics

education motivated this research study: the importance of elementary teachers’ content

and pedagogical content knowledge, the influence of professional recommendations on

content requirements to teach math, and graphical representations of categorical data in

schools.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has recommended professional

standards (NCTM, 1991), assessment goals (NCTM, 1995), and content (NCTM, 2000)

for teachers of mathematics at all grade levels. That organization alone could be

motivation for this study. The Mathematical Education of Teachers (CBMS, 2001) and

the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (Franklin et al,

2007) reports provide more insight into the need for this study. However, the external

influences from NCTM and other professional organizations do not tell the entire story.

The use of graphical representations of categorical data in school curricula,

standards, and assessment is also influential in guiding this research study. Knowledge is

assessed on tests students take and presented in lessons for sciences and mathematics.

Teachers are expected to have more than a student’s level of understanding about the
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content students will use. However, graphical representations of data are fairly new to the

curriculum and not all teachers may have adequate preparation.

Hadjidemetriou (2001, 2002) studied secondary school teachers’ knowledge about

algebraic graphs. These teachers lacked understanding of the difficulty students had with

these concepts. This research study builds on Hadjidemetriou’s work to study elementary

school teachers’ knowledge of graphical representations of categorical data. The three

research questions are:

1. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations (TERC, 1998) or Everyday

Mathematics (UCSMP, 2004) understand about graphical representations of

categorical data?

2. What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical representations

of categorical data?

3. How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

address student misunderstandings of graphical representations of categorical

data?

A summary of the methods used in this study is explained in the following section.

Summary of Methods

Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to determine (a) what Grade 4

teachers know about the categorical data and graphs content being taught, (b) what

mistakes their students make on graphical representations of categorical data, and (c) how

teachers address student errors in class. Data comes from several instruments

(Tiefenbruck, 2006): Categorical Data Graph Knowledge, Student Assessment,
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Curriculum Implementation Survey, and Interview Guide. The Categorical Data Graph

Knowledge instrument consists of three parts: (a) Teacher’s Background Knowledge of

Categorical Data, (b) Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs, and (c)

Teacher’s Knowledge of Student Understanding.

The CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data (TBK)

instrument was used to gather data on the background knowledge of Grade 4 teachers on

content topics for teaching categorical data and graphical representations of categorical

data. These topics were gathered from teacher preparation textbooks used at colleges to

instruct pre-service elementary teachers. The TBK instrument items were similar to

discussion questions, homework problems, and exam items provided in those textbooks.

Holistic grading classified teachers as essentially correct, partially correct, or incorrect on

each item. Descriptive statistics were gathered to create a picture of content knowledge of

teachers.

The Student Assessment (SA) instrument was created from a data-graph activity

book (Curcio, 2001) and released state assessment items (ISDE, 2007; NHDE, 2007).

The SA was given to several classrooms of students (N = 43) to acquire samples of

student work for teacher interviews. A Student Difficulty scale was calculated,

normalized and graphed to show the difficulty of items for students. Identical to the SA,

the CDGK: Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs (TI) instrument

gathered data on a teachers’ ability to complete student assessment problems. The TI was

holistically graded and descriptive statistics prepared as for the TBK. Typical teacher

responses were compared to the list of common errors.
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The CDGK: Teacher’s Knowledge of Student Understanding was identical to

Hadjidemetriou’s (2000) Questions A and B. A Teacher Perception Difficulty scale was

created from teacher responses to Question B. The scale was calculated, normalized, and

graphed for trends in teacher perceived difficulty of problems. The Teacher Perception

Difficulty scale was compared to the Student Difficulty scale. Scores were assigned to all

portions of the CDGK questions, thereby allowing a rank ordering of teachers by score.

The Curriculum Implementation Survey was adapted from an instrument by Kelso and

Cramer (1997). It gathered data on the fidelity of use of the primary math curriculum.

Qualitative methods focused on open-ended responses to instrument items and

responses to the interview questions as presented in the Interview Guide. Interviews were

audio-taped, transcribed, and analyzed with NVIVO. Themes were developed and related

to construction errors, arithmetic mistakes, key definitions, interpretation errors, and

teacher comments.

Summary of Results

The following discussion will summarize the data about content and pedagogical

content knowledge of Grade 4 teachers about graphical representations of categorical

data through three research questions.

Research Question One

What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about graphical representations of categorical data?

The background knowledge Grade 4 teachers have of categorical data and

graphical representations of categorical data is of primary concern in research question

one. Fourteen Grade 4 teachers contributed data to the understanding of the content and
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pedagogical content knowledge teachers have about categorical data and graphical

representations of categorical data in this study.

From the CDGK and CIS instruments, teachers were scored and rank ordered for

knowledge level. From the scores shown in Table N1 in Appendix N, it is evident these

Grade 4 teachers know the basics about graphical representations of categorical data.

From the responses, it was shown that these teachers could (a) name common types and

components of graphs, (b) identify title and labels on graphs, (c) understand horizontal

and vertical bar graphs, and (d) compare bar graphs and circle graphs.

The teachers named types and components of graphical representations of

categorical data in the CDGK instrument. They identified common types such as bar

graph, double bar graph, and pie chart. The components were also listed, for example

data, titles, axis labels, and scale. The teachers consistently pointed out the importance of

the title and labels throughout the written instruments.

Teachers understand that a horizontally displayed bar graph contains the same

data or information as a vertically displayed bar graph. When given a set of bar graphs to

compare, teachers responded with the visual look of the graph as different plus the

placement of the bars and axis. However, the teachers did not mention that if the scale

was different then the appearance would not be the same, yet the data would still be the

same.

Teachers also know the appropriate differences between a bar graph and a circle

graph. The bar graphs were known to represent absolute quantities whereas the circle

graph had parts of a whole. Circle graphs gave percentages or as one teacher said, “how a
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total number is divided up.” Bar graphs did not “work with the total number” but did

show trends and patterns.

However, the teachers struggled with other concepts and were not able to (a)

define or distinguish between these graphs consistently, (b) differentiate between

categorical and numerical data, (c) conceptualize the fluidity of categories, (d) identify

when measures of center or spread were appropriate, (e) describe how to create scale, or

(f) explain differences between bar graphs and histograms.

Being unable to define or distinguish between these graphs was problematic in

three areas. Teachers confused the definitions of line plots and line graphs. They also

named histograms and stem plots (stem and leaf plot) as graphs that could be used with

categorical data. Lastly, their terminology was inconsistent with terms used by

statisticians or mathematicians.

For clarification, a line plot is a representation of categorical or discrete numerical

data where each data point is shown as an X. Line graphs use the same type of data but

place a dot at a data point and then connect the points with a line. The teachers used these

names interchangeably and attributed the ability to show changes in time to a line graph

that it does not possess.

In listing the types of graphical representations of categorical data, many correct

graphs were given as mentioned earlier and listed in Appendix H. However two teachers

did list the stem plot and histogram as being graphical representations of categorical data.

However, these graphs require numerical data.

Teachers did not use the same names for graphs and did not stick with terms used

by statisticians or mathematicians. The teachers used shorthand for names that were not
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uniformly understood nicknames, for instance one teacher listed a “T chart”. The phrase

T chart begs the question of whether it was a tally chart or an algebraic functions chart

that is shaped like a T.

Numerical versus categorical data was sometimes confusing to teachers, except

for the discrete numerical data in problem two. In that problem the name of the year the

teacher taught was the category. That particular problem didn’t bother the teachers

because the context was so familiar but other topic areas were less clear when a list of

numerical data was requested.

The fluidity of categories was a concept that was harder for the teachers to

consider using. It was apparent from responses related to combining categories that the

idea was new. Many teachers admitted it was possible for students but that their

experiences in teaching this material had not led them to do it except anecdotally.

Teachers were asked about finding averages with categorical data. Teachers did

not consider the topic relevant, as some curricula do not cover the concept with students.

Teachers were divided on being able to use the average with graphs. Most deferred the

discussion by talking about using range and landmarks (minimum, maximum, mode).

Scale was an over arching difficulty for students in many of the problems. When

asked about how to make scale, the teachers knew the process. Their own graphs were

nicely done, so it was apparent they could accomplish making an appropriate scale from

data. The teachers could also identify some errors the students made when making a

scale. But there was a perception by teachers that graphs for Grade 4 students needed to

only use unit choices of one or two. It was also suggested that students should not be

given data large enough to need intervals as large as five to display the data.
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What is intriguing is that teachers got confused between histograms and bar

graphs. Lee and Meletiou-Mavrotheris (2002, 2003) first noticed college students having

difficulties with histograms. Perhaps the difficulties indeed start or can be cured with

teachers understanding the differences and similarities for elementary school students.

Most teachers in this study could not identify what the similarities or differences were

between the two types of graphs besides being a visual similarity. However left

unmentioned by teachers was the difference between types of data used, with the bar

graphs using categorical data and histograms needing continuous numerical.

The results from the CDGK instrument shows there is a general understanding of

the parts and names of graphical representations of categorical data and their typical uses.

Teachers could handle the work which students were assigned. The difficulty in this

study is not that the teachers cannot make a bar graph but that the teachers do not have a

depth of understanding of these graphs, which is needed to assist students and to teach

graphical representations of categorical data.

Research Question Two

What do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics

understand about elementary students’ understanding of graphical representations

of categorical data?

The second research question used interviews to gather data from ten teachers.

The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed. The questions were presented to each

teacher on a personal computer in a Power Point presentation. Original copies of the

student work were presented, besides the smaller versions on screen.

Construction Errors
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The teachers were able to identify errors students made while constructing graphs.

The construction errors focused on (a) inaccurate or omitted labels and title; (b) putting

labels in the spaces, not at the end of line; (c) zero values; (d) difficulties creating scale;

and (e) spacing. More details about each of these will be discussed before the errors on

interpretation questions.

Inaccurate or omitted labels and title. Any missing or inaccurate titles and axis

labels were usually the first graph errors that the teachers noticed. This could be related to

being at a consistent position and therefore easy to see and check first. However, possibly

the titles and labels were taught first to students and therefore always checked by

teachers.

Teachers made comments on several student-created graphs about inaccurate

titles. The reasons given by the teachers were that titles needed to match the context. For

instance, one graph title, “Favorite Sports”, was reworded as “Favorite Sport of a Third

Grade Class.” Missing titles did not occur on many graphs but the teachers said they

needed a title to give the graph a context.

Omitted labels were also another error teachers caught consistently. For labels, a

contributing factor was that the category names might distract from the need for an axis

label. Inaccurate labels were also an issue. As one teacher said, “They see words and they

think that covers it.” One example would be in listing the category names, such as days of

the week, and not including the phrase, days of the week, beneath the actual category

names. With the days of the week as the context, the axis label was obvious but several

teachers still wanted all labels. One teacher said she was a stickler for labeling. It made
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her know what the student knew. In particular a teacher would know if the student knew

the number five might be turkeys or students.

Places, not spaces. A challenge for students in labeling scale appropriately was

apparent when students were adding the scale values to the grid. A few students put the

labels for the frequency in the grid spaces and not at the end of grid line. This type of

error caused concern with whether the students understood that the bars were values built

up to a point with specific units and not the area of the space. This error also related to

the issue of knowing a bar graph was not a histogram. Because this error relates to labels,

it may appear to be an inaccurate label. However, the issue is less about the label and

more about what constitutes the frequency value and its meaning.

The term “places, not spaces” was coined from teachers noticing the combined

labeling and scale error occurred when labels were in the spaces. One student even had

ranges listed for each space (0-5, 5-10, and 10 – 15). One teacher talked about how hard

it was to teach this particular concept and knew that students were showing in these

graphs that the space was the value. The placement of the scale value at the end of the

line or in the space was found to be a new error.

Zero values. The number zero created errors when it was not written on the graph

for the frequency, was not the value where a graph began, and was the value for a

category. These three errors were unique for the number zero.

Discussion about whether the scale should indicate that it started at zero for the

frequency occurred in interviews. Graphs by teachers and students failed to list zero on

the frequency scale. One area of discussion was when the zero was left off but the graph

showed a distinct bottom line. This error was considered less troublesome because a line
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was apparent. Other errors occurred when there was no zero and no clear bottom, similar

to one graph where the bars seemed to come out of the category names. Indications

however were that teachers thought the use of a zero should be done for all graphs.

Starting at zero for a graph’s scale was controversial. Two teachers had been in

other careers before teaching and were adamant that scale could start at any number.

Those teachers expressed the opinion that a graph beginning at 21 was a convenience, as

“they would not want to color up to 25.” Other teachers did not agree and correctly

wanted all graphs to start at zero. Students did not have a problem answering

interpretation questions with an incorrect scale.

Zero as a category frequency did cause confusion for teachers. One of the graphs

provided for some interpretation questions had a zero for a category value. As one

teacher said in the interview, “it shouldn’t be there.” But when pressed admitted the

category was in the data collection and should be there. When finding a scenario or

reason to explain the situation to students, the teachers did see the need to include this

category but did not consider the issue until asked to consider it in this study.

Creating scale. Four types of scale errors were identified from the student-created

graphs. Teachers noted that the unit choice may be too big, the intervals were unequal,

the scale was not fit well to the data, and the scale was not accurate.

Unit choice was a discussion item mostly because of the grade level being

studied. These Grade 4 teachers wanted students to have data that would only require a

unit to be of one or two in size. Units of five were considered too large and confusing for

students. A large unit choice might explain the problems students had with a previous

error of “places, not spaces.”
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Unequal intervals occurred when students did not understand that scale depended

on even intervals between values. One student used only the values of the categories

(four, nine, 11, and 13) as the scale. This would be an example of unequal or uneven

intervals. When explaining how to create a scale, diving the range into even intervals was

cited as a part of the process.

Scale was said to not fit the data well when the range for a scale exceeded the

maximum value by a fairly large amount. In one series of student-created graphs, two

students had a category maximum of five and spread the scale up to 25 and 30,

respectively. This caught the eye of the teachers who wanted a smaller range to the scale.

However one teacher cautioned that the scale should not be too small, so that the graph

was distorted.

Somewhat in the same theme as the previous error, having a graph that did not

have an accurate scale was discussed. The graph that prompted the discussion had a

series of intermediate lines, hash marks, inserted between the major grid lines. Several

teachers thought the method creative and adding to the readability. Others thought it

made the scale inaccurate. If a value of one was needed for the unit, then it should have

been the primary value.

Spacing. The space a graph occupies had errors as well as the values used. The

spacing errors were about the use of a grid, how the bars were spaced, and the proper use

of that grid space.

An issue that came up several times was if student should use a template, grid, or

graph paper for a graph. The teachers wondered if it is fair to have students make graphs

freehand. The teachers were surprised that students had done the graphs freehand but
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wondered if it was actually fair to ask. Some other errors in this study came because of a

dependency on graph paper.

Dealing with whether students should always use a grid related to the tendency to

have the bars touch for bar graphs, which could complicate the understanding of

histograms. This tendency could have come from using graph paper and not allowing

space for the bars to be apart. The most serious issue with the bars touching is the

confusion of a bar graph to a histogram.

Proper use of grid space was evident with the graphs again that used graph paper

or a grid. Some students ignored the extra space provided so the bars would be separated.

The teachers mentioned that a proper use of the space would have the bars separated. One

student even crossed out the extra space horizontally while using a lot of space vertically

above the grid area. The proper use of grid space is to fit the graph within the bounds of

the space and observe the correct scale and separation of bars.

Student construction errors were not all that was identified. Teachers also saw

some interpretation errors in the graphs provided for the interviews.

Interpretation Errors

Teachers also identified errors from students on interpretation questions with

constructed graphs. These were in several areas including (a) context, (b) key definitions,

(c) scale challenges, and (d) measures of center.

Besides citing context for the problems with titles in the previous discussion on

construction errors, context was also noted with some of the student work, as areas

students would misconstrue. For example, the context of the first student problem was the

number of families with pets. One teacher noted an interpretation question, which asked,
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“How many animals do students have,” was not correct and should have asked about

families. The teachers were precise about the titles matching context and knew that an

understanding of context is necessary to interpret graphs correctly.

The definition of mode and definitions of numerical or categorical data were

errors related to key definitions, which teachers and students should understand. The

mode discussion focused on using the word largest, again with student problem one.

Here the teachers could identify if the student was referring to the size of the animal or

just picked the largest category, thus using substituting mode of the word largest.

Scale challenges for interpretation questions related to misinterpreting the unit

choices or scale divisions. For instance, if a student mistook the unit as five instead of

two, then all interpretations would be increased proportionally.

Measures of center were also identified as a troublesome area. The discussion

highlighted that the mean was rarely used, not always appropriate to use, and confusing

to students. As one teacher said, “Not average, they need to find landmarks like

maximum, minimum, median, mode, range.” This follows the recommendations of

statisticians to use landmarks.

Overall the teachers identified many errors the students made on graphical

representations of categorical data. The teachers also brought into focus the differences

between various interpretation and construction errors. The last research question looks at

fixing these mistakes.

Research Question Three

How do Grade 4 teachers using Investigations or Everyday Mathematics address

student misunderstandings of graphical representations of categorical data?
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Information from interviews provided data to address research question three. Ten

teachers were asked how to address student errors after these were identified in the

previous research question. Twelve student-constructed graphs were shown to teachers

for comment and appear in Appendixes O, P, and Q.

The teachers offered several methods to help students including (a) modeling

correct graphs in class prior to allowing students to create their own, (b) showing students

the correct or an easier graph for comparison in finding errors, and (c) asking a student

for the meaning of or reasons for what the student created. The teachers had their own

teachable moments during the interviews, learning more about graphical representations

of categorical data with several topics.

Two examples of when the teachers suggested modeling graphs came from scale

and grouping data. The teachers gave mini-lessons on how to create scale, as prompted

from a question. Several teacher responses combined to define a process, which could be

presented to a class on the keys to making a good scale. The process centered on

examples of good scale. Learning about grouping data from raw data was an interesting

and insightful discussion also. Teachers suggested that the student could move around the

choices made to regroup data. The student graph had “mini-bars” centered over

categories but retained the individual designations. The teachers thought the student

could drop down the mini-bars into groups or move bars around to regroup. Examples of

the graph before and after the moves were one teacher’s idea.

The teachers showing students the correct or an easier graph for comparison in

finding errors was also related to the previous mini-bar problem where a correct graph

could be placed beside the student-created graph. One teacher also suggested using
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another piece of data and to work an example graph together with the student so they

would have the example as a guide for the next attempt at making a graph. Scale

problems were part of the discussion when advising students to make easier graphs first.

This was also related to several teacher comments to make graphs easier to read.

Teachers suggested asking students for the meaning of or reasons for what the

student had created. One example came with an axis labeling problem, but was also

addressed with missing titles. The teacher wanted the student to explain the context of the

graph without the correct labels to focus on the importance of those labels. The use of

hash marks by a student to convey a smaller unit drew mixed reactions and again would

prompt the teachers to ask why these were used. Teachers were sure the frequency values

should not be written on the bars and planned to inquire why these were used as that was

not shown in class.

Lastly the teachers had teachable moments when (a) discussing the inclusion of

zero value categories on a categorical data graph, (b) deciding on the most appropriate

value to start the frequency, and (c) the fluidity of categories. Examples of these

teachable moments came first when comparing two bar graphs in SA problem three. The

teachers realized the necessity of having all data included, even if it had zero value. The

two bar graphs had the same categories but one graph listed no clown hats in stock. The

responses started with why was the category shown and evolved to needing to have the

data used. Zero therefore became a legitimate response to a data collection question.

Discussion of a graph where the frequency axis values began at 21 and not zero

provided an opportunity for teachers to conclude that the most appropriate value would
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be zero. While several teachers wanted to accept any starting value, most teachers

decided that using a value other than zero was misleading.

The fluidity of categories refers to the ability to combine or divide categories into

new categories, such as using individual names of students versus combining by gender

and thus using all boys and all girls as new categories. One teacher shared experience

with this concept when using the color of Skittles brand candies as categories.  Another

teacher mentioned how this could benefit discussions of good displays of data.

Overall, I learned several lessons from these Grade 4 teachers about constructing,

grading, and perfecting graphical representations of categorical data with students.

Additions to the Field

The research study adds to the field of mathematics and statistics education by

highlighting the importance of understanding categorical data and the graphical

representations of categorical data by elementary school mathematics teachers. The

literature review, instruments, and results could potentially add to the field in various

ways.

This research has assembled a list of errors from the literature relevant to

graphical representations of categorical data. The error list was refined by defining

construction and interpretation errors. This research just begins a study of the common

errors from students about graphical representations of categorical data.

The Categorical Data Graph Knowledge instrument is a beginning point for the

study of graphical representations of categorical data and the background or content

knowledge. As a first effort the CDGK could be modified for more research into

graphical representations of categorical data for elementary teachers.
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Lastly, the results of the study should be incorporated into teacher training

courses and workshops. At first glance, worrying about the differences between bar

graphs and histograms, for example, may seem trivial but these differences and

uncertainties are impacting the understanding of students about histograms which if not

checked will limit mathematical potential.

New Instruction

Instructors of pre-service teachers should address several areas with students

including (a) definitions, (b) pitfalls, (c) context, and (d) instructional strategies. These

topics will form a firm support for teaching graphical representations of categorical data

to elementary school students.

The definitions fall into three elements related to the types and components of

graphical representations of data, and key definitions like mode. The first topic should be

a discussion of categorical versus quantitative data. Without a thorough understanding of

the variations in the data, then the graphs themselves are less likely to make sense. Next a

description of each type of graph with a consistent name could be undertaken.

After knowing the types of graphs, then descriptions of the components would be

a logical step. This can be broad enough to cover the historical setting of graphs or just

clarify the positions and purpose of each component. Key definitions of measures of

center, measures of spread, and context should not be overlooked.

Context should be considered a separate topic after it is defined. Examples of

when a topic is appropriate would be covered such as was discussed in the research with

the hat problem. Perhaps a grocery store would have been a better choice. Curcio (2001)
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lists many topics for graphs in her activity book but having teachers create a student

relevant list would be useful.

Many issues have been suggested by this research and should be introduced to

pre-service and in-service teachers. Scale and whether the bars should touch would be

some likely construction errors. Having an origin listed for frequency or forgetting a zero

value category are also potential pitfalls in creating graphs. Grids and use of graph paper

should not be overlooked as those errors may contribute to confusion with histograms.

The fluidity of categories, social responses, and putting frequency labels in a space and

not on the end of the line would also be discussion areas.

Lastly, the teachers need some instructional strategies to assist in student learning

about graphical representations of categorical data. Modeling the correct graph and graph

terminology would be used as well as how to build graph knowledge from data

collection.

Continuing Research

One limitation to this study was the size of the school district needed in order to

have a reasonable amount of participation for a single grade level. Two school districts

with 27 and 28 Grade 4 teachers were necessary to have 14 teachers participate. Teachers

from smaller and also less affluent schools need to be studied. Pre-service teachers

participated in the pilot and would also be a worthwhile research direction.

Another direction is to dive deeper into some background information. I should

have asked how much math or statistics teachers had in college or experience they had

with statistic in a previous career. One teacher volunteered that the most math she had for

her elementary licensure was Finite Mathematics, a course generally heavy in algebra
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with a small amount of probability and statistics. Categorical data may be ignored or

taught incorrectly. A common text, Tan’s Finite Mathematics with Applications (2006),

shows bar graphs with the bars touching. Even Moore and McCabe’s (2006) statistics

book uses the term probability histogram with discrete numerical data.

For the next group of teachers, I would eliminate the CIS altogether and add

demographic questions to the TBK. I would reword or eliminate some interpretation

questions in the SA. I would push harder for answers on how to help students in

interviews. I would give the teachers more graphs from students. I would focus on the

created graphs and help teachers probe ways to help students more.

Teacher Products

The teachers encountered during this study were always willing to learn, to ask

questions, and even challenge the wording or intent of problems in the instruments. I do

not think it is unfair to speculate that these teachers are doing the best they can with the

information that has been given to them. However, I believe a little more information

would help. To that end, a teacher booklet is proposed as a product of this study..

Several other products could also be created from this study. Teacher in-service

workshops in conjunction with the booklet could deal with interesting topics such as

whether the bars should be touching, using categories with zero value, including the

origin, and putting frequency values at the places, not spaces. Teachers could also benefit

from a lesson on scale and the differences between types of data. Inclusion of

instructional strategies besides having a talk with students could also be a product.

This study endeavored to show what teachers know a basic amount of information

about categorical data and the accompanying graphical representations of categorical
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data. However, they need teaching points to augment their textbooks and past

coursework. The experience with these teachers was that they wanted to teach correctly,

as evidenced by the questions asked during interviews. Unfortunately, the reported

experiences using these has been limited to what is included in teacher’s manuals and

pre-service coursework. The teachers could tell me what looks good, by noting the use of

titles and axis labels. But the superficial level of identifying components of a graph is not

sufficient to assist students in understanding graphical representations of categorical data.

Conclusion

Elementary teachers need help to teach graphical representations of categorical

data. There is a basic knowledge level of components but deeper understandings are

missing. Teachers need to know the concepts they are expected to teach with a depth of

understanding beyond the level of typical student work. Students cannot be helped with

errors unless teachers have instructional strategies to assist, therefore these strategies will

need to be developed and taught. This study has endeavored to bring these issues to light

with graphical representations of categorical data.
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Appendix A

CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data and Rubric

Rubric for Problem #1: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 or 4 of the correct
graphs listed, an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 1 or 2
parts correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none
correct or none listed, an incorrect response. Correct answers are listed below.

1. Name as many types of graphs as possible, which can be created with categorical
data. A; Bar graph, pictograph, circle graph, and line plot. Incorrect: Histogram.

Rubric for Problem #2: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 4 or 5 of the correct
graphs listed, an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 or 3
parts correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1
correct, an incorrect response.
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Figure A1: Problem Two Graph

2. Name as many parts of this categorical bar graph as possible.
A: Axis, bars, grid, gridlines, scale, title, labels (for axis and categories), and background.

Rubric for Problem #3: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 correct, a partially
correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an incorrect
response.
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Figure A2: Problem Three Graph
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3. How is the next graph different from the graph in #2? What is the same about the
graphs? A: Possible answers: Categories in #1 are words and in #2 are numbers; scale is
different – titles, axis names, bars taller; subject matter is also different; all data between
20 and 30; and more categories in #2.

Rubric for Problem #4: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 7 or 8 correct graphs
responses, an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for through
6 parts correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1
correct, an incorrect response.

4. Please classify the following list as categorical (C) or numerical (N) types of data:

N           Heights of students in grade 4
N           Number of years teaching
C          Eye colors
C          Means of travel to school
N           How far students travel to school
C          List of years teaching (e.g. 1999, 2001)
C          Student names
N           Number of siblings
Name three more categories and three more numerical types of data.

Rubric for Problem #5: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 or 4 correct responses,
an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response.

5. What is different and/or similar between horizontal and vertical bar graphs?
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Figure A3. Graphs for Problem Five

A: The direction of the bars is different. All of the information is the same. Axis are
switched. Scale is the same – values (bars) the same

Rubric for Problem #6: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 parts correct, a
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partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response.

6. Titles, labels and axes:
a. What is the importance of titles and labels for a graph? A: identifies the

context and subject of the categories.
b. How do you decide what to place on each axis? A: if doing a horizontal bar

graph then use the frequency of each category to make a scale on the x-axis for
vertical it’s the category names –axes: one needs to be category name and the
other the scale.

c. How do you decide what are the categories for categorical bar graphs? A:
Usually determined by the groupings of data from the research question but
categories can be changed.

Rubric for Problem #7: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response.

7. Calculations:
a. What calculations can students do with categorical data graphs? A: mode and

mean in some instances (see item c.) – alter categories (see item b.)
b. Can students make calculations with categories to create new bar graphs? A:

yes if it makes sense with the categories
c. Can students calculate a mean, median or mode from categorical data

graphs? A: For frequency data a mean value of categories can be found but is
usually reported as the typical value or the value if each category had an equal
number. The mode is quite common to report as the category that has the most – a
median is not used because there is no middle value since there is no order for the
categories.

Rubric for Problem #8: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 2 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 1 part correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none correct, an incorrect
response.

8. Scale:
a. What is scale? A: Scale is the set of values used on the graph – starts at zero and

goes to just above the highest value of any category – that range is then evenly
divided into sections (shown as grids with gridlines)

b. How do you choose a scale? A: Start at zero and goes to just above the highest
value of any category – that range is then evenly divided into sections (shown as
grids with gridlines)
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Rubric for Problem #9: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response.

9. Bar Graphs
a. What are the limitations of a bar graph? A: Shape, range, several numerical

calculations (mean, median) are not possible to use since categories can just be
moved around

b. When would it not help a student to use a bar graph to describe data?  A:
When using data that is numerical and descriptive data is expected

c. When would a bar graph be most appropriate? A: When data is gathered in
discrete groups.

Rubric for Problem #10: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 3 correct responses, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response.

10. Similarities and differences:
a. What is similar and/or different about a bar graph and a circle graph? A:

Both use categorical data. Circle needs proportions of data. Bar uses frequency or
case values.

b. What is similar and/or different about a bar graph and a histogram? A: Bar
uses categorical data and histogram numerical data.

c. What is similar and/or different about a bar graph and a line plot? A: Bar
uses categories, which may be numbers. Line plots use the number line but those
are categories too.
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Appendix B

Teacher’s Interpretation of Categorical Data Graphs and Rubric

Rubric for Problem #1: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 5 or 6 of the parts correct,
an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 thru 4 parts
correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1
correct, an incorrect response. Correct answers are listed below.

1. A survey was taken of Grade 4 students about the pets they owned in their
families.
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Figure B1. Graph for Problem One

a. What is this graph about? [RBH] A: The number of Grade 4 families who
have a pet that is one of the following: alligator, bird, cat, dog, ferret, or
guinea pig. Incorrect: Number of animals of Grade 4 students.

b. How many families of grade 4 students have guinea pigs? [RD] A: 3
c. What are the least popular choices of animals for families of grade 4

students? [RD, RBH] A: alligators and ferrets. May also add birds.
d. How many animals do students have? [RBY, RBH] A: Cannot tell from this

graph as this has only the number of families, not numbers of animals.
Incorrect: Counting the families as if they were the number of animals. Most
students answered the number of families.

e. How would this graph change if grade 5 students were added? [RBY] A:
bars would increase where student families had these types of animals.
Incorrect: No change, or decreasing amounts already there or suggesting new
animals.

f. Who has the largest pet? [RBY] Alligator is acceptable. Cats are the mode
and therefore not a correct answer.

g. Would students in this class welcome a class pet? Explain. [RBY] A: If we
assume this is one class of about 25 students, then most every student has a
pet at home and therefore should welcome a class pet. Incorrect: No
explanation with a no answer.

Rubric for Problem #2: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 5 or 6 of the parts correct,
an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 thru 4 parts
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correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1
correct, an incorrect response. Correct answers are listed below.

2. A teacher lists the number of students she has had in class for each year.
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Figure B2. Graph for Problem Two

a. What is this graph about? [RBH] A: # of students a teacher had in class in
each school year.

b. What is the total number of students this teacher has had in class? [RBW]
A: 173

c. How many years has this teacher taught? [RD, RBH] A: 7
d. What is the average number of students the teacher has had in class?

[RBW] A: approximately 24.71
e. What year was average? [RBW] A: It is 2004 that is closest to the average.

2000 & 2004 okay.
f. What could explain the drop in students from 2003 to 2004? [RBY] A: A

new building was built, teacher switched buildings, …

Rubric for Problem #3: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 5 or 6 of the parts correct,
an essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 thru 4 parts
correct, a partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1
correct, an incorrect response. Correct answers are listed below.
New Rubric: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 4 of the parts correct, an essentially
correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 or 3 parts correct, a partially
correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an incorrect
response.

3. A storeowner listed the price of different kinds of the hats in his store.   A
storeowner also counted the number of hats of each kind in his store.

What is the first graph about? [RBH] A: Prices of hats in a store by type of hat.
What is the second graph about? [RBH] A: Number of hats in a store by type of
hat.
What is the same about these two graphs? [RD, RBH] A: Both about the same type
of hats.
What is different about these two graphs? [RD, RBH] A: one is the price of the hat
and the other is how many the store has
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Figure B3. Problem Three – Prices
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Figure B4. Problem Three – Inventory

Changed to following
a. What are the differences between these two graphs? [RD, RBH] One has prices

and the other numbers of hats. Scale is different. Heights of bars different.
b. What are the similarities between these two graphs? [RD, RBH] bars &

categories
c. How many hats are in the store? [RD] A: Add up all of the numbers in the second

graph, about 65.
d. How much money would you spend if you bought all of the hats? [RBW] A:

Multiply the price for each hat in graph a times the number in graph b. $15 * 22
hats + … = $ 1229.00

Rubric for Problem #4: Full credit (1 point) will be given for both parts correct, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 1 part correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none correct, an incorrect
response. Correct answers are listed below.

[New Hampshire Grade 3] The third grade class did a survey to find out their favorite
sports.

a. Make a graph of the data from the survey. Make sure you label your graph.
[RD, RBH, RBW] A: Bar Graph version from Excel.
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Figure B5. Graph of Problem Four

b. Write a statement about one thing your graph shows. [RBH, RDW, RBY] A:
Hockey was not the most favorite sport so this was probably not a school from
Minnesota. The most popular sport was Soccer. Baseball and Gymnastics were
chosen the same number of times.

Rubric for Problem #5: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 4 of the parts correct, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 or 3 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response, unless the one correct is the graph, which will be partially correct.
Correct answers are listed below.

[Idaho Grade 4] 5. Ann was working at a grocery store. The worker who sells the
most turkeys gets a free turkey for his or her family for Thanksgiving. Ann kept
track of the number of turkeys she sold in five days. On Monday, she sold 15
turkeys. On Tuesday, she sold 5 turkeys. On Wednesday, she sold 30 turkeys. On
Thursday, she sold 20 turkeys, and on Friday, she sold 10 turkeys.

a. Fill in the bar graph to show the number of turkeys Ann sold each day. [RD,
RBH, RBW]

Turkeys sold by Ann
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5 X X X X X
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Figure B6. Graph of Problem Five

b. On which day did Ann sell the most turkeys? How did your graph help you
answer this question? [RD] A: Wednesday. The graph helped by showing the most with
the tallest bar.
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c. How many turkeys did Ann sell during the entire week? Show or explain how you
found your answer. [RD, RBW] A: 80. Counted all the groups together. Added the
numbers in the problem.

d. What is the difference between the number of turkeys Ann sold on her highest
day and her lowest day? Show or explain how you found your answer. [RBY] A: 30
– 5 – 25. Took the amount from the highest bar minus the lowest bar.

Rubric for Problem #6: Full credit (1 point) will be given for 4 of the parts correct, an
essentially correct answer. Half credit (0.5 point) will be given for 2 or 3 parts correct, a
partially correct response. No credit (0 point) will be given for none or 1 correct, an
incorrect response, unless the one correct is the graph, which will be partially correct.
Correct answers are listed below.

[Idaho Grade 4] 6. The White Elementary School had a boat race to see which boat
could stay afloat the longest. Mary’s boat floated for 11 minutes, Larry’s boat for 13
minutes, Jerry’s boat had trouble and only floated for 4 minutes and Beth’s boat
stayed afloat for a total of 9 minutes.

a. Draw a chart or graph to show how many minutes each boat floated in the
water. [RD, RBH, RBW]
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Figure B7. Graph of Problem Six

b. Which boat stayed afloat the longest? [RD] A: Larry
c. Jerry’s boat sank how many minutes before Beth’s boat? [RBW] A: 9-4 = 5

minute
d. If Larry’s boat had floated twice as long, how many minutes would it have

floated?    [RBY] A: 13 * 2 = 26 minutes.
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Appendix C

Student Assessment instrument and Rubric

1. A survey was taken of Grade 4 students about the pets they owned in their families.
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Figure C1. Graph for Problem One

a. What is this graph about? A: The number of Grade 4 families who have a pet that is
an alligator, bird, cat, dog, ferret, or guinea pig.

b. How many families of grade 4 students have guinea pigs? A: 3
c. What are the least popular choices of animals for families of grade 4 students? A:

alligators and ferrets
d. How many animals do students have? A: Cannot tell from this graph as this has only

the number of families, not numbers of animals.
e. How would this graph change if grade 5 students were added? A: bars would increase

where student families had these types of animals.
f. Who has the largest pet? Several answers.
g. Would students in this class welcome a class pet? A: If we assume this is one class of

about 25 students, then most every student has a pet at home and therefore should
welcome a class pet.

2. A teacher lists the number of students she has had in class for each year.
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Figure C2. Graph for Problem Two

a. What is this graph about? A: # of students a teacher had in class in each school year.
b. What is the total number of students this teacher has had in class? A:
c. How many years has this teacher taught? A: 7
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d. What is the average number of students the teacher has had in class? A:

approximately 24.7
e. What year was average? A: It happens that 2004 is closest to the average.
f. What could explain the drop in students from 2003 to 2004? A: A new building was

built, teacher switched buildings, …

3. A storeowner listed the price of different kinds of the hats in his store.   A
storeowner also counted the number of hats of each kind in his store.
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Figure C3. Graph for Problem Three - Prices
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Figure C4. Graph for Problem Three - Inventory

a. What are the differences between these two graphs? A: Prices of hats in a store by
type of hat and number of hats in a store by type of hat, scale, title, bar heights,
number of grids, vertical type of scale (dollars versus numbers).

b. What are the similarities between these two graphs? A: Both about the same type of
hats, both bar graphs.

c. How many hats are in the store? A: Add up all of the numbers in the second graph,
about 65.

d. How much money would you spend if you bought all of the hats? A: Multiply the
price for each hat in graph a times the number in graph b. $15 * 22 hats + … = $1229

[New Hampshire Grade 3] 4. The third grade class did a survey to find out their
favorite sports.
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a.Make a graph of the data from the survey. Make sure you label your graph.
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Figure C5. Graph of Problem Four

b.Write a statement about one thing your graph shows.
A: (sample) Hockey was not the most favorite sport so this was probably not a school
from Minnesota. The most popular sport was Soccer. Baseball and Gymnastics were
chosen the same number of times.

[Idaho Grade 4] 5. Ann was working at a grocery store. The worker who sells the most
turkeys gets a free turkey for his or her family for Thanksgiving. Ann kept track of the
number of turkeys she sold in five days. On Monday, she sold 15 turkeys. On Tuesday,
she sold 5 turkeys. On Wednesday, she sold 30 turkeys. On Thursday, she sold 20
turkeys, and on Friday, she sold 10 turkeys.

a. Fill in the bar graph to show the number of turkeys Ann sold each day.

Turkeys sold by Ann
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Figure C6. Graph of Problem Five

b. On which day did Ann sell the most turkeys? How did your graph help you answer this
question? A: Wednesday. The graph helped by showing which was the most.

c. How many turkeys did Ann sell during the entire week? Show or explain how you
found your answer. A: 80. Counted all the groups together.
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d. What is the difference between the number of turkeys Ann sold on her highest day and
her lowest day? Show or explain how you found your answer.

[Idaho Grade 4] 6. The White Elementary School had a boat race to see which boat could
stay afloat the longest. Mary’s boat floated for 11 minutes, Larry’s boat for 13 minutes,
Jerry’s boat had trouble and only floated for 4 minutes and Beth’s boat stayed afloat for a
total of 9 minutes.

e. Draw a chart or graph to show how many minutes each boat floated in the water.
f. Which boat stayed afloat the longest? A: Larry
g. Jerry’s boat sank how many minutes before Beth’s boat? A: 9-4 = 5 minutes
h. If Larry’s boat had floated twice as long, how many minutes would it have floated?

A: 13 * 2 = 26 minutes.
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Appendix D

Curriculum Implementation Survey

Curriculum Use Survey:  Grade 4 Edition – Main questions
1. Did you pilot a portion of your current curriculum? Yes              No            .

2 A.  How many years through Spring 2005 have you used your current curriculum as
your primary mathematics textbook? ________

2 B.  Please list years and grades.  (Example: 2001-2002 Grade 3 & 2002-2003 Grade 4)

PLEASE ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS BASED ON YOUR
EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING IN GRADE 4.
3 A.  What is the typical number of minutes per day that you spend on your current
mathematics curriculum?  Please circle your response.

             1 - 30           31 - 60          61 - 90          91 - 120          121 - 150           151 - 180
           181 – 210      211 – 240     241 – 270     271 – 300     More than 300

3 B.  On average, how many class minutes per week do your students spend on your
current mathematics curriculum?                   

4. For a typical unit of your current mathematics curriculum, do you use:
 less than the recommended time suggested;
 the actual recommended time suggested; or
 more than the recommended time suggested?

5. For a typical lesson of your current mathematics curriculum, do you use:
 less than the recommended number of hours suggested;
 the actual recommended number of hours suggested; or
 more than the recommended number of hours suggested?

6.  On average, how many class minutes per week do you spend on non-curriculum
lessons or activities?
  1 - 30           31 - 60          61 - 90          91 - 120          121 - 150           151 - 180
 181 – 210      211 – 240     241 – 270     271 – 300     More than 300     Not Applicable
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Investigations Use Survey:  Grade 4 Edition
1. Did you pilot a portion of Investigations in Number, Data and Space before fully
implementing it?  Please check your response.           Yes              No
2 A.  How many years through Spring 2005 have you used Investigations in Number,
Data and Space as your primary mathematics textbook? _____
2 B.  Please list years and grades.  (Example: 2001-2002 Grade 3 & 2002-2003 Grade 4)

PLEASE ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS BASED ON YOUR
EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING INVESTIGATIONS IN GRADE 4.
3 A.  What is the typical number of minutes per day that you spend on the Investigations
mathematics program?  Please circle your response.
             1 - 30           31 - 60          61 - 90          91 - 120          121 - 150           151 - 180
                     181 – 210      211 – 240     241 – 270     271 – 300     More than 300

3 B.  On average, how many class minutes per week do your students spend on the
Investigations mathematics program?                  Comments:
4 A.  For a typical Investigations unit/book, do you use:
 less than the recommended number of weeks as listed in the Implementing Guide;
 the actual recommended number of weeks as listed in the Implementing Guide; or
 more than the recommended number of weeks as listed in the Implementing Guide?
4 B. Please explain.

5 A.  For a typical Investigations Investigation, do you use:
 less than the recommended number of hours as listed in the book/unit overview;
 the actual recommended number of hours as listed in the book/unit overview; or
 more than the recommended number of hours as listed in the book/unit overview?
5 B. Please explain.

6.  Check the Investigations components you use on a regular basis.  If you do not use a
component, briefly explain why in your comments.
Teacher:
___About the Mathematics (AM)
___Dialogue Box (DB)
___Implementing Guide (IG)
___Teacher Notes (TN)
___Teacher Resource CD (TC)
Student:
___Calculators (C)
___Children’s Literature (CL)
___Computer Technology (CT)
___Extensions (EX)
___Homework (HW)
___Investigations at Home (IH)
___Practice Pages (PP)
___Ten-Minute Math (TMM)
Comments:
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7.  What resources are most helpful in enabling you to implement Investigations?

8. What could be provided or offered in a different way that would better enable
your implementation of Investigations?

9 A.  On average, how many class minutes per week do you spend on non-Investigations
lessons or activities?
  1 - 30           31 - 60          61 - 90          91 - 120          121 - 150           151 - 180
 181 – 210      211 – 240     241 – 270     271 – 300     More than 300     Not Applicable

9 B.  How do you supplement this program?  Please list specific materials you use for
math beyond what was suggested in Investigations.  (For example, test prep materials,
problem-solving materials, calendar math activities, computer software, timed tests,
worksheets, etc.)  Indicate the frequency of use of each supplement.  (For example, daily,
once a week, once a month, etc.)  Also, briefly explain why you use it.  (For example,
providing additional practice, filling in a gap in the program, one or more students need
extra, etc.) Use back of sheet if necessary.

9 C. Please submit examples of supplementary materials in the attached stamped, self-
addressed envelope.

10 A. Please comment on the Practice Pages (PP). Are they effective in terms of student
learning? Why or why not? Please explain.

10 B. Do you use PP items as in-school work?
          ❏  Always          ❏ Often          ❏ Sometimes          ❏ Rarely          ❏ Never
10 C. Do you use PP items as homework?
          ❏  Always          ❏ Often          ❏ Sometimes          ❏ Rarely          ❏ Never
10 D. Do you use PP items as assessments?
          ❏  Always          ❏ Often          ❏ Sometimes          ❏ Rarely          ❏ Never
10 E. Please describe how you typically manage the PP items. For example, do you
distribute copies? Write them on the board or overhead? Do students respond in journals?

11. On the following pages, please base your answers only on the lessons and units that
you taught in the 2004-2005 school year.
If you did use a unit, please check the lessons you used in the left-hand column.
If you did not use a lesson, please indicate why by circling the appropriate numbers in
the right-hand column:

1. I did not have time to fit it in.
2. It was labeled as optional.
3. I did not have the materials needed to teach the lesson.
4. I did not like the approach philosophically.
5. I needed more professional development to be comfortable teaching this lesson.
6. The content of that unit was not a priority for my grade level.
7. The unit or lesson was not included on the school pacing chart.
8. Other (Please specify in your comments.)
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Table D1

Three Out of Four Like Spaghetti Chart
Three out of Four Like Spaghetti (Data and Fractions)
If Yes, check all investigations and sessions you used: If No, select all numbers that

apply:
I1: Using Fractions to describe data

      S1: Playing Guess My Rule
      S2: Finding Familiar Fractions
      S3: Comparing data with familiar Fractions
      S4: Using Fractions to Compare Data

      I2: Looking at Data in Categories
      S1: Games We Play
      S2: More games, & What Have We Eaten?
      S3: What Do You…When You Grow Up?
      S4: Organizing Some 1st-4th Grade Data

                  S5-6-7:Making Comparisons w/the Data

1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8
1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8

A. Were any of the lessons particularly hard to implement? If so, which ones and why?
Give lesson number and name.
B. Were any of the lessons particularly successful in terms of student learning? If so,
which ones and why? Give lesson number and name.
C. Were any of the lessons particularly unsuccessful in terms of student learning? If
so, which ones and why? Give lesson number and name.
D. Did you adapt any of the lessons? If so, please describe how and why. Submit
examples with the cover sheet, if appropriate.
E. Please write any additional comments about this unit on this sheet.
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Appendix E

Interview Guide

Student Graph Work  - Graphs were gathered from over 100 students, all Grade 4, from 2
different school districts. Several graphs will be presented. Some graphs will include
student written responses to interpretation questions. Other graphs are student created
graphs. Please answer each question as completely as possible. You will not be identified
in any written material produced from this interview.

Animals graph – [Show graph to teacher] For the question, “How many animals do
students have?”, accompanying the graph in the previous slide. Most students responded
with 26 (answer from 29 of 43 students) or with 6 (from 7 of 43). Why did the students
give each or either response?
For the question, “Who has the largest pet?”, many students responded alligator (14 of
43) or cats (20 of 43). Why would a student give each of these responses?

Students in Class graph - [Show graph to teacher] Why is there a big difference between
1999 and 2003 on graph B? In other words, what is misleading about graph B? What
would you say to a student if they made their graph like graph B?

Prices of Hats graph and Number of Hats graph - [Show graphs to teacher] What is the
value for the ball hat in graph C & in graph D? How are these values different?
Explain the situation with the clown hat in graph B? Would students understand this
situation?
What is misleading about these graphs?
For the question, “How much would you spend if you bought all of the hats?”, many
students responded between $125 and $225 (23 of 43 students). Why would a student
give a number in this range for a response?
What would you say to a student who gave this size response?

The next few slides are student work from a pilot study. Each shows how one student
worked the graph part of this problem. You will be asked two questions about each: How
would you grade each student’s graph? What comments might you write to help the
student correct any errors?

Boat Race Problem: 5 graphs - What guidelines do you give in class to help students
create a scale? Would it be appropriate to find an average? What would the graph look
like if new categories were by gender? [total # of minutes for girls vs boys]What
mistakes or errors might students make in creating the new graph?

Sports Problem – 4 graphs
Turkey Problem – 3 graphs
How would you grade each student’s graph? What comments might you write to help the
student correct any errors?
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 Appendix F:

Timeline of important dates in data collection

Table F1

Timeline

Emails to recruit student pilot study school February 2005
Meeting with teachers to propose student pilot April 13, 2005
Student work pilot study - Human Subjects approved May 2005
Pilot study with elementary students June 2005
Review CESAME website for research sites September 2005
Emails to school districts using Investigations October 2005
Meeting with first school district contact October 2005
Approval from school district  for study October 27, 2005
Research Proposal Approval from advisers & committee December 2005
Contact expert raters December 2005
Human Subjects review & approval January 5, 2006
Education Coordinator meeting - deliver teacher packets January 12, 2006
Prepare packets for students January 2006
Education Coordinator meeting - deliver student materials February 10, 2006
Student work returned March 1, 2006
Teacher interviews permitted March 13, 2006
Email sent to all teachers to request participation March 2006
Human Subjects approval for Pre-service teachers March 30, 2006
Meeting with Educational Coordinators to garner more teachers April 13, 2006
Interviews with teachers May & June 2006
Decision to pursue a second school district June 26, 2006
Contact school districts using any standards-based math July 2006
Submit research proposal to new school district July 20, 2006
Research proposal approved by new school district August 2006
Revision approved by Human Subjects September 11, 2006
Letter to teachers October 6, 2006
Send out packets on request October 2006
Interviews begin November 2006
Last interview January 2007
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Appendix G

Errors by Question Level

Table G1

Reading the Data (RD)

Topic Error

Axes Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Axes Different functions of axes not recognized

Bars Mapping information errors

Grid & gridlines Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Labels Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Scale Insufficient divisions

Scale Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Scale Origin not included

Scale Range

Scale Unit choice

Scale Zero

Symbols Choice of symbols – arbitrary symbol use

Symbols Key missing or inaccurate

Titles Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Table G2
Reading behind the data (RBH)

Topic Error

Axes Frequency or case value errors
Choice of data Not using data with zero values

Context or topic Misuse or failure to use information

Type of categories Choice of numerical or categorical
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Table G3
Reading between the data (RBW)

Topic Error

Pattern Lack of pattern or inappropriate use
Point wise focus Variability – focus on individual cases

Data reduction Raw vs. grouped data

Measures of center Calculating mean when not needed

Table G4
Reading beyond the data (RBY)

Topic Error

Extrapolation Prediction errors
Interpolation Prediction errors

Operations on categories Combining categories
Adjusting data Not changing categories with new data
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Appendix H

CDGK: Teacher’s Background Knowledge of Categorical Data results tables

Table H1

Graphs – Problem One TBK

Responses Correct # of Teachers

Bar Y 13
Circle/pie Y 14
Double bar Y 1
Expanded pie Y 1
Line plot/graph Y 14
Pictograph Y 6
Tally chart Y 1
Histogram N 3
Plot N 1
Stem and Leaf N 1
T chart N 1

Table H2

Parts of a Graph – Problem Two TBK

Topic # of Teachers

X or horizontal axis 12
Y or vertical axis 12
Title 14
X or Y axis label 9
Intervals / ticks / scale 4
Data 4
Bars 5
Categories 5
Units / numbering 4
Gridlines 2
Attributes 1
Landmarks 1
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Table H3

Information in Both Graphs – Problem Three TBK

Topic Similar Different

Bar graphs (vertical) 8
Title 4 8
Basic parts 2
Range/scale 1 2
Labels or labeled 1 4
Data 8
Intervals (2’s or 5’s) 7
Categories 4
Category vs. numerical 2

Table H4

Categories – Problem Four b TBK

Topics Topics

Birthplaces Favorite toys
Book genres Favorite Movie genre
Cap sizes Kind of house
Color of ink in a pen Left or right handed
Colors of M&M in a pack Month of birthday
Dog breeds Pets
Ethnicity Plane types
Favorite animal Race
Favorite cars. Shoe color
Favorite color Sports played
Favorite food Spring break destinations
Favorite genre Toy stores
Favorite ice cream TV show
Favorite school lunch Type of car you drive
Favorite sport Types of apples picked
Favorite toys Vacation spot
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Table H5

Numerical – Problem Four b TBK

Topic Topic

Age, ND Number of M&Ms in a pack = ND
Ages of grandparents, NC Number of magazines ND
Ages of parents – ND Number of people in books by same

author ND
Ages of siblings = ND Number of pets in a family - ND
Amount of ounces NC Number of raisin in a box - ND
Calories in food – NC Number of shoes in house - ND
Children / family Number of teeth, ND
Distance to work – NC Number of times being sick - ND
Distance traveled on vacation. – NC Number of toys, ND
Miles run – NC Number of years various wars lasted
Mpg – NC Points scored in a football season – ND
Number of bathrooms - ND Points scored in hockey games - ND
Number of books - ND Shoe size - ND
Number of books read – ND Temperature (avg. Daily) – NC
Number of books read in a month;
(pages a week) - ND

Tuition cost –NC

Number of homes – ND Wages earned – NC
Weight, NC

C – categorical, NC – numerical continuous, ND – numerical discrete

Table H6

TBK Problem Results

# CONTENT Percent

1 List. Graphs 78.57%
2 List graph components 92.86%
3 Similar/diff bar graphs 85.71%

4a Category or numerical 89.29%
4b List category/num 78.57%
5 Horizontal or vertical 64.29%
6 Components 75.00%
7 Calculations 28.57%
8 Scale 57.14%
9 Limitations bar graphs 46.43%

10 Comparison of graphs 42.86%
overall 67.21%
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Table H7

TBK scores – Rank Ordered

Name 1 2 3 4a 4b 5 6 7 8 9 10 TBK

Noah 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 8.25
Ariel 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 8.0
Beth 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8.0
Dan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0
Ike 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0

Glenda 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.5 0 1 7.5
Helen 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0 0 7.0
Earl 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 6.5

Mary 1 1 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 1 1 0.5 6.25
Carol 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 6.0
Jane 0.5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0
Kent 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 5.25
Fred 0 1 0.5 1 0 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 3.5
Larry 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5
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Appendix I

Teacher created Sports graphs

Figure I1. Ariel

Figure I2. Beth
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Figure I3. Carol

Figure I4. Dan
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Appendix J

Teacher created Turkey Graphs

Figure J1. Ariel

Figure J2. Beth
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Figure J3. Carol

Figure J4. Dan
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Appendix K

Teacher created graphs - Boatrace

Figure K1. Ariel

Figure K2. Beth
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Figure K3. Carol

Figure K4. Dan
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Appendix L

New list errors

Table L1

Interpretation Errors – Question A

Topic Error Level

Axes Different functions of axes not recognized RD
Axes Frequency or case value errors RBH
Bars Mapping information errors RD
Bars & Scale Countable units RD
Choice of data Not using data with zero values RBH
Context or topic Misuse or failure to use information RBH
Data reduction Raw vs. grouped data RBW
Extrapolation Prediction errors RBY
Interpolation Prediction errors RBY
Scale Origin not included RD
Scale Range RD
Symbols Choice of symbols – arbitrary symbol use RD
Type of categories Choice of numerical or categorical RBH

Table L2

Construction Errors  - Question A

Topic Error

Axes Different functions of axes not recognized
Axes Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled
Bars Bars touch on categorical

Categories Raw to grouped
Grid & gridlines Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled

Labels Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled
Scale Insufficient divisions
Scale Origin not included
Scale Unit choice
Titles Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled
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Table L3

Other Construction Errors

Topic Error

Scale Omitted, unnecessary or not labeled
Scale Range
Scale Zero

Symbols Choice of symbols – arbitrary symbol use
Symbols Key missing or inaccurate
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Appendix M

CIS results

Table M1

Demographics from CIS

Name Curriculum Did you pilot? How many years?

Ariel I No 4 11
Beth I No 6 7T
Carol I No 5 9T
Dan I No 1 12T
Earl EM Yes 10 5
Fred EM No 6 7T

Glenda EM No 14 or so 2
Helen EM Yes, not w/ current district 7 6

Ike EM No 5 9T
Jane EM No 12 3T
Kent EM Yes 12 3T
Mary EM No 17 1
Noah EM No 1 12T
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Table M2

Math class times

Name Minutes per day level Minutes per week  level

Ariel 31-60 L 300 M
Beth 31-60 L 300 M
Carol 31-60 L 300 M
Dan 61-90 H 300 M
Earl 31-60 L 300 M
Fred 31-60 L 55 min/wk L

Glenda 61-90 H 61-90 L
Helen 31-60 L 300 minutes M

Ike 31-60 L 300 minutes M
Jane 31-60 L 300 minutes M
Kent 61-90 H 400 min/wk H
Mary 61-90 H 540 minutes H
Noah 31-60 L 300 minutes M
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Table M3

Time on math as recommended

Name
Typical

unit  
Typical
lesson  Non-curriculum activities time  Rank

Ariel actual M actual M   61-90 3
Beth actual M less L   61-90 3
Carol less L less L   31-60 2
Dan NR 0 NR 0   350 6
Earl less M less L   91-120 minutes per week 4
Fred more H actual M   121-150 minutes per week 5

Glenda more H more H   1 – 30 minutes per week 1
Helen actual M actual M   121-150, morning, meeting, and transitions 5

Ike actual M actual M   1 – 30 minutes per week 1
Jane actual M actual M   1 – 30 minutes per week 1
Kent actual M actual M   61-90 minutes per week 3
Mary actual M actual M   NR 0
Noah actual M actual M   31-60 minutes per week 2
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Appendix N

Teacher Selection charts

Table N1

TBK Scores

Name 1 2 3 4a 4b 5 6 7 8 9 10 TBK

Noah 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 8.25
Ariel 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 8.0
Beth 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8.0
Dan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0
Ike 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0

Glenda 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.5 0 1 7.5
Helen 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0 0 7.0
Earl 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 6.5

Mary 1 1 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 1 1 0.5 6.25
Carol 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 6.0
Jane 0.5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0
Kent 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 5.25
Fred 0 1 0.5 1 0 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 3.5
Larry 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5
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Table N2

Scores for TKSU – Question A

Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Ariel 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 5T
Beth 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 11
Carol 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 12T
Dan 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 5T
Earl 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 9T
Fred 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 5T

Glenda 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1T
Helen 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1T

Ike 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1T
Jane 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1T
Kent 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 9T
Larry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
Mary 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 12T
Noah 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 5T
Total 8 9 10 10 9 11

Table N3

Scores for TI

Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total rank

Ariel 0.5 1 1 1 0.5 1 5 2T
Beth 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 5 2T
Carol 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.5 4
Dan 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1
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Table N4

Question B responses

Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 Median Rank

Ariel 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 7T
Beth 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 5T
Carol 2 3 4 1 1 2 2 12T
Dan 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 10T
Earl 1 1 2 3 3 4 2.5 10T
Fred 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 2

Glenda 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 7T
Helen 3 4 3 3 2 2 3 5T

Ike 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 3T
Jane 3 3 3 2 2 2 2.5 7T
Kent 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3T
Larry  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 14
Mary 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 12T
Noah 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 1

Table N5

Teacher Results for Interview Selection

Name TBK TI Question
A

Question B Content
rating

Curriculum
rating

Interviewed

Ariel 8 5 5 2.5 H M Y
Beth 8 5 3 2.83 H M Y
Carol 6 5.5 1 2.17 L L N
Dan 8 6 5 2.33 H L Y
Earl 6.5 -- 4 2.33 M L N
Fred 3.5 -- 5 3.17 M L Y

Glenda 7.5 -- 6 2.5 M H Y
Helen 7 -- 6 2.83 M L Y

Ike 8 -- 6 3 H H Y
Jane 6 -- 6 2.5 M H N
Kent 5.25 -- 4 3 M H Y
Larry 3.5 -- -- -- L -- N
Mary 6.25 -- 1 2.17 H M Y
Noah 8.25 -- 5 3.33 H M Y
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Appendix O

Student-created Graphs – Sports

Figure O1. Sports 1
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Figure O2. Sports 2
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Figure O3. Sports 3
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Figure O4. Sports 4
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Appendix P

Student-created Graphs – Turkeys

Figure P1 Turkey 1

Figure P2 Turkey 2
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Figure P3 Turkey 3
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Appendix Q

Student-created Graphs – Boatrace

Figure Q1 Boatrace 1
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Figure Q2 Boatrace 2
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Figure Q3 Boatrace 3
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Figure Q4 Boatrace 4
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Figure Q5 Boatrace 5
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